


european space agency

The European Space Agency was lormed out of, and
took over the rights and obligations of, the two earlier
European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organisation for the Development and Construction of
Space Vehicle Launchers (ELDO) The [/ember States
are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
lreland, ltaly, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom Finland is an
Associate Member of the Agency Canada is a
Cooperating State

In the words of the Convention: The ouroose of the
Agency shall be to provide for and to promote, for
exclusively peacelul purposes, co-operation among
European States in space research and technology and
their space applications, with a view to their being used
for scientific purposes and for operational space
applications systems

(a) by elaborating and implementing a long-term
European space policy, by recommending space
objectaves to the Member States, and by concerting
the policies of the Member States with respect to
other national and international organisations and
institutions;

(b) by elaborating and implementing activities and
programmes in the space field;

(c) by co-ordinating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as possible
into the European space programme, in particular as
regards the development of applications satellitesi

(d) by elaborating and implementang the industrial
policy appropriate to its programme and by
recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
Member States

The Agency is directed by a Council composed ol
representatives of Member States The Director General
is the chief executive of the Agency and its legal
representative

The Directorate of the Agency consists of the Director
General; the Inspector General; the Director ol Scientific
Programmes; the Director of Observation ol the Earth
and its Environment; the Director of the Telecommunica-
tions Programme; the Director of Space Transportation
Systems; the Director of the Space Station and
Microgravity Programme; the Director of ESTEC; the
Director ol Operations and the Director of Administration

The ESA HEADOUARTERS are in Paris
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THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Netherlands

THE EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Chairman of the Council: Prof E Carassa

Director General: J-M Luton

agence spatiale europ6enne

L'Agence Spatiale Eurcpeenne est lssue des deux
Organisations spatla/es europeennes qui l'ont pftcddee

- I'Organisation europeenne de recherches sparales
(CEFS) et I'Organisation europeenne pour la mise au
point et la construction de lanceurs d'engins spatiaux
(CECLES) - dont elle a repris les droits et obligations
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(a) en 6laborant et en mettant en oeuwe une politique
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recommandant aux Etats membres des oblectls en
matidrc spatiale et en concertant les politiques des
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est le fonctionnaire executif superieur de I'Agence et la
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Environnemen[ du Directeur du Programme de
T'lqcommunications; du Directeur des Systemes de
Transport spatial; du Diecteur du Programme Station
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Directeur des Operations el du Directeur de
I'Administration
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DFS antenna module measurement

Satellite Technolo

DFS Kopernikus-
The German Telecommunications
Satellite
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DFS Kopemikus, the first Ger-
man telecommunications satel-
lite, has gone into orbit.The satel-
lite programme was designed
and manufactured bythe ANT/
MBB consortium. The system
consists of two spacecraft and a
ground spare. ANT supplies the
entire telecommunications pay-
load.
Kopernikus is equippedwith elev-
en transponders which can be
simultaneously operated for the
transmission of speech, text, data
and TV programmes in th e ll / 14,
12/14 and20/30 GHz frequency

ranges. Six further transponders
are mounted onto the satellite for
redundancv operation.
Furthermoie, ANT supplied the
receiver systems for 32 small
DFS earth stations and was the
main contractor for the ll/14
GHz DFS earth station in Berlin
as well as for the conversion to
DFS operation of an earth station
in Usingen.

ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
Gerberstrasse 33, 7150 Backnang
Telephone + 49 (0) 7l9l/130
Telefax + 49 (0) 7l9l/133212

------ --- -
-----IBosch Telecom
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Power Supply Cable
Assemblies

GORE are specialists in
cable constructions for
critical transmission sys-
tems. GORE special high-
performance cables secure
the success of space
missions through their ap-
plication-specific design
and manufacture.

Contact us early in your
concept phase. We will be
glad to advise you. We
have extremly short turn-
arounds for the design,
prototyping and manufac-
ture of your special cable
requirements.

Main specializations

o Space wires and cables
(qualification according
to SPACELAB SLP 21 1O

and ESA/SCC detail
specification 3901 /007,
008, 009)

o Highly flexible, low-
attenuation microwave
cable assemblies, appli-
cable up to 40 GHz

o Dielectric waveguides
from 26.5 to 110 GHz

O Highly flexible, low-
attenuation coaxial
cables

O Round and flat conduc-
tor ribbon cables

o Data lines

O Round cables

O High voltage wires and
cables

W L GORE & ASSOCIATES GMBH
Nordring 1 D-8835 Pleinfeld Germany
Phone: (0 91 44) 6 01 - 0

Hermann-Oberth-Str 22
D-8011 Putzbrunn Germany
Phone: (089)4612 - 507

Product Information:

for Space Technology
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The ISO Mission A Scientific Overview

M. F. Kessler, A. Heske, L. Metcalfe &
ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC,

Why infrared observations?
In the years since observational astronomy
finally escaped from confinement to the
narrow visible range of the electromagnetic
spectrum accessible from the ground, it has
become clear that a full understanding of
the properties and physics of astronomical
sources can only be obtained by studying
them across the widest possible frequency
range. A good example is a nova. The
behaviour, at visible wavelengths, of a star

The lnfrared Space Observatory (lSO) satellite will be the World's
first true astronomical observatory in space, operating at infrared
wavelengths. Astronomers will be able to choose specific targets in
the sky and point ISO towards them for up to ten hours at a time to
make observations with versatile instruments of unprecedented
sensitivity. During its lifetime of eighteen months, ISO will be used
to observe all classes of astronomical objects ranging from planets
and comets in our own solar system, right out to the most distant
galaxies.

suddenly brightening dramatically over a
period of only hours or days and then fading
slowly over hundreds of days has been
known for centuries. However, it was only
with the advent of X-ray, ultraviolet and
infrared observations that the true nature
of such a nova outburst began to be
understood.

The infrared region of the spectrum is of
great scientific interest, not only because it is
here that cool objects (15-300 K) radiate the
bulk of their energy, but also because of
its rich variety of diagnostic atomic, ionic,
molecular and solid-state spectral features.
Measurements at these wavelengths permit
determination of many physical parameters
of astronomical sources, such as energy
balance, temperatures, abundances, densities
and velocities.

Infrared astronomy and the study of dust are
inextricably linked. Dust particles, ranging in

size from a few hundred Anostroms to tens

A. Salama
Noordwijk, The Netherlands

of microns, are a very common phenomenon
throughout the Universe. This dust absorbs
visible and ultraviolet light and re-radiates it

in the infrared. lt is estimated that dust in the
interstellar medium accounts for approxim-
ately one third of the total luminosity of our
Galaxy. Detailed photometric and spectro-
scopic study of this emission by ISO will give
astronomers a much clearer understanding
of the energy balance of the Galaxy and of
the composition (large molecules, carbon
grains, silicate grains, etc.) of the dust in

different oarts of it.

Many astronomical sources are surrounded
by clouds of dust and gas. These clouds
act as an interstellar 'fog', obscuring the
astronomical objects and making it very
difficult to observe them wrth visible light.
Owing to its longer wavelength, infrared
radiation can pierce these dusty regions
and bring astronomers information about
the conditions inside. As an example, the
centre of our Galaxy is hidden from optical
telescopes by thick veils of dust. However,
a clear view can be obtained even at a
relatively short infrared wavelength of
2 micron and the Galactic Centre can,
therefore, be best studied at infrared
wavelengths.

Figure 1 shows how the Galactic Centre
appeared to the infrared survey satellite
IRAS.

Why in space?
The scientific potential of infrared astronomy
has been amply demonstrated by obser-
vations made from both ground-based
telescopes and those on high{lying aircraft
and balloons. However, Figure 2 shows the
two main limitations to these observations.
Firstly the Earth's atmosphere is totally
opaque at many waVelengths, absorbing all
the incoming radiation and thus preventing
the astronomer from viewing the celestial
object. Work from ground-based telescopes
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Figure 1. IRAS view of the centre of the Milky Way. This is a composite image made from data taken at three wavelengths and presented
in false colour. The yellow and green knots and blobs scattered along the band are giant clouds of interstellar gas and dust (called Hll
regions) heated by nearby stars. Some are warmed by newly-formed stars in the surrounding cloud, and some are heated by nearby massive,
hot, blue stars that are tens of thousands of times brighter than our Sun. Red areas represent regions dominated by cold gas and dust.
The large yellow bulge near the middle is the centre of our Galaxy. (Courtesy of NASA/JPL)

u.c

Figure 2.

Upper panel:
Transmission of the
terrestrial atmosphere as
a lunction of wavelength.
Note that, from the
ground, observations are
only possible through
some 'windows', shown in
black.

Lower panel:
Relative flux from a 300 K
black body as a function of
wavelength, showing that
the thermal emission from
the warm (approx. 300 K)
telescope optics and
atmosphere peaks around
10 micron wavelength.
This emission hampers
observations and is a
maximum where the
Earth's atmosphere is
relatively transparent.
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Figure 3. Spectroscopic
and photometric
capabilities of the ISO
scientif ic instruments.

Table 1 - Main characteristics of /SO instruments

is only possible through a number of narrow
spectral 'windows'. Even at altitudes of
30-40 km, which are typical for balloon-
borne telescopes, the atmosphere is not
totally transparent.

The second problem is that the telescope
and atmosphere are warm and emit infrared
radiation themselves. Astronomical sources a
million times fainter must be found against
this undesired 'background' (really fore-
ground!) emission, This severely limits the
sensitivity of ground-based observations.

Thus, for maximum sensitivity and
wavelength coverage, it is necessary to cool
the telescope and its instruments and to
operate them in space The first major step
in this direction was taken with the highly
successful Infrared Astronomical Satellite
(IRAS), which surveyed nearly all the sky in

four broad photometric infrared bands.
Among the results of the IRAS mission
(US/NL/UK) is a catalogue of over 250 000
sources ISO will build on the results of IRAS

by making detailed observations of selected
sources. Compared to IRAS, ISO will have a
longer operational lifetime, wider wavelength
coverage, better angular resolution, more
sophisticated instruments and, by a
combination of detector improvements and
longer integration times, a sensitivity gain of
up to several orders of magnitude.

ISO as an observatory
ISO will be a true astronomical observatory,
It will have a highly versatile and sensitive
set of scientific instruments, capable of
undertaking a wide range of scientific tasks
Time on this observing facility will be available
to all European and US astronomers. The
overall ISO system includes not only the
scientific instruments and the soacecraft in

orbit, but also its control centre on the ground

Four instruments make up the ISO scientific
payload: an imaging photopolarimeter
(ISOPHOT), a camera (ISOCAM) with
polarimetric capabilities, a short-wavelength
spectrometer (SWS), and a long-wavelength
spectrometer (LWS) These instruments are
being built by international consortia of
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scientific institutes for delivery to ESA.

The technical aspects of the instruments
were discussed in ESA Bulletin No. 61 by
Eggel et al.; their main characteristics are
summarised in Table 1, while an overview of
their scientific capabilities is given in Figures
3 and 4. In summary, the four instruments
provide a range of photometric, polarimetric,
spectroscopic and imaging capabilities
across the entire ISO wavelength range.

In order to prevent the sensitivity of the
scientific instruments from being degraded
by their own thermal emission and that from
the telescope, all parts of ISO 'seen' by the
infrared instruments must be cooled to only
a few degrees above absolute zero (-273C)
Thus, the ISO satellite is, essentially, a huge
Thermos flask designed to provide the
extremely low temperatures necessary. ISO
consists of a cryostat containing, at launch,
over 2000 | of liquid helium, and a cryo-
genically cooled telescope with an aperture
of 60 cm. The telescope can be pointed
anywhere on the sky to an accuracy of a few
seconds of arc for a period of up to 10 h.

The in-orbit lifetime of the satellite is limited
by evaporation of the liquid-helium cooling
fluid, but will be at least 18 months. The
spacecraft is described in more detail in
another article in this Bulletin by Xim6nez de
Ferrdn, and the cryogenic system was
presented by Davidson et al. in ESA Bulletin
No. 57.

An Ariane-4 launcher will place ISO into a
highly eccentric orbit with an apogee of
70 000 km, a perigee of 1000 km and a
period of 24h. ln this orbit, ISO will spend
16 h per day outside the Earth's radiation
belts. The infrared detectors in the scientific
instruments are made from small pieces of
silicon and germanium. lf the energetic
particles in the radiation belts (mainly
electron and protons) hit these detectors,
they release a large number of electrons,
which prevents the ISO instruments from
operating at full sensitivity.

The operations with ISO will be carried out
by a team of scientists and engineers located
at the ISO Control Centre in Villafranca in

Spain. ISO's in-orbit lifetime is strictly limited
by the evaporation of its liquid helium and
this makes the efficiency of the operations
even more important than usual.

ISO will be used to make observations of
specific objects in the sky that have been
selected by individual astronomers via a
process of proposal submission and
approval. The detailed observing schedule

will be planned on an orbit-by-orbit basis
a few days in advance. During scientific
operationS, ISO will always be in real{ime
contact with the ground Control Centre.
However, it is olanned to minimise real-time
modifications to the scientific observing
programme in order to maximise overall
eff iciency.

It will be possible to view the downlinked
data as soon as they are received (the
so-called 'quick-look facility'). They will then
be subjected to sophisticated pre-processing
before being sent on tape to the commis-
sioning astronomer's institute for scientific
analysis and interpretation. The results will
also be placed in an archive for later use by
the astronomical community.

Figure 5 gives a pictorial representation of
the ISO ooerations.

Figure 4. lmaging
capabilities of the ISO
scientif ic instruments.
Each of the four
instruments receives a
circular 3 arcmin field of
view, drawn to scale in the
central part of the figure,
The outer annulus shows

- in expanded scale -more details of the
detector fields of view as
projected onto the sky.

Figure 5. An overview of
the activities involved in
planning, executing and
analysing an ISO
observation.

11
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Figure 6. An IRAS image
(wavelength 60 microns) of
the ecliptic plane, showing
the central asteroid dust
band, consisting of
asteroid collision debris
(wide band cutting across
centre of picture)
(Courtesy of M. Sykes,
Univ. of Arizona)

Figure 7, A false colour
IRAS field of a 16 x 16

degree region of the sky
rear the galactic plane in
the direction of Canis
Major, revealing typical
filamentary structure of the
interstellar cirrus (here
shown in green) at a
wavelength of 100 miclons.
(Courtesy Space Research
Laboratory Univ. of
Groningen)
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Selected science highlights
ISO will be offering high sensitivity and
sophisticated observing facilities for a difficult
spectral region, and it is expected that its

scientific programme will touch upon virtually
every field of astronomy, ranging from solar
system studies to cosmology Some of the
possible scientific highlights are summarised
below.

Solar system
Planets and their sate//ites
Like the Earth, most planets have
atmospheres, composed mainly of molecules
of various gases. ISO will be used to invest-
igate the chemical composition and the
physical nature of the atmospheres of the
giant planets, together with Titan and Mars.
A detailed inventory of the species present
will be established, allowing for a better
understanding of the planets' chemistry.
Titan, too faint to be observable from the
ground in the infrared, is the only satelltte
in the solar system to possess a thick
atmosphere. This is thought to be similar to
the atmosphere originally possessed by the
Earth. Studies of Titan's atmosohere are
expected to lead to a better understanding

of how the Earth's atmosohere evolved
Detailed studies of Mars's surface
temperature and emissivity properties, their
temooral variations and their relation with
atmospheric dynamics (e.9. dust storms) will
also be oossible with ISO

Comets
Comets are believed to retain, in the form of
ice and trapped dust, the original content of

the primordial solar nebula, from which our
solar system condensed. Therefore, their
study provides a unique probe of the history
of our solar system and its relation to the
interstellar medium. With ISO it will be
possible to detect comets at large helio-

centric distances (5 AU), to study the onset
of activity (emission of gas and dust) when a
comet approaches the Sun, in particular to
study the activity, evolution and composition
of the coma. Cometary dust and nucleus
have a low temperature and albedo and are,

thus, best detectable in the infrared. The
spectral, spatial and sensitivity capabilities
of ISO will allow a thorough comparison of
the general interplanetary dust with the
properties of dust close to its probable
sources, comets (cometary trails) and
asteroids (asteroidal bands) (Fig 6).

Interstellar medium
The space between the stars is not empty. lt
is a very active and violent space, containing
objects such as gaseous nebulae, supernova
remnants, dark molecular clouds, dust, and
high-velocity winds from young stars. The
material of the interstellar medium has an
extremely wide variety of temperatures and
densities.

Cirrus
IRAS revealed a new component of the
interstellar medium - extended, fuzzy clouds
which often have filamentary structures.
These clouds range in angular size from tens
of degrees down to a few arc minutes
(the limiting spatial resolution of IRAS) and,
because of their appearance, they have been
named 'infrared cirrus' (Fig. 7). The nature
and composition of these puzzling clouds will
be explored by lSO.

Star-forming regions
The processes by which stars form are
not yet well understood. Much of the action
is hidden by dust and more infrared
observations are needed Under the right
conditions, some dense parts of molecular
clouds can start to collaose uoon them-
selves. Initially, these so-called'protostars'
radiate by virtue of the gravitational energy
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of the infalling material and remain cold as
compared to the Sun Eventually, their
temperature rises sufficiently for nuclear
reactions to start When 'burning' of
hydrogen to form helium is underway, the
protostar has become a star.

Stars are formed with a wide range of initial
masses; a well-known example of a region of
massive star formation is in the constellation
Orion (Fig 8) Among the many open
questions on star formation to be addressed
by ISO observations are: What triggers the
collapse process? Does the accretion always
involve a disk? What determines the relative
numbers of large and small stars in the
resulting cluster? What is the role of the high-
velocity (several hundred km/s) mass outflows
that are seen from young stars? and What
are the propertles of the embedded young
stellar oblects?

Chemical factory
The interstellar medium, containing atoms
like hydrogen, oxygen and carbon and
molecules like carbon monoxide or water
vapour acts as a chemical factory Atoms
and molecules can collide and they can
absorb radiation from nearby stars By

these two processes, other larger molecules
may be formed. The physical conditions in

interstellar space under which the formation
of molecules takes place are extremely
difficult to simulate in the laboratory The
ISO spectrometers will reveal the chemical
orocesses in molecular clouds or thick
envelopes around young stars

Stars and stellar physics
Stars are dense gaseous spheres which -
for most of their lives - burn, or strictly
speaking fuse, hydrogen to form helium in
their interior, like the Sun. As stars get older,
other nuclear reactions start and, eventually,
the star ends its life in a way which depends
on its mass. Stars have been extensively
observed at many wavelengths, but much
important information on their structure and
their evolution can only be extracted from
i nf rared observations.

Vega-type stars
The nearby star Vega, or Alpha Lyrae, is the
fifth-brightest star at visible wavelengths and
is still in its hydrogen-burning phase. lt had
been extensively observed at many wave-
lengths and its properties were thought to be
well understood lt was, thus, a great surprise
when infrared observations by IRAS showed
brighterthan-expected emission at wave-
lengths longer than 25 micron. These data
indicate the oresence of a disk of cool

(around 85 K) material in orbit around the
star. This disk may well represent an early
stage in the condensation of a planetary
system.

A number of other stars also have similar
'infrared excesses'. In one of these cases,
Beta Pictoris, observations in the visible have
actually revealed a thin disk of gas and dust
around the star (Fig. 9).

lmaging, photometry and spectroscopy
between 3 and 200 micron of these stars
will also give us a deeper insight into the
formation processes of our solar system.
ISO will also be used to investigate how
widesoread the ohenomenon of matter in

orbit around these types of stars is

Stellar evolution
Stars contain enough hydrogen for the fusion
to last for a long time, but not forever. The
rate at which a star consumes its fuel
depends on its mass; the more massive a
star, the quicker it evolves. After around five
to ten billion years, stars like our Sun evolve
to become so-called 'red giants'. i.e. very
large cool stars. More massive stars, such as

Figure 8. IRAS false-colour
map of the sky around the
constellation Orion. Well-
known regions of star
formation are apparent,
such as the Orion
Molecular Cloud (large
feature dominating lower
right of picture), located in
and surrounding the sword
of Orion. The large ring in
the upper right of the
image is a shell of gas
swept up by the expanding
gases around a young star.
The bright region left of
centre is the Rossette
Nebula in Monoceros.
(Courtesy of NASA/JPL)

Figure 9. An optical image
of the star Beta Pictoris,
showing the presence of a
disk (seen edge-on) of
material around the star.
The image has been taken
using a technique that
blocks out the light from
the star itself so as to be
able to see the taint
structure around it.
(Courtesy of NASA/JPL)
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Figure 10. The Helix
Nebula. An optical picture
of a Planetary Nebula
about 'l degree in
diameter.
(Courtesy of Hale
Observatories)

Figure 11. Two colour
photos showing the
sudden appearance of the
bright supernova 1987A
(left of centre and above
the main body ol the
galaxy). The left-hand
picture was taken before
the supernova exploded
and the right-hand one
afterwards.
(Courtesy of ESO)

those with around 40 times the mass of the
Sun, race towards the red-giant phase in
only a few million years. During this giant
phase, the stars lose a significant amount of
their mass via outflows and winds from their
atmospheres A circumstellar envelope is

thus built up and sometimes these envelopes
are so massive that the stars can no longer
be seen in the optical At the end of this
phase, stars can evolve into planetary
nebulae (Fig. 10), small hot stars - white
dwarfs - surrounded by their expelled
material, which is ionised by the ultraviolet
radiation from the stars themselves.

With ISO it will be possible to study those
stars that are deeply embedded in their
circumstellar envelopes These are at the
very end of the phase as a giant, and one
open question is how the star evolves during
the very short transition phase from a red
giant to a planetary nebula and a white
dwarf. During the phase of mass loss, the
star returns its matter - now orocessed to
include heavy elements - to the interstellar

medium. This enriched interstellar medium is

the source material for the next generation
of stars, and its chemical composition is

therefore of great interest. This will be
deduced from measurements by the ISO

spectrometers of the atomic and molecular
spectra of planetary nebulae.

A massive star that fails to lose enough mass
during its evolution is, then, doomed to end
its life in a huge explosion, a supernova,
such as that seen in our companion Galaxy,
the Large Magellanic Cloud in 1987 (Fig. 11).

This explosive event also returns the material
from a dying star to the reservoir from which
new stars may form. ISO will study the
'leftovers' (called 'supernova remnants') of
such events, which are the source of very
heavy elements, like iron.

Extragalactic
Other galaxies, far distant from our own
Milky Way Galaxy, have always attracted
much observational attention. They have a
variety of morphologies, many having spiral
arms, interstellar matter and a core region or
nucleus, thus reflecting the structure of the
Milky Way. Study of these galaxies gives a
'bird's eye view' of processes occurring in

the Galaxy, but difficult for us to see. Many
galaxies are so far away from the Earth, and
their light takes so long to reach us, that
observing them is like looking back in time,
thereby allowing an examination of the
evolution of the Universe. The infrared
properties of galaxies are extremely diverse;
for examole. far-infrared luminosities have
been found that span a range of seven
orders of magnitude

There are many questions in extragalactic
astronomy needing answers: What are the
mechanisms that trigger and maintain the
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formation of stars in galaxies? Why are some
galaxies producing large numbers of new
stars in hugely energetic bursts? What is the
energy source at the centres of the most
luminous galaxies making them orders of
magnitude more energetic than their quieter
neighbours? These questions are central to
understanding the processes by which
galaxies evolved from their original formation
to give us the Universe we see today
In order to answer these questions, it is
necessary to discover the physical conditions
prevailing in the diverse and often exotic
sources that populate the Universe.

Using lSO, astronomers will seek to
understand the properties of star{orming
regions in nearby, normal galaxies (Fig. 12),

by studying, spectroscopically and photo-

metrically, the properties and spatial
distribution of the dust produced there, the
kinds of organic compounds that form in

the interstellar medium, the energetics of
the gas, and the mass distribution of stars
produced there

The results of these studies will be compared
with observations of the same entities in

radically different environments such as
the nuclei of active galaxies, completely
obscured by dust absorption at visible
wavelengths, or at the heart of colliding
galaxy systems (Fig. 13), powerfully luminous
at far-infrared wavelengths With these
observations it may be determined whether
some galaxies with extremely luminous nuclei
('active' galaxies) are, in fact, the final stage
in the development of galaxy mergers. In this

scenario, two galaxies collide, precipitating a
huge burst of star formation throughout their
interstellar material. This would give rise to
a far-infrared, ultra-luminous galaxy which
finally decays to become an active galaxy
with a massive black hole at its nucleus: a

Seyfert galaxy or a quasar.

Since ISO's instruments can see emission
from cold (a few Kelvin to a few hundred
Kelvin) dark matter (i.e. material not luminous
in the visible), it may detect the elustve
population of low-mass stars thought to
condense out of the streams of gas that flow
from intergalactic space onto many of the
large elliptical galaxies at the centres of
galaxy clusters. These 'cooling flows' of gas,

inferred from X-ray observations, produce no
corresponding population of stars detectable
at visible wavelengths

Cosmology
ISO can address a number of questions of
great cosmological significance. A particularly
vital question concerns the total mass in the
Universe. lf this is greater than a certain
amount, then gravitational force will
eventually stop the expansion of the Universe
and make it collapse into itself again lf the
Universe is less massive than this 'closure'

mass, it will go on expanding forever. The
density of directly detected matter (self-

luminous, light-reflecting, or lighfobstructing)
currently accounted for in the Universe is

at most about 200lo of the closure density
However, mass could be hidden in dark

Figure 12. An infrared
(IRAS) false-colour image
of the nearby spiral galaxy
M31, the great nebula in
Andromeda. Most of the
infrared radiation comes
either from the core of the
galaxy or from the ring
structure, which is
probably an active site of
star formation,
(Courtesy of NASA/JPL)

Figure 13. Optical (left)
and infrared (1.6 micron)
images of the interacting
galaxies known as the
Antennae.
(Courtesy of Palomar and
UKIRI respectively)
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Figure 14. Artist's
impression of a Brown
Dwarf , silhouetted against
the backdrop of the
immensely rich star fields
of the Milky Way. A Brown
Dwarf is an obiect that
started to collapse to
become a star but was
not massive enough to be
able to initiate nuclear
reactions.
(Courtesy of NASA)

Chronology of the ISO Mission

March 1979 Prooosal to ESA for ISO

forms, invisible at optical wavelengths, but
radiating in the infrared region.

One possibility is that some of this missing
mass is hidden in the form of objects called
Brown Dwarfs (Fig. 14). These are 'failed'
stars, i.e. bodies formed out of the interstellar
material, but which were not massive enough
to support nuclear burning in their cores. lt
has been suggested that such objects might
constitute the unseen haloes of galaxies,
postulated in order to account for the
detailed orbits of material around galaxy
nuclei. lt is hoped that the camera (ISOCAM)
and the photopolarimeter (ISOPHOT) will be
able to unambiguously detect, and confirm
the existence of, such obiects for the first
time.

ISOCAM and ISOPHOT both plan to perform
very long observations intended to detect
sources out to high (z : 2) red shifts The
relatrve proportions of blue galaxies, merging
galaxies, active galaxies and more typical
galaxies found in such deep source counts
is an indicator of the mechanisms through
which galaxies originally formed Did they
form at about the same time in a single great
burst, or have they formed by a process of
hierarchical merging of galaxies, so that they
grow, and mergers become less common, as
time goes on?

Conclusion
During its lifetime, ISO will offer astronomers
a unique opportunity to study the Universe
at the relatively unexplored infrared wave-
lengths. ISO's legacy to the future will be the
database of its observational results, which
will be used by astronomers long after its

in-orbit mission has been comoleted The
science of ISO will build not just upon the
results of the IRAS mission, but also on those
from ground-based optical, infrared, submil-
limetre and radio telescopes. Observations
with ISO will have a significant impact on
all areas of astronomy However, the most
exciting aspect of the mission is that it is a
voyage into largely uncharted waters, and
no-one knows what will really be discovered.
Hopefully, nature has a few surprises in store
for us once again!
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The ISO Spacecraft
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lntroduction
The ISO spacecraft, shown in Figure 1,

has been conceived as two largely
independent modules: the Payload Module
(PLM) and the Service Module (SVM)

The PLM is essentially a large liquid-helium
cryostat, which contains the telescope, with
four scientific instruments mounted behind
the primary mirror and cooled to a temper-
ature near absolute zero. The characteristics
of the various scientific instruments are
summarised in Table 1 (technical descriptions
of these instruments appeared in ESA

The ESA Infrared Space Observatory (lSO) will provide astronomers
with a unique facility for detailed exploration of the Universe at
infrared wavelengths, covering targets ranging from Solar System
objects to distant extragalactic sources. The Observatory has two
primary elements, a space segment, namely the ISO satellite, and
a ground segment. The latter will provide all the facilities needed
for satellite control, for the planning of observations, and for data
processing, including real-time assessment, quick-look analysis and
non-real-time offline data analysis.

Bulletin No. 61). The SVM houses the warm
electronics of the scientific instruments, the
hydrazine propellant tank, and all the other
classical spacecraft subsystems. The Sun

shield, with its covering of solar cells, always

faces the Sun to provide electrical power
whilst at the same time protecting the PLM
from direct solar insolation

The ISO spacecraft will be placed in a
1000 km x 70 000 km elliptical orbit (24 h

period) by an Ariane-4 launcher in 1993.

This oarticular orbit will ensure that most
observations can be made during the
14 h per orbit when the satellite is travelling

outside the Earth's radiation belts. The

spacecraft will be tracked from a single
ground station, at which the ISO ground
segment will be housed.

Mission requirements and system
description
Observations of infrared celestial sources
The primary objective of ISO is to make

observations of celestial objects at infrared
wavelengths between 2.5 and 200 microns.
It is therefore essential that all radiation-
gathering equipment, the telescope and
scientific detectors, be protected from the
disturbing effects of infrared emissions
from various elements of the system itself.

All objects emit radiation as a function of
their absolute temperature ll The total
energy emitted is proportional to f4, and
the wavelength at which the radtation's
spectral density is at a maximum is inversely
proportional to ll The first requisite for lSO,

therefore, is to provide a telescope, including
baffles, that is kept very cold. The focal-plane
units (FPUs) of the scientific instruments and
the infrared detectors inside those units must
also be maintained at temoeratures close to
absolute zero. The detailed requirements are
summarised in Table 1

The solution adopted for ISO is to enclose
the telescope in a cryostat. The main
element is a toroidal tank containing 2l4Ol
of superfluid helium (Hell) at a temperature
of 1.8 K. The tank is insulated from external
heat inputs by three vapour-cooled radiation
shields (VCS) equipped with multi-layer
insulation (MLl). The tank, radiation shields
and telescope are suspended from the cryo
vacuum vessel (CVV) by low-conductivity
straps. Boiling h'elium from the tank provides
cooling to the optical support structure
(OSS), the focal-plane units and telescope
mirrors mounted on the OSS, the optical
baffles and, when flowing through the
radiation shields to the exhaust nozzles,
intercepts incoming heat from the outside
environment. Some of the scientific detectors
are directly cooled by copper straps
connected to the helium tank. A heat shield
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Figure 1. Overall
configuration of the
Inlrared Space Observatory
(tso).

Detectors interface
Optical Support Structure/
Focal-Plane Unit interface
Primary mirror
Secondary mirror
Lower baffle
Upper baffle

T^,.l^ 1 T^^^^.^+,,.taDte t - temperature requtrements

Component Temperature, K Temperature stability, deg

To protect the cryostat from external heat
inputs and in particular from direct solar
illumination, a Sun shield shades the cryo
vacuum vessel. This shield is composed of
two flat plates (Fig. 1), the outer faces of
which carry the solar cells that provide the
electrical power needed for the mission

During ground operations, the vacuum in the
cryo vacuum vessel is maintainel by a cryo
cover, which is also insulated with radiation
shields and multi-layer insulation. lt is held
in place by a clamp band, which will be
released in orbit to jettison the cover after
satellite outgassing, approximately 15 days
after lift-off, at which point the scientifrc
observation programme will commence.

The cryostat is designed for a minimum
operational lifetime of 18 months (it was
described in detail in ESA Bulletin No. 57)

Optical requirements
Two main sets of optical requirements are
imposed on the ISO spacecraft. Firstly, there
are the light-gathering requirements, which
can be summarised as foliows:
Entrance-pupil diameter: 600 mm
Focal length 9000 mm
Unvignetted field of view: 20 arcmin
Instrument unvignetted field of view:

3 arcmin
25-2OO micron
diffractron limit al
5 micron

17<T<19

2 4<T<3 4

<32
<4
/R

<75

t0 05 in 1000 sec

t010 in 1000 sec

t0 10 in 1000 sec

connected to the tank encloses all four focal-
plane units

The pressure inside the Hell tank is 17 mbar,
the equilibrium boiling point at a temperature
of 1 8 K. This pressure is maintained in orbit
by the impedance of the vent line, and on
the ground prior to launch by continuous
pumping of the tank exhaust. The gaseous-
helium exit is located at the highest point of
the tank, allowing separation by gravity of
the liquid and gas phases during ground
operations. Once in orbit, one of the
remarkable properties of superfluid helium
is exploited, the so-called 'thermodynamic
fountain effect', by which a simple porous
plug functions as a phase separator, keeping
the liquid phase in the tank while allowing
the gaseous helium to flow through the vent
lrne.

A flow diagram for the ISO cryostat is shown
in Figure 2.

Wavelength range:
lmage quality:
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These requirements are met with a Ritchey-

Chretien Cassegrain telescope configuration,
as this is the best solution for an astron-

omical telescope that must cover a wtde

spectral range in combination with a limited

field of view. This configuration is free from

either coma or spherical aberration

The ISO telescope (Fig 3) has a primary
mirror with an overall diameter of 640 mm,

a secondary mirror with a diameter of

876 mm, and a four-faced pyramidal mirror
that distributes the light collected to the four
focal-plane units The pyramidal mirror has a

central hole that allows some of the light to

impinge on a quadrant star sensor (aSS)

This will allow measurement of the alignment
offset between the telescope and the
^^^^^^.^++ ^ ^++;+,,;^ ^rntrol sensorsbpduuurdrL ) 4rLtLuuv-uL

The lightweight mirrors are made of fused

silica and are gold-coated to give them good

reflection characteristics in the infrared. The
primary mirror is circumferentially mounted
onto the optical support structure via three
fixation devices, each consisting of an invar
pad fixed to the mirror and crossing blades
that provide the required degrees of free-

dom The secondary mirror is mounted on a
tripod Borh mirrors are cooled by copper
straps connecting their rear faces to the

helium-cooled optical support structure

The ser:ond set of reouirements relates to the

stringent control of stray light emanating from

bright infrared sources outside the tele-

scope s f ield of view, for which the following
viewing constraints have been defined:

The direction to the Sun must be kept in
the ptsrs of symmetry (X +Z-plane) of the

Sun shield, and the solar aspect angle
must be between 60o and 120'.
The directions of the Earth, Moon and

Jupiter must be outside cones of 77", 24o

and 50 half angle from the telescope axis,

respecrvery

With these viewing constraints, the total stray
light falling on the instruments must be
less than 100/o of the diffuse zodiacal back-
ground This requirement is fulfilled by
means of the main baffle with sharp-edged
vanes surrounding the telescope, Cassegrain
baffles around the secondary mirror and
the central hole of the primary, and a gold-

coated truncated-cone Sun shade that
reflects direct illumination from the Earth
hank tn cnano /Fin /\

'l

Moreover, with the temperature distribution
described in the previous section, the infra-

7-vl

HELIUM II TANK

HEAT EXCHANGER

HEATER

fp<l vALVE

SAFETY VALVE

f {xl MOMENTUM-FREE NOZZLES

Figure 2. Helium flow diagram for ISO when in orbit.

VACUUM-VESSEL

Figure 3. The primary mirror of the ISO telescope.
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Figure 4. The ISO Sun
shade.

red self-emission of all optical elements gives
a noise background that is also less than
10o/o of the zodiacal background, at wave-
lengths from 5 to 200 micron.

Pointing requirements
ISO will be operated in a similar manner to
a ground-based observatory, and therefore
the spacecraft has to be able to manoeuvre
smoothly from one celestial source to the
next, and then maintain accurate pointing on
that target The spacecraft must also be
capable of pointing at any region of the
sky that satisfies the straylight constraints
described above The slew speed between
sights is set at 7olmin in order to optrmise
observation time, and the duration of each
observation can range from a few seconds
to up to 10 h, depending on the type of
source

During a scientific measurement, the
following telescope optical-axis pointing
accuracy is required:

Absolute pointing error: 11 7 arcsec
Absolute pointing drift: 2.8 arcsec/h
Relative pointing error: 2 8 arcsec

These pointing requirements must be
satisfied by the spacecraft's Attitude and
Orbit Control Subsystem (AOCS), in combin-
ation with careful spacecraft structural design
to avoid thermo-elastic deformation between
the telescope's optical axis and the attitude
sensors. Three operational pointing modes
have been defined:

- fine-pointing mode on a single point
source

- raster pointing, where the telescope axis
is slewed through a rectangular pattern of
pointings (up to 32x32 pointings)

- calibration mode, in which any misalign-
ment between the telescope and the
spacecraft's attitude sensors is measured

For the high-accuracy pointing modes, the
attitude errors are measured with gyro-
scopes, star tracker and fine Sun sensors.
In the calibration mode (activated once per
orbit), the quadrant star sensor replaces the
star tracker. The performances of the various
sensors are summarised in Table 2.

A state-reconstructor in the AOCS computer
produces minimum-variance estimates for
the attitude, angular velocity and disturbance
acceleration. This state-reconstructor also
serves as a sensor-data smoothing filter.

The control torques for high-performance
slews and pointing modes are provided by
a reaction-control wheei system, giving a
maximum torque of 0.2 Nm, with a total of
126 torque levels, and a maximum angular-
momentum storage capability of some
18 Nms A so-called 'dual control law' is
used together with a velocity controller that
limits angular velocities to 8 deg/min. The
'dual control law' consists of a nonlinear
time-optimal subcontroller and a linear state
feedback subcontroller. For larqe errors

I

I
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during slewing the time optimal control
prevails, whereas for fine pointing the linear

law predominates.

A schematic of the AOCS is shown in Figure

5. The modes of operation include, besides
the pointing modes, other functions related to
safety, satellite autonomy, and health check-
ing of the subsystem elements, some of

which are addressed below

An important factor in achieving the requisite
pointing accuracy for the ISO spacecraft
is the limiting of the drift between the optical
axis of the telescope and that of the star

tracker. Such drift can be induced by

transient thermo-elastic deformation of

structural elements linking the two optical
axes. Consequently, the star{racker support
structure has been mounted on the cryostat's
outer wall, rather than on the Service
Module. This alone does not prevent local

deformation due to temperature gradients
in the cryo vacuum vessel from degrading
pointing performance lt is also necessary to

maintain a stable and uniform temperature
distribution in these two structures.

This temperature stability is achieved by

covering the cryo vacuum vessel with multi-

layer insulation, even at the expense of a
penalty in the lifetime of the satellite. In
addition, the star{racker sensors (two for
redundancy) are enclosed wtthin a thermal
housing, with heaters, which should provide

a constsant sensor temperature and, even
more importantly, maintain a constant
temperature gradient between the mounting

Table 2. Performance figures for the various

/SO sensors

Star tracker
Field of view:

Sensitivity:

Bias error:

Ti'aelurnn cnaar]

Gyroscope
Random drift:
Gyro noise:

Maximum rate:

Fine Sun sensor
Field of view per slit

Accuracy:

4x30
Visual magnitude

from +2 to +B
2 arcsec
(05 arcsec in centre

of field of view)

5 arcsec/s

3 6 arcsec/h
0 2 arcsec aI 2 Nz

1 deg/s

62x1"
3 arcmin
(1 arcmin in centre
of field of view)

Noise equivalent angle: 2 arcsec

feet of the operational star tracker (better

than 01oC over one orbit, except for 2h
around perigee). The specially stiffened fixing
of the housing to the cryo vacuum vessel

ensures that the thermal conductance
between the two is less than 3 mWoC.

Si ngle-grou nd-station safeguards
A further too-level requirement stems from

the type of orbit that the ISO spacecraft will

be in and the single-ground-station coverage.
(ln order to retrieve additional good-quality
scientific data, ESA is currently seeking
international collaboration to provide a

Figure 5. Schematic of
ISO's Attitude and Orbit
Control Subsystem (AOCS).
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second ground station). The highly elliptical
1000 km x 70 000 km orbit makes spacecraft
tracking and control rmpossible during
narldaa n2aQ2da

It is also imperative that the ISO spacecraft
should be able to survive a oossible failure of
the single ground station. The system must
therefore ensure that the satellite is safe and
that its cryogenic helium is not wasted during
any such event. Moreover, even small heat
inputs to the optical elements during perigee
passages could disturb the telescope's
thermal eouilibrium.

To meet these mission safety requirements,
the launch window selected ensures that
there is always a region of the sky to which
the spacecraft can point without violating the
stray-light constraints (the Sun and the Earth;
the Moon and Jupiter do not affect the
thermal equilibrium). Autonomous functions
onboard the satellite would orevent violation
of the constraints for at least three orbits in
the event that ground control is lost

Several souces could trigger these
autonomous functions:

- ground command, if the control centre is
aware of an imminent station shutdown

- detection by the AOCS of a violation of
any of the pointing constraints

- detection by the onboard data-handling
system of a longer than normal break in
ground transmission to the satellite (period
programmable by the Control Centre).

Two main functions are active durino the
period of autonomy:

- Firstly, the cryostat must be protected
against catastrophic heat inputs. The
OBDH system will therefore switch-off all
electrical units that could dissipate power
inside the cryostat, i.e. the four scientific
instruments and the cryo electronics unit
(used to measure temperatures, pressures
and amount of helium in the tank). The
AOCS will initiate the first level of attitude
safeguard, called the Programmable
Pointing Mode (PPM), in which the
spa.cecraft will follow a pre-programmed
path on the sky that avoids violation of
Sun and Earth constraints. The PPM
ensures that the spacecraft's attitude is
maintained with sufficient accuracy for
observations to be resumed without need
for further calibration.

- The second function safeguards the
thermal environment of units outside the
cryostat. The OBDH will scan the temp-

eratures on the spacecraft and switch on
and off the relevant heaters, located on
or near critical elements such as the
hydrazine tank and pipework, the reaction
wheels and the fine Sun sensor.

Electromagnetic compatibil ity
The very weak output signals from the
scientific detectors have to be protected
from electronic noise, whether conducted or
radiated, originating from other elements of
the satellite. A stringent spacecraft design
requirement, verified by testing at unit,
subsystem and satellite level, ensures full
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) between
the onboard instruments and other
subsystems.

An important element in this clean EMC
design is the spacecraft's power subsystem.
It is based on a sequential switching shunt
regulator, which provides very good
efficiency and reliability as well as a low
output impedance and constant bus ripple
under all load condrtions.

A further requirement is that the space-
craft's exter.nal surfaces must not become
electrically charged and no electrostatic
discharges should take place. Special care
has therefore been taken in the design of
the thermal-control hardware, which could
be susceptible to charging, by making the
outside surfaces conductive and grounding
all elements to the structure.

Another developmental challenge lay in
designing the optical coatings for the baffling
system, which have to preclude any electro-
static charging close to the focal-plane units
and provide a high absorptivrty in the far-
infrared. A special conductive black paint
has been produced for this purpose.

Data collection and transmission
ISO is a real{ime mission. The operating
principle involves having a single scientific
instrument, selected as a function of the
type of observation in hand, active at any
given moment An exception to this
philosophy is the ISOCAM instrument, which
could be active in parallel at low bit rate to
provide images of the celestial source under
study.

For this reason, four different data formats
- one per Instrument - can be selected.
Each of these formats also includes ali of the
satellite housekeeping information, the largest
part of which is devoted to the AOCS
parameters needed for accurate spacecraft
attitude reconstitution.
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The nominal data rate is 32 768 bit/s

23 424 bit of which are allocated to the
prime instrument Communications with the

ground are via a transponder working at

S band.

Other special features of ISO
Heat balance of the Payload Module
As noted above, heat inputs to the helium

tank have been minimised by enclosing it

with vapour-cooled shields that intercept
ambient heat before it can reach the

cryogenics Another important source of

heat is the Service Module, the average

temperature of which will be 20oC when the

Payload Module's outer wall is at -150oC

To avoid such a temperature gradient

causing a net conductive heat transfer to
the vessel, the interface between the two

Modules consists of 16 tubular glass{ibre
struts with very low thermal conductivity
They are filled with Ecofoam resin to prevent

radiative heat transfer from taking place

inside the tubes. The develoPment
programme for these struts has included
extensive mechanical and thermal validation
testing.

Direct liquid-content measurement
An important factor for the planning of ISO's

scientific operations is accurate knowledge
of the amount of superfluid helium (Hell)

remaining in the tank The ability to make

this measurement under microgravity
conditions is a novel development for lSO,

which relies on the near-infinite thermal
conductivity of the superfluid helium A

calibrated heat pulse is introduced into the

tank, which increases the temperature of the

helium by an amount directly proportional to

the mass remaining.

Launch operations
An important aspect of the Payload Module
is the cryogenic operations required prior to
launch. The superfluid helium tank will be

topped off when the satellite is already
mounted on the launcher, by removing the
Ariane fairing (a nonstandard operation)
The tank will then be closed to minimise
helium loss and to avoid having to pump.

To malntain the insulation performance after

this operation, a second reservoir containing
60 | of normal liquid helium (Hel) will be

used to cool the radiation shields. This Hel

tank, which can be accessed through wtn-

dows in the Ariane fairing, will be completely
depleted prior to lift-off.

During the launcher's third-stage flight,

commands issued bv Ariane's electronics will

operate a set of cryogenic valves that will

open the helium vent line to space, and also

the main helium tank and its porous-plug
phase separator Initially, the vented helium

mass flow rate will be about 20 mg/s, rising

to a peak of about 27 mgls and then falling

until, after about 20 d in orbit, it will be about
5 mg/s, the in-orbit equilibrium point.

To cope with this range of flow rates, the

system is equipped with two sets of nozzles.

Initially, both will be open to accommodate
the high mass flow rate: as the rate falls and
the temperatures decrease, the larger nozzles

will be valved off, leaving only the smaller set

open.

Current development status
The ISO spacecraft's main development
phase (Phase-C/D) is already well advanced
The qualification tests performed on the

Payload and Service Modules (Fig. 6), and

the results obtained, are summarised in

Figure 7.

The qualificatton of the Payload Module has

been a challenging task, involving more

laboratory experimental effort than a classical
qualification procedure, and requiring
inventive solutions to overcome unforeseen
problems Operation of the cryostat was

Figure 6. ISO Payload
Module under test at
MBB, Munich.
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RESULT: SUCCESSFUL

FOR FLIGHT MODEL, REINFORCE:
o S.BAND ANTENNA BBACKET
o AOCS SENSOB BRACKETS

BESULT:
o GLOBAL CRYOSTAT

CONCEPT PROVEN
o LIFETIME ACHIEVABLE

FOR FLIGHT MODEL:
r REDUCE IMPEDANCE OF

EXTERNAL VENT LINE
r MODIFY FILLING PORT

THERMAL/CRYO TESTING

LABOBATORY CONDITIONS:
r FULL CRYOGENIC
o 300 K EOUILIBRIUM

THERMAL VACUUM CHAMBEB:
o POST-LAUNCHTRANSIENT
o COLD (110 K) EOUILIBBIUM

THERMAL TESTING

r SOLAR SIMULATION
o DUMMY SUN SHIELD
o DUMMY PAYLOAD-

MODULE INTERFACE
o STEADY STATE

HOT & COLD
o TRANSIENTS
o ECLIPSE

RESULT: GLOBAL CONCEPT
INCLUOING ACTIVE
BEGULATION IS PROVEN

FOR FLIGHT MODEL:
o IMPBOVE MULTI-LAYER INSULATTON:
o REDESIGN THRUSTER

THROUGH THEBMAL DESIGN
o TBIM LAUNCH ADAPTER YF

RESULT:
r He ll TANK NOT RtctD

ENOUGH
o CONFIDENCE tN

DESIGN ACHIEVED
r FORMAL OUALtFtCAT|ON

OEFERRED TO
FLIGHT MODEL

FOR FLIGHT MODEL:
o REINFORCE TANK

r SINE VIBRATION
r RANDOM VIBBATION

Figure 7. ISO Payload
and Service Module
q u a lif icatio n-test
obiectives and results.

demonstrated first at room temperature and
later in a vacuum chamber that simulated
the in-orbit environment The cryo tests
showed that some elements of the external
vent line, which showed too high a pressure
drop, needed modification, as did the helium
filling port, to preclude unwanted heat
transport

The telescope has followed its own
qualification programme, and a special
facility was developed to test it optically at
cryogenic temperatures These tests have
demonstrated the correct behaviour of the
optics, in terms of both image quality and
alignment of the mirrors and scientific-
instrument focal-plane units. The telescope
has now been mounted on the Payload
Module structural model, and r,vill be
mechanically qualified at cryogenic
temperatures (a warm qualification has
already been performed)

In parallel with the thermal/structural
qualification of the Service Module, the
spacecraft's electrical subsystem has been in
development All breadboarding has been
completed and production of the
qualification units is close to completion,
lntegration of the flight Service Module
structure is under way, and the first
electronics units will be mounted on the
structure this summer, This process,
including initial checkout of the units, will

continue until the end of the year, when the
integrated module test will start,

The ISO flight model, after mating of the
Payload Module, Service Module and Sun
shield will undergo a series of electrical
integrated system tests, including validation
of the interfaces with the ground segment lt
will be mechanically accepted after vibration
and acoustic tests, and finally it will be
sub1ected to thermal-vacuum and solar-
simulation testing in the Large Space
Simulator facility at ESTEC, in Noordwijk
(NL)

The ISO spacecraft wrll leave ESTEC in 1993
en route to its Ariane launch G
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Reading ISO's Scientific Instruments

H. Eggel & H.P. Schaap
ISO Project Team, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwiik, The Netherlands

lntroduction
Four scientific instruments make up the
pay,oad of the ISO satellite- The techniques
used for their read-out can basically be
divided into two groups One group uses
single-element detectors, each connected
to an integrating amplifier. For the group of
linear or two-dimensional detector arrays,
multiplexers are included in the design,
thereby reducing the rumbers of amplifiers
and wires needed, but requiring more
sophisticated read-out electronics

In order to work satisfactorily, an infrared detection system must be
physically colder than the objects it needs to observe. Some of the
objects to be observed by the Agency's Infrared Space Observatory
(lSO) might be as cold as a few tens of degrees Kelvin. lt is there-
fore essential that ISO's detectors should themselves operate at
temperatures close to absolute zero. To avoid problems with
electromagnetic interference, it is also necessary that detector
read-out (i.e. first-stage signal amplification) take place as close as
possible to the detectors. As conventional amplifiers cannot work
at temperatures close to absolute zero, special techniques have
had to be used for ISO's detectors.

Single-element

. See ESA Bu et n No 61

nn )O 27

The read-out electronics have to match the
very high infrared-detector resistalces of up
to 1016 Ohms, to harness resistances of
some 500 Ohms and the data-processing
unit's input circuit Figure 1 shows, in a
simplified way, how this has been achieved

Through various optics, both internal and
external to the instrument, the detector
rcr:errres infrared linht which it converts into
a current A so-called 'integrating amplifier'
converts this current into a charge rn a
capacitor. After a certain time. this capacitor
becomes fully charged and if no action
were taken the circuit would be inoperable
Tho nhqrao ic thorofnro romnrrorl zl roat tlqr

intervas by temporary closure of a switch
/Reset) The time hetr,veen two resets is the
so-called 'integration time' Depending on
the amount of current, which is a function oI

the amount of infrared radiation, the rate of
eharao V:rioc Rrr mar^ -i^^ +Li^ ^L^-^^ur rurvu r|uuJui ll lV Ll llJ Ul ldlgu

rate, one can determine the evel of
radiation

Figure 1

read-out STAINLESS.STEEL WIRING

I
DATA PROCESSING

BIAS
SUPPLY VOLTAGE ZOUTPIJT J L
GROUND nFIESET ] !
SHIELD

,l
HEATED AMPLTFTER | |

T = 2K



readino iso's scientific instruments

Single-element read-out
Because the read-out electronics' junction
field effect transistor (JFET) cannot operate
at temperatures of 2 K it is 'heated' to

approximately 60 K by dissipating electrical
power (150 microwatts) in a resistor that is

thermally coupled to the amplifier. The
amplifier and its heater are thermally isolated
from the housing to avoid heating the
infrared detectors.

There are two versions of the amplifier:
a single amplifier in a metal case with wires
attached for its connection (Fig 2), and a
version in which 12 of these amplifiers have
been integrated onto one substrate, with a
single heater to maintain them at the
requrred temperature,

Multiplexed-detector read-out
The rrse of heater^l amolifiers becomes
impractical for the read-out of large numbers
of detector elements such as a linear array ol
64 pixels for spectroscopy, and even more
so for a two-dimensional array of 32x32
pixels for imaging Amplifiers and analogue
multiplexers using MOS (Metal-Oxide
Semiconductor) technology have been
developed for this purpose, These devices
can operate at the same low temperature as
the infrared detectors (2-4 K).

The readout for a 32x32 element indium-
antimonide detector array is shown in
Finrrro Q Fenh dotoninr nival ic nnnnaniad

to the input of a voltage follower in rows of
32 pixels, which are scanned column by
column. Reset switches start and stop the
integration in the same way as for the single-

element detector. A pre-amplifier for the
32 row outputs is located at the outer wal of
the cryostat vacuum vessel A total of 50
wires are needed to read-out the 1024 pixels
(32 outputs, plus clocks and bias and supply
lines)

Figure 4 shows the implementation of the
read-out electronics The detector array is
shown in the centre of the substrate (marked
SC3l) Above and below it are row hybrids
for 16 channels each, and to the left of it the
column scanner hybrid where the harness to
the pre-amplifier is also connected,

A further reduction in size has been
achieved for the 32x32 silicon detector array
(Fig 5). which is located directly on top of

the complete read-out chip (6 mmx6 mm)
Each of the detector pixels is loined to the
read-out circuit by tiny indium spheres,

Figure 2. Heated
integrating amplifier

Figure 3. Multiplexed
detector read-out

FOCAL-PLANE

32 x 32 DETECTOR ARRAY

ROW # 32

ro-DrGrrALi

RESET VOLTAGE

"ry't*1j9tr"y=11

CONVERSION AND

DIGITAL PFIOCESSING

T=300KT = 120 K
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Figure 4. Read-out
electronics for a two-
dimensional array

Figure 5. Monolithic
read-out chip for a
two-dimensional array

I

t
ti

{}

The power dissipatron for the array's read-oul
is kept below 10 mW, including the detector.

Conclusion
Despite the harsh constraints imposed by
the need for a low power dissipation and the
stringent environmental factors of extremely
low operating temperature, launch survival,
and freedom from electromagnetic inter-
ference, the infrared detectors carried by
the ISO scientific satellite should be able to
perform at the very limits of their sensitivity,
thanks to the development effort that has
been invested in the supporting read-out
technologies.
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Coordinated Parts Procurement for ISO
A Contribution to Cost-Effectiveness

M. von Hoegen
ISO Project Division, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

J. Minnee
Product Assurance and Safety Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

F.J. Ziegler
ISO Parts Procurement Manager, Product Assurance Department,
MBB/Deutsche Aerospace, Munich, Germany

Introduction
The procurement of high-reliability electronic
parts is an important activity in any satellite
development project, which usually involves
a large number of electrical subsystem
contractors, all of whom must acquire these
so-called 'hi-rel' oarts. The lead times for
these components are often as long as 12 to
18 months, which means that they can drive
the project schedule because components
cannot be ordered until the design is

complete but are needed soon thereafter,
before assembly of the electronic units.

The procurement of high-reliability electronic components for the
Agency's ISO scientific satellite has been centrally coordinated
for all usens. The many benefits that have been derived from this
approach have included previously unidentified opportunities for
the rationalisation of parts types, a greater degree of flexibility,
and improved management control. The end result has been a
measurable step forward in overall cost-effectiveness.

A satellite typically contains several hundred
thousand individual comoonents of several
hundred different types, all of which are
subject to strict quality control. The combin-
ation of these very large numbers of parts,
long lead times and strict quality require-
ments call for an effective organisation,
special precautions, and tight controls to
ensure that the overall proiect schedule is
not jeopardised.

The ISO satellite is an observatorytype
mission that will be accessible to the astron-
omical community at large. The scientific
instruments provided by the ISO Principal
Investigators (Pls) with national funding are
therefore also general-purpose astronomical

facilities, which are also required to use hi-rel
parts. These Pls have also chosen to procure
their parts via the centralised procurement
organisation established by the Agency for
the soacecraft.

All ISO electronic units are to be delivered
in two models, known as the 'flight' and
'flight-spare' models, the latter being the
qualification model refurbished as necessary.
The qualification model therefore also has to
be built with hi-rel electronic components,
which must be delivered early in the project.

The ISO project has 20 users of hi-rel
electronic components, who together need
more than 22O O0O parts of more than 300
types originating from some 70 different
suppfiers. Many of these parts are subject to
special requirements, such as a high resist-

ance to electron and proton radiation
because ISO will pass through the Earth's
radiation belts once per day during its 18

month mission lifetime

In order to maintain the ISO project
schedule, it was necessary to establish the
parts-procurement scheme and to select the
parts-procurement agent during the satellite
definition phase (Phase-B). Most parts also
had to be ordered before the detailed
designs for the electronic units were totally
complete. A further complication was
introduced by the fact that some electrical-
subsystem contractors could only be selected
much later, at the start of the project's main
development phase (Phase-C/D). This meant
that precautionary measures had to be
taken that would permit components to be
changed with minimum or no cancellation
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charge wher the detailed desigr was
complete

Chosen procurement approach
A centrarly coord nated parts-procurement
scheme was chosen for ISO as it held the
most nromise of heinn flexib e ard cost-
effective, whilst at the same time permitting
good coordination and control for all parties
cnnnornod ia the n2rta reore tha nrrtcLr ru Huilu

procurement agents and their supp iers,
thc q:tp itp nrimc nnnt;96{91 and ESA A
r:nmnctitivp tcndpr :r:tiop gl to the SeleCtiOn

of MBB (Munich) as the Parts Procurement
Agent. with Tecnologica (Madrid; as rts

su Dconlraclor

The main features of the procurement
e nnrnrnh colontod a ro

n l+^^A^i^^l ^^A ^.^^-^^-^+i^ ^^^^^+^
- 

nll tuul llludl d lu prugldlllllldtlu dDpEUl)

are central y coordinated by the Prime
Contractor.
An ISO Parts Coordination Board (IPCB)
is established in the pre-procurement
phase as an advisory board to the Prime
Contractor. to'amiliarise parts users with
rll rn^nntn at nrr+n nrnnr rromont innlrr|-orr o)PvuL) ur Pal lJ lJruuururr ru rr. il ruruu
inn calonlinn nI n:rtc trrnoe nro[arroal,", Y*,
manufacturers, etc , and to alert users to
more general oarts proolems. including
export licenses and delivery prob ems
The Prime Contractor, Procurement Agent
and ESA are responsible for all common
tasks. eg managemelt. parts qualiticalion
^^-J ^^^^ri^ri^^,^,,rh ^^,+^, ^^,^ ^^-Jot ru rrEguuoLrut I vv|, I Por LD u)Er- or ru

supp rers

Users order parts directly from the
Procurement Agent and are invoiced for
recu'ring costs. thereby ensurirg that care
is taken in defining orders
Non-recurring parts costs and Procure-
mert-Agent surcharge costs are paid oy
ESA which recharges the Principal
Investigators with their share

Procu rement organisation
The ISO Parts Procurement Organisation
is summarised in Figures I and 2 lt has
two features that are not typical ol such
SITUCIU TES:

The Principal Investigators (Pls) were
represerted on the IPCB Advisory Board
and a formal agreement was made
between the Pls and ESA whicr permitted
them to buy parts through the Procure-
ment Agent,

- The IPCB consisted of members of each
ma,or parts user and representatives from
the Prime Contractor, the Procurement
Agert and ESA One Pl representative
cnnrdin:tod tho rong j;gp1'lentS fOf all

scientif ic instruments.

The IPCB served as an advisory board to
Aerospatiale. the Prime Contractor. in order
to unify parts selection, perform type
reduction. standardise orr component pack-
age configurations, advise on manufacturers
known for high quality and reliable derivery.
address a probiematic issues, and propose
alternatives for consideration by all ISO users
This board was set up only tor the pre-
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Figure 1. ISO parts
procurement organisation:
Pre-procurement phase
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procurement phase. durirg which a number
of meetings were held with all of the users
During the actual procurement phase. all

issues were dealt with by the Prime
Contractor, the Procurement Agent, and
ESA (Fig 2) This approach proved to have
sufficient flexibility to cope with newly occur-
ring parts/manufacturer or user difficulties.

C)ne o[ the IPCB s ma,or tasks was to reduce
the number ot parts types requested by the
many users Two successive coordination
exercises reduced that number from an initial

500 to 350. representing a sigrificant saving
in overall procurement effort (Table 1)

Schedule
The major ISO schedule milestones at the
beginning of the project (Fig 3) were as

follows:

- Phrce-R /doqinn nh:co\

kick-off End 1986

- Phase-C/D (main deve opment phase)

kick-of1 March 1988

- Start ol qr rhsrrstem manufacture

Tahle 1 ISO nroettremenl slalisllcs

Parts users, includrng Principal Investgators
Parts manufacturers (Europe, USA + Japan)

Quanttes (two satellte models)
Lrne rtems

Parts types
aiC cnon f.4l 

^nc 
rcad

Ner,t y writter spec'ications
Parts eva uation

Raoraton (characleri>alio1. lalch-.rp'ot acceptance tests)

Precap Inspectons
Destructive physical analyses
I nl aaaantlnna tocte

Manufacturing lots

Purchase orders
Lot .ejections (arna'lLr'actur er)

Changes (types, qJarttes. va res. etc )

20
72

222 080
2249

352
225

69
t6

180

467
294
128

2290
491

39
7743

(oNl)

- 
q+art nf nrnnr rramant

(pre-procurement)

Given this schedu e. arrd more specif ically
the dates quoted by the subsystem
a^n+12^t^ra 2a'nar+a nood rlatoc' it rniec cie:ruu vu'

that it would be difficult or almost impossible
to reconcile manufacturer lead times and
dcliverrr r^lates hased on that initial schedule
Consequently, several corrective actions had
to be implemented:

- During the type-reduction exercise.
specifically those part types with very
lnnn loerl timac rrraro nrnnnqod tn ho

eliminated and replaced by similar urits
that would be available more quickly

- Advance orders were placed although the
design was not yet frozen
Radiation characterisation tests for micro-
nr^.aea^ra rrroro nor{nrmorl hrl trSTtrC

drrrinn tho Phaco-R hafnro iha nrn.r rra-

-^^+ ^^^^+ ..,^^ ^^'_^CtedI|UIt dgEr tL vv4- -Et(
I r^^- ^^-+^ ^^^, ,^les were reviewed and

- 
UJYI Pdt LJ rrEgU UOI

regotiated. and the planned integration
aa^r ran.oe {nr difforent qn:nonr:{t rrniic

were optimised taking the parts delivery
and subsequent spacecraft unit delivery
constraints into account The result was
^ {i^^l li^+ ^{ ^^"+^ ^^^i:^r^^ rh^r,",^^d iltr4r ilDt ur Por LD rrEgu uoLgD u rqt vvo-
rnnan+nF.la in all rroarq lFin ?\4UUEpLOUTV tV Orr UOU| o \r rv u/

Feb July 1989

Nov 1987
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Figure 3. ISO procurement
milestones

+ t:r:tr-t:iiLr--L'titilirHil l:ti/.![+ 
l:liLr!-lliiilir[l{l lrlv-\[

As already mentioned, procurement had to
start while the final users were still being
selected, and in some cases users had to
give their 'best estimates' of what compon-
ents types and quantities would be needed.
This resulted in a relative large number of
changes (some 4600 in total) in terms of part
types, part characteristics and quantities in

the period between April and December 1988,

At the time when the parts users were
finalising therr designs for the ISO systems/
subsystems, additional changes (approx.
2200) were reouired to be introduced into
the procurement programme, which by then
was running at full speed As a result, some
parts that had already been ordered with the
manufacturer were no longer needed, and
some additional parts had to be newly
oroereo.

It was possible, however, to cope with many
of these late changes in the ISO Programme
by re-using the then surplus components
originally ordered, thereby allowing many
cost and programmatic impacts of these late

changes to be reduced or even eliminated.
Each of the changes was scrutinised using
a special configuration-control feature in

the Procurement Agent s computerised
procurement program, which rncluded
changes in quantity, types, characteristics,
costs and schedule

Some 21 issues of these computerised lists

were distributed to the Prime Contractor and

t(ttSC[LL/ll{LLl!S .i: - l.[-] Y(Et:L\S

+ I:L1-.1-l:liL\!'Ulitlfrtl(l l:ri/is[ +

/.'itu,{

ESA, and special issues relating to each user
were distributed to the user concerned for
review and information

Component engineering aspects
All components were selected to comply
with ESA PSS-01-60, 'Component Selection,
Procurement and Control Requirements' and
existing ESA standard parts (SCC) spec
ifications, and to make maximum use of
European suppliers Some 70 new parts
specifications had to be written in the
standard SCC format and were approved
specifically for ISO

One of the most important activities of a
parts-procurement programme is the part-
type-reduction exercise, This activity requires
not only detailed knowledge of the qualified
components, their similarity and related
components manufacturer performance, but
also knowledge about the typical usage of
a component in the design As already
mentioned, the Procurement Agent's final
reduction of the number of types to be used
in the ISO Programme from some 500 to
350 resulted in a malor economic benefit,

An additional reason for pursuing part type
reduction was the need for radiation-resistant
components to cope with ISO's intended
orbit. A number of component types were
eliminated either because a radiation-resistant
version was not available, or because
difficulties were expected in obtaining export
licences from the USA

3Z
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The radiation reouirements for ISO's com-
ponents were derived assuming an omni-
directional shielding of 4 mm of aluminium
or its equivalent, multiplied by a safety factor
of 2. The radiation hardness of components
had to be better than 50 krad. In addition,
heavy-ion-induced single-event-upset and
latch-up testing had to be introduced into the
parts selection and testing programme In

cases where no radiation data were available,
soecial radiation characterisation tests had to
be performed prior to procurement to assess
the suitability of the component's design and
technology for the ISO mission. A total of 27

characterisation tests and 147 radiation lot
acceptance tests were performed in this
context.

In order to define all the orocurement
requirements for each individual part type,
so-called 'Parts Approval Documents' (PADs)

were issued, identifying:

- soecification to be used

- manufacturer, including a backup, to be
USEO

- lot acceptance programme/level required

- radiation characterisation testing

- radiation lot acceptance testing

- quality level for procurement

and many other specific details A total of
about 600 of these PADs were approved by
the Prime Contractor and ESA.

Parts for the scientific instruments
Because of the observatory nature of lSO,

the screntific instruments were reouired to be
built with hi-rel electronic components just

like all the other satellite subsystems. The
Principal Investigators were therefore encour-
aged to order their hi-rel parts through the
ISO Procurement Agent also, thereby
benefitting from the cost savings and
improved control offered by the centrally
coordinated system.

The choice of microprocessor type was one
area where problems were encountered.
While the space electronics industry follows
the ESA guideline in using MIL-SfD-1750
type microprocessors, the scientific com-
munity has more experience with the micro-
processors used rn personal computers
Although it was concluded that the 80c86-
type microprocessor was the most suitable
for the scientifrc instruments, there was no
guarantee that the radiation-hardened version
could be exported from the United States.

A subsequent extensive radiation test
programme at ESTEC concluded that the
standard 80c86 family of components could

be used for ISO orovided:

- no electrical bias is applied to these
components

- the electrical design has so-called 'cold
redundancy', ie. redundant circuits are
switched off when the main circuit is

operating

- these components have an extra
7 micron-thick epitaxial layer to greatly
reduce the risk of latch-up due to heavy-
ion impacts (the manufacturer agreed
to produce the components with the
required epitaxial layer).

Costs
The ISO coordinated parts procurement,
involving 20 users, resulted in:

- Many users of common parts types.

- Large quantities of individual part types
being employed, which:

- reduced part unit (recurring) costs

- increased sharing of lot-related
(non-recurring) costs

- reduction of 'minimum-buv' costs.

While initially non-recurring costs for low-
quantity active parts could amount to more
than 1500/o of the recurring costs, the
standardisation effort and the grouping of
many users of the same part type have
resulted in the non-recurring costs being
reduced to less lhan 45o/o of the recurring
costs. Many users, specifically the Principal
Investigators, were able to reduce their
recurring costs to less than 300/0, because
they adapted their desrgns to use the
maximum number of qualified parts that
were also needed by other users.

Procurement-Agent engineering and
management costs
The main activities of the Procurement Aoent
are listed in lable 2.

Table 2 Main responsib/rties of the Procurement Agent

- Management of all procurement activities

- Performing cost and schedule control

- Reporting on progress, problems, costs and schedule

- Consolidating user parts lists into a common computerised procurement list
and proposing alternative/standardised parts

- Performing configuration control of all changes to user parts list and associated
purchase orders

- Establishing procurement specifications in SCC format

- Negotiating specifications and providing quotations

- Proposing type-reduction/standardisation and replacement of parts

- Performing radiation-characterisation tests

- Establishing parts-evaluation plans and performing evaluation

- Preparing parts-approval documents

- Consolidating user purchase orders and placing orders with manufacturers

- Performing inspection of component pre-encapsulation

- Performing source inspection/acceptance tests

- Performing receiving inspection and destructive physical analysis

- Dispatching parts to users
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Figure 4. Procurement
Agent's formula for
surcharge as a function
of parts manufacturer
(vendor) cost

Figure 5. Comparison of
centrally coordinated and
individually organised
parts procurement:
Parts costs only

Figure 6. Comparison of
centrally coordinated and
individually individually
organised parts
procurement:
Total procurement costs

All of these activities, which are covered by
surcharge costs, generally depend on the
number of types of components to be
procured and vary according to the quantity
of parts involved and whether those parts
are 'active' or 'passive' components To

cover these costs, the Procurement Agent is
requested to propose a formula expressing
his surcharge as a function of the parts
manufacturer (vendor) cost. This formula is

fixed for the total procurement activity for the
project (Fig a)

The advantage of this arrangement is that
the total procurement cost is a simple pre-
defined function of vendor costs The
Procurement Agent, satellite Prime Contractor
and ESA have to cooperate closely and
exercise tight control to ensure minimum
vendor prices during negotiations with parts
manufacturers.

Cost considerations and programmatic
aspects
Although one might believe at the beginning
of a project that one has selected the most
cost-effective procurement system, one does
not know whether this is true until the chosen
approach has been rmplemented and
compared with other systems using the same
database. For lSO, we have compared the
following two cases:

1 Spacecraft users and Pl users are all

coordinated, as for the ISO project
procurement

2. All users procure individually, with no
orocurement coordination,

Figure 5 shows the ISO parts vendor costs
compared with the same parts types and
quantities if procured by each of the 20
users acting individually (recurring & non-
recurring costs) Figure 6 shows the total cost
when adding the surcharge to the parts
costs of Figure 5. Clearly, full procurement
coordination for all users leads to a much
lower overall cost. The total parts cost would
be some 800/o higher if all users were to
procure their parts individually. The 800/o is

an average, in that in the case of ISO the
20 individual users would have incurred
between 500/o and 1000/o higher costs if they
had not joined the central coordinated
procuremenl scneme.

Type reduction and cost benefits
There are many reasons why a drastic
reduction in parts types is necessary,
including:

,^li^k;li+., ^^^^^+^
- 
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- vendor-related cost aspects

- procurement-effort-related cost aspects

- TISK ASOCCIS
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In Figures 7a b the relationship between
vcndor cnst-related asDeCtS and a reduced
number of types is shown for the recurring
\/crsr rs 1on-rer:rrrrino costs A coordinated
nrnnrrromonl imn ioc ihei it ic nrafar:hlo tn
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type This in turn means that the quantity
needed of thrs particular part type is auto-
matically increased The so-called 'mini-

mum ouy costs are thereby reduced
or eliminated, and the part's unit cost
(recurring) is reduced deoending on the
quantities being ordered

In addition, the lot-related costs (non-
recurring) are shared among the number of
lrapra rFnrririnn : nartiattlzr nert lvno AftoruJv, r ,vYU,l

having performed a good partiype reduction
exercise therefore, the ratio of non-recurring
tn rcr:r rrrinn c^qtq ner user Should be in the
order of 15 to 300/0, which is demonstrated in

Figures 8a,b

This means that it a user only selects part
types that are already qualilied. on which lot

t^ '^ 1 ^' ? tests need not toduuuptdr tuE rgvg - | wt z

be performed, the related vendor costs are
drasticarry reduced lf. however. a user
selects nart tvnes that are not So common,
lho nnn-rer:r rrrinn r:osl9 are between 50 and
)iiO/a aI tho ronr rrrinn,,,,v costs. as snown ll
Figures 9a,b

Conclusion
R:qcd on thc exneriences descflbed above
for ISO it is advisable to start at the very

beginning of a satellite project (Phase-B)

with an extensive partlype reduction and

flts lctul l5!' I'crt: CL.:i

standardisation exercise, not on y to reduce
the overall procurement costs, but also to

ircrease system reliaoility and reduce the
overall project risks incurred through using
mrrltinlp n2rt tvnes and the associated risk

of lot failures occurring

l9 :t

I iL) l-lis-'t-llll lU

q 1l 'li
l::!. cl lr'/lrL

Figures 7-9. ISO vendor
costs for various users

8 a,b
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With fewer part types, the procurement effort
can then be concentrated on those particular
manufacturers, which in turn leads to better
quality/reliability and reduces risk and
management costs

One should therefore not ask a Procurement
Agent to bid a (firm) fixed price for the parts
costs ptus the associated procurement effort
against a preliminary spacecralt parts ,ist.

but rather request bidders to propose the
procurement effort as a firm fixed surcharge
on the totat parts costs. which are deemed to
be proposed on a cost-reimbursement basis
Thiq cr trnh:rno mret na nrnnncpel ac a lirm

fixed percentage of the total parts costs. ie a

slrding scale of surcharge percentage against
total volume of parts costs. This also has the
advantages of simpler administration with
respect to change notices and easy verif-
ication of total parts costs by audit

The approach adopted lor ISO has proved
to be cost-effective, given the particurar
constraints of the Programme. Although
perhaps still not the optimum solution, it
ncvcrthelecc rpnroqonta : cnnciriara hlp ctonrurvvrqvrv oruP

forward G

9 a,b
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biological life support

Man in Space A European Challenge
in Biological Life Support

C. Tamponnet, R. Binot, C. Lasseur & C. Savage
Thermal Control and Life Support Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
On 12 April, it was thirty years since Yuri

Gagarin became the first man in space,
twenty years since the first space station
'Salyut-1 ' was put into orbit, and ten years

since the first flight of the American Space
Shuttle. Whilst the driving force during the
first years of the space odyssey was a
political struggle between the two super-
powers, once the race to the Moon had

been won by the United States scientific
and economic factors came to the fore in
the promotion of space programmes

The decision to acquire the ability to support man whilst living
and working in space has stimulated the development of a number
of life-support technologies within the Agency. Among these,
biological processes are very promising because only they can
ultimately support man in isolation from Earth. These and similar
future technologies will be critical to the success of Europe's future
space endeavours.

In parallel, other countries entered the race.

The first European astronaut in space was

J-L. Chretien, on a Franco-Soviet mission to
Salyut-7 in July 1982. ESA's first astronaut,
U. Merbold went into space on the ninth

US Shuttle Mission in November 1983, with

Spacelab-1. At this point, we in Europe were

still relying on the two major space powers

- the USA and the USSR - for sending
men into space and providing them with the
support systems needed to live and work
Inere.

The decision by the ESA Councll meeting
at Ministerial Level in Rome in 1985, and
subsequently confirmed at the Ministerial
Meeting in The Hague in 1987, to acquire the
capability needed to support man living and
working in space via the Hermes, Ariane-S

and Columbus Programmes, was the trigger
for initiating the development of space life-

support technologies in Europe. Early in

1987, a group was set up at ESTEC to

address these specific tasks, called the Life

Support and Habitability Section.

Autonomy for man in space is a long{erm
objective that no country has yet achieved.
In the specific case of the life-support
system, this autonomy will certainly not be
demonstrated by the current ESA projects:

the life-support function is assured by NASA
for the Columbus Laboratory attached to the
International Space Statron 'Freedom', and
by Hermes for the Columbus Free-Flying
Laboratory (only manned when attached to
Hermes), whilst for Hermes itself the short
mission durations foreseen will require only
first-generation'open-loop' systems. The goal
of European autonomy therefore involves
studying and developing the techniques that
will be required for the postOolumbus era,
specifically for the European Manned Space
Infrastructure (EMSI), and ultimately for lunar
bases and planetary missions. lt is here that
the need will arise for true biological, rather
than the current physical/chemical, life-

support techniques.

Life support
The discipline of life support covers basically
all the techniques that enable the crew of a
spacecraft or planetary base to survive in

a hostile environment. The goal is therefore
to develop those techniques necessary to
ensure the biological autonomy of man when
isolated from his original biosphere. Indeed,
although man may now have broken the
chains of terrestrial gravitation, he has yet

to cut the umbilical cord connecting him to
mother nature.

Thermodynamically speaking, man as a
living creature is an open system (i.e. he
exchanges matter and energy with his

environment) that maintains its own structure
in the face of pervading disorder (called
'entropy' by scientists) by transferring its own
element of disorder to its environment
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Figure 1. Man as an open
system in terms of energy
and mass transter,
Schematic representation
of main daily data.

Food production and storage: food for
use by the crew must be of high quality,
nourishing, uncontaminated, and constitute
a balanced diet. Moreover, if supplied
from Earth, it must be suitably pretreated
for long{erm storage before use.

Waste management: both human waste
and trash must be collected, pre-treated,
and stored or further processed.

Protection and safety of the crew: next to
collision with a meteorite or other space
debris, fire is arguably the greatest hazard
faced by the crew. Temperature and
smoke detectors and fire-suppression
equipment are therefore obligatory. In
addition, both active and passive methods
and techniques must be employed to

supporting planet, called the'lithosphere'),
but an open one in terms of energy lt

maintains its own level of entropy vis-a-vis
our supporting star the Sun, and the
lithosphere.

Human life-support requirements
Life-support systems can be divided into five
main areas (Fig. 3) based on their degree of
criticality for the crew:

1. Atmosphere management: ventilation,
proper temperature and pressure, oxygen
regeneration, carbon-dioxide removal,
contamination control and monitoring, etc.

2. Water management: potable and hygiene
water must be orovided.

maintain the crew's health and protect it
from potentially harmful extraterrestrial
factors, such as cosmic rays and particles,
the effects of microgravity, and chemical
or biological xenobiotics.

Regeneration of life-support materials
There are essentially only three practical
techniques available for contributing to the
support of human life in space (Fig. a):

1. The launching of all required
consumables at the start of the mission,
or resupplying them.

2. The re-use of life-support materials during
the flight.

3. The utilisation of in-situ resources (in the
case of planetary bases or missions to
planets)

Historically, air, water and food have been
carried on board and the waste stored and
returned to Earth. This open-loop life-support
system has been used very successfully for
short-duration space missions (Figs. 2b &
5a). As space missions get longer, however,
the supply loads get heavier and soon
become prohibitive, ultimately cutting short
the missions regardless of how exciting or
potentially important they may be. lt is there-
fore essential that we try to 'close' some of
the more vital loops in order to permit longer
mtsstons.

First, one has to discriminate between regen-
erative and non-regenerative life-support
materials. In Figure 3, the regenerative
functions are shown in white boxes and the
non-regenerative ones are in shaded boxes

Presently, physical/chemical processes
are available to regenerate air and water
by appropriate treatments of substances
released by the crew (Figs. 2c & 5b).
The air loop can be closed by regenerating
oxygen from carbon dioxide via the use of a
molecular sieve, carbon-dioxide reduction by
Bosch reactor, and water electrolysis. The
water loop can be partially closed by
employing evaporation systems or membrane
f iltration techniques.

Biological life-support systems
The above physical/chemical regenerative
techniques consurne a lot of energy that is

expensive to produce and cannot replenish
food stocks, which must still must be
resupplied from Earth. Consequently, solid
wastes have to be collected, pretreated, and
stored.
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Food production can only be achieved by
biological means In fact, 'food' consists of
an enormous diversity of molecules which
carnot be chemically synthesised one by
one, and which so far can hardly be
nronicalrr on r rmoretarj

In terms of enerov exoenditure and material
trancforc tho fnnd nrnrirrcod ic likolv tn ha

at least in the foreseeable future, vegetarian
in nature, with possible exceptions being
biomass, such as Single-Cell Proteins (SCPs)

coming from lower forms of life (yeasts. uni-

cellular algae. photo-autotrophic and photo-
heterotrophrc bacteria, etc ) According to
data from studies of terrestrial food chains,
10/n of r:antr rrcd enerov is stored and
availabe in plants, while only 0010/o is stored
;^ ,,^^^+^";^^ ^^i*^ ^il | vgggLot t4r I ot il| to J

Horryever. commitment to the production of
foods means that a certain volume of the
^^^^^^-^{+ ^^^^^ ^+^+i1n nr nlanotqrrr htqoDpOUYU|dlt. )PdUU JtdtlUr I vr l.,rq rurqr y uqou

must be dedicated to this function. Food
^,^-.l, ,^+i^^ i^ ^, ,^h ^ "^^+"i^+^-1 ^ "^^ i^ ^Prvuuuuvr | il | )uur I o rYoLr ruLvu orgq r) o

complex operation. invoLving careful control
of many parameters, including light intensity
and spectral distribution, lightidark cycle
timac tomnarztr rra nrrtriont cr rnnlrr :ir enrl

water composition and quality etc lt will also
be necessary, if propagation from generation
to generation is to be permitted. to monitor
continua'ly the quality of the end-products
to ensure that ary harmful mutations are
detected ard e iminated. Food production
also involves the process o[ 'harvesting and
the fr rrther nrocesqinn of the raw materia to
provide acceptable food products.

lf the obligatory introduction of biological
techniques for food production into life-

support systems produces a certain number
ol problems to be solved. it also opens up a
new area of solutions for other life-support
requirements:

Atmosphere management
The oxygenic photo-autotrophic organisms
1on tha hinhor n:nte\ nrn.lrrno fnnd frnm

carbon dioxide and water accordirg to the
generar equaron:

CO -H O+l rcht: O +Biomass+Heat""2 "2- tv'

-,_)
Many ow-weight, volatile organic compounds
which are found as air contaminants in small,
closed. inhabited volumes such as a space-
craft cabin and arise mainly from human
metabolic processes. equipment off-gassing.
leakage from coolant loops, fire control
cnrrnment ct. .2n 2lSO be Substfates"Y"'Y"
(nutrients) for a variety of micro-organisms

a. The biosphere

b. An open-loop system

c. A partially-closed system

d. A closed ecological system.
Figure 2. Place of man in various life-support systems
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Figure 3. Classification of life-support requirements in terms of life-support systems.

T
tr
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Quality Control and monitoringFurther processing
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Figure 4. Type of life-
support system for
planetary bases and space
travel/missions as a
function of length of
mission/distance from
Earth.

The concept of a Biological Air Filter then
appears as a possible solution for
contamination control .

Water management
The main problem in regenerating water is

to eliminate comoounds that make it non-
potable and/or non-hygienic, which are
mainly micro-organisms (bacteria, viruses,
protozoans, yeasts) and organic and mineral

compounds. A potable water can be used
safely for human consumption without any
time limit. So-called 'hygiene water' can be
safely used for human and environmental
hygiene purposes, and occasionally in
certain circumstances as potable water.

The solutions that have been developed are

either purely physical (successive membrane
filtrations, evaporation and cooling) or
chemical (super-critical water oxidation), but
are very energy-consumrng.

A biological solution can also be envisaged
from the general equation described above.
This equation has both a water-consumption
and a heat-production element. This heat
has to be eliminated because of the harmful
consequences it could have on plants The

solution nature chooses is plant transpiration
(water evaporation from the leaves). This
plant water transpiration can easily be
recuperated (condensation) and considered
as potable (occasionally an excessive
organic carbon content may have to be
corrected).

Another solution would be to adapt to the
specific spacecraft and/or planetary-base
conditions, the conventional biological treaf
ment processes used on Earth to regenerate
used waters from urban communities.

Waste management
As missions get longer, the volume of waste
produced by the crew will increase. A good
waste-management system will be needed to
minimise both the volume and mass of the
stored waste, probably relying on a combin-
ation of compaction and dehydration.

Biological processes can be foreseen for
further decreasing the mass and volume of
stored waste, but only for the biodegradable
(ie. mainly organic) elements. In that case,

biodegradation can lead to end-products
such as carbon dioxide and nitrogen, which
are easily managed, but also to some less

desirable ones such as hydrogen and
hydrogen sulphide, the production of which
can better be avoided The interest then
really resides in converting these waste
materials which, by definition, are not usable
as human consumables, into reactants that
can be regenerated into consumables.
Although biological processes, once incorp-
orated into life-support systems, generate
waste that adds to that already described -
e.g. spent plant and micro-organtsm nutrient
solutions, inedible biomass after harvesting
and food processes, volatiles produced by
plants and micro-organisms - at least these
wastes are of biological origin and thus
biodegradable.

Closed ecological systems
The introduction of biological processes for
food production has positive side-effects on
other life-support requirements and allows
the notion of looo-closure to be addressed
Regenerative life-support materials can be
roughly divided into three categories,
according to their physical forms:

- gas in atmosphere (atr)
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Figure 5. Structure of life-
support systems:
a. Open-loop system

(Vostok, Mercury)
b. Partially closed
physical/chemical systems

(Shuttle, Hermes, Space
Station)

c. Closed ecological
system.

- water-soluble products (water), and

- solid materials (food, waste)

Nearly complete (air, water or food and
waste) loop closure can be foreseen
independently for each category using
physical/chemical and/or biological
techniques, or in a closed ecological system
based mainly on biological techniques The
first approach is actually being developed
for air and water loops using only physical/
chemical techniques (Fig. 5b) The second
involves the closure of all three loops through
a common set of bio-regenerative processes
(Fig. 5c) Such a system almost completely
removes the need for resupplying consum-

ables from Earth, thereby achieving
autonomy, but it embodies a lot of concepts
that are at the boundaries of today's
knowledge and technical capabilities

To support life in space with the help of
a closed ecological system, it will be
mandatory to:

1 Know more about the behaviour,
performance and ageing characteristics
of the constituent biolooical elements.

2 Develop and validate the separate
biological waste-processing, water-
recovery, food-production and air-
revitalisation systems

3. Develop and validate the physical closure
of the loop and study its longterm
behaviour and control svstem

Recent European progress in biological
life-support
ESA is currently developing biological life-
support techniques for future programmes,
essentially in the time{rame beyond 2000
Indeed, the planning for Europe's involve-
ment in manned space activities in the early
twentyJirst century is only now being
assessed within the framework of the EMSI
(European Manned Space Infrastructure)
Programme. Nevertheless, it is clear that
for the early phases of these activities,
essentially covering the short to medium
term, only biological processes that represent
solutions for one specific life-support
requirement can be studied, developed and
validated
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In parallel with these developments, the
technologies applicable to autonomous
closed ecological life-support systems are
also being studied according to the rationale
described above. Such systems can only be
foreseen at the earliest circa 2010 in a form
suitable for a permanent lunar base, and
circa 2020 for missions to other planets

(Mars).

Biological Air Filter (BAF)
For inhabited space vehicle/stations,
atmospheric contamination is an important
life-support concern, with potential impacts
on toxicologic, safety and habitability aspects.
Most of the contaminants, both chemical and
microbial, originate directly from the crew
itself. However, important additional sources
are secondary contaminants from the various
life-support systems, from materials off-
gassing, and gas leakage. In Europe, the
currently-proposed leading concepts to
control the degree of contamination are
based on a combination of oarticle filters.

oxidation catalysts promoting the oxidation of
reduced compounds by the oxygen present
in the air, and adsorption and chemisorption
filters.

However, high-efficiency decontamination
requires hightemperature catalysts, whlch
are rather sensitive to poisoning, with efficient
adsorption and chemisorption filters to
protect the catalytic beds and to prevent the
formation and release of harmful byproducts
such as fluoric and bromic acids. A broad
range of lower-molecular-weight compounds
produced by catalytic oxidisers are more
difficult to remove for the adsorotion filters.

and may eventually prove more toxic than
the primary contaminants.

Unfortunately, many compounds that are
poisonous for the oxidation catalysts are
of biological origin (e.9. reduced sulphur
compounds). Others are imposed by other
reouirements such as fire resistance of
synthetic materials and the use of freons and
bromojluorated comoounds as coolants or
fire suppressants. Pre- and post-filters that
protect the catalytic beds and the crew have
then to be replaced periodically, and the
system needs resupplying.

Hence, activity intended to develop a self-
regenerating biological air filter for gaseous-
and aerosol-contaminant removal, and both
microbial and viral pathogen control, has
been initiated at ESA. The principle of the
system is based on a support/sorbant
material colonised by selected innocuous
micro-organisms in a near-resting state,

b

converting the various contaminants to inert
chemicals, mainly carbon dioxide, water and
salts (Fig. 6).

The ability of microbes to mineralise waste
organic compounds has been recognised
and used for purification purposes for a
very long time in 'activated sludge' water-
treatment processes, making biological
purification the first and more widely used
purification process for a very broad range
of waste waters ranging from municipal to
industrial in origin. lf we imagine such an

activated-sludge system in which we maintain
just enough water to keep the microbes alive
and replace the continuous phase by the
polluted air stream, we have a good
representation of the principle of a Biological
Air Filter (BAF).

For most of the several hundred chemical
contaminants addressed, one or more
bacterial strains have been selected that

Figure 6. The Biological Air
Filter (BAF):
a. Basic design
b. BAF experiment with a
flat-sheet membrane
reactor.
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Figure 7. Schematic of
MELISSA, showing the
f ive-compartment loop.

have the ability to effect complete aerobic
mineralisation to carbon dioxide, water and
salts. Overall, more than 850/o of the
expected contaminants have been found to
be biodegradable. Some of these, particularly
the aromatic hydrocarbons, the aliphatic and
aromatic halocarbons, the sulphides and
ammonia are general noble catalyst poisons
For typical xenobiotics like the aliphatic
chlorojluorocarbons and bromojluoro-
carbons, and the silanes and siloxilanes,
biodegradability is still not satisfactorily
demonstrated, due mainly to a lack of
fundamental or applied research. However,

in anaerobiosis, the bacterial degradation of

bromocarbons was recently demonstrated,
and the acceptability of the silanes and
siloxilanes for a BAF will now have to be
demonstrated

A large number of microbial strains have
already been identified with variable
biodegradation capabilities These strains
belong to about 50 bacterial, yeast or fungal
genera. Of these genera, 16 have been
found to be able to convert one or more
xenobiotic contaminants. Exoerimental results
achieved so far are very promising, in that:

- the ability of the strains tested to efficiently
degrade contaminants in an extremely low

range of concentrations has been
demonstrated

- testing of the biodegradability of a mixture
of contaminants by co-cultures has shown
an increase in performance over the
results obtained with pure contaminants

- the stability and performance of some
'delicate' microbial strains have been
considerably improved by culturing in
'BAF conditions', ie complex microbial
populations degrading complex mixtures
of contaminants.

The Micro-Ecological Life-Support System
Alternative (MELISSA)
N/ELISSA has been conceived as a micro-
organism-based ecosystem intended as a
tool for developing the technology for a
future biological life-support system for
manned space missions lt is a joint venture
involving five independent organisations
(SCK/CEN Mol as prime contractor,
University of Ghent, CNRS at Gif-sur-Yvette,
University of Clermont-Ferrand, and Matra
Esoace) and ESA.

The driving element of MELISSA is the
reprocessing of edible biomass from waste,

carbon dioxide and minerals, with the use of
sunlight as a source of energy for biological
photosynthesis Light-dependence is minim-
ised by the incorporation of anaerobic steps
in the waste recycling loop, allowing the
usual carbon-oxidation reduction looo to be
partially short-circuited.

N/ELISSA has four successive microbiological
compartments (Fig 7), colonised respectively
by thermophilic Clostridia for waste liqui-
faction-fermentation, anaerobic Photo-
rhodochromogens for the removal of soluble
organics, nitrobacteria for the nitrification of
ammonium ions, and the blue-green algae
Spirulina (Fig 8) for food production and
carbon-dioxide/oxygen recycl ing

In the first phase of the MELISSA contract,
an important bibliographic review has been
completed to check the validity of the
underlying concept Theoretical efficiency,
safety, biomass quality and the inter-
connected-compartment toxicity have been
studied. This was followed by the study of
pure cultures of Clostridia, Rhodobacter, and
Spirulina Compatibility between Clostridia
and Rhodobacter comoartments has been
tested and encouraging results have been
obtained. The next phase, now in process,
is the optimisation of each micro-organism
culture in order to prepare for continuous
culturing

At the same time, two theoretical topics are
also being studied:

- modelling of the mass balance of the loop

- identification of the main technological
difficulties to be expected from the
physical closure of the loop
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ln parallel with these activities, the difftcult
problem of the control system, both at

compartment level and globally, is under
study Due to its compartmentalised structure
(the loop can be considered as inter-
nnnnontorl crrhcrrctomC ^^^h .a^zaonn*inn ruu rrrsvtau ouuoyoLUr rrr UdUl llgplEDgl ltlllV a

physical entity, and the global stability can be

considered as the stabilisation of the smaller
subsystems), N/ELISSA control can be
studied in a first approach deterministically
The results to date have confirmed that the

necessary control system will be highly
complex, featuring:

support are intimately linked to the more
general development of life-support activities

They are now a modest, but destined to

increase, part of the overall ESA effort in this

domain

As explained above, the actual use of a
biological life-support technique must be
nrpcer^led hv ihree imnortant milestones:vjl t|||vv |||lY

(i) acquisition of complete scientific
knowledge about the particular biological
process

Figure 8. The microalgae
Spirulina (scale bar
indicates 0.1 mm).

a high number of measurements and/or
controlled parameters
non-linearity
ti^t,^i ^^ /^ "-^+^r-ilt Inuu P4t qr rvtYrJ

both very long and very short process
time constants
complex analysers
a high level of reliability

Satisfying the control requirements will
involve use of the most up{o-date technol-
ogies in continuous process control (smart

sensors, predictive modelling, expert
technolog ies, fau lt-tolerant systems, etc.).

With the goal of evaluating a preliminary
design for a suitable control system, a
continuous culture linking two compartments
of MELISSA is now berng attempted at

ESTEC (Fis e)

European perspectives in biological life
support
The European perspectives in biological life

(ii) development and validation of the

biological technique based on that prior

scientific knowledge
(iii)integration of this biological technique into

a functioning space life-support system.

which may be only partly biological in

nature (first on the ground, and then
under real space conditions)

Following this rationale, we will continue the
BAF and N/ELISSA programmes already
started, initiate new programmes to develop
and validate new biological techniques, and
monitor those biological research fields
where important breakthroughs can be

expected in the future for space-oriented
applications in life support

Continuation of existing programmes
The Biological Air Filter (BAF)

Following up the very promising results

summarised above, it is planned to continue
the development of the BAF both at the
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Figure 9. The Spirulina
compartment in the
ESTEC laboratory facility.

life-support systems. With this goal in mind,
it is foreseen to carry on the scientific and
technological investigations of each
compartment in order to increase our
knowledge and to prepare continuous
cultures Once this has been mastered, it is
planned to implement the physical closure of
the loop as soon as possible. MELISSA will
then be used as a research tool to helo us to
understand the global behaviour (modelling,
simulation of sudden perturbations, stability)
of the ecosystem and to optimise the design
in terms of efficiency and safety.

Initiation of new programmes
O pti m isation of h i g he r- plant cu ltivatio n
under near-space conditions
One of the most important aspects in

basic scientific level (identification of strains
of micro-organisms, contaminant conversion
efficiency, mutual compatibility of strains, etc )

and at the technological level (implementing
the science in engineering hardware).
Extensive testing is planned at ESTEC and,
in view of the possibility that performance
may be influenced by gravity effects, an
orbital test flight has been proposed.

The Micro Ecological Life-Support System
Alternative (MELISSA)
MELISSA has been designed to be a
simplified model for more complex (and
more efficient) ecosystems to be used as

biological life support is to develop and
validate techniques fulfilling one important
life-support requirement, namely food
production. The cultivation of Spirulina in the
MELISSA programme can be seen as a first
attempt to tackle that question, but sound
and acceptable food for crew consumption
can only be anticipated from higher-plant
biomass.

Indeed, although the daily protein intake can
easily be fulfilled with single-cell proteins,
only plants can provide the daily carbo-
hydrate and lipid intakes needed. A human
can live without difficulty on a Iipid{ree diet
for more than a year (assuming that the
quantity of essential stored fatty acids is

sufficient), but the carbohydrate and protein
intakes are absolutely vital.

This programme should therefore have
multiple goals:

- Definition of the nutritional needs to be
provided by regenerative means as a
function of the length and type of space
mtsston.

- Selection of plants according to: their
ability to provide the crew with sufficient
edible biomass; their growth-condition
compatibility with the 'space conditions';
and their ability to grow on media
regenerated from waste.

- Studies on plant models of the intrinsic
problems of growth in closed and
limited conditions, for example: plant
contamination control and monitoring;
water and carbon-dioxide supply; oxygen
removal; nitrogen sourcing; light intensity
and spectral quality; and biological
rhythms.

- Safety problems related to the genetic
variability of the chosen strains due to
mutations induced by cosmic rays and
particles.

- Effects of microgravity on plant life-cycles
(from seedling to fructification).

- Optimisation of the control system for
managing the different subsystems of
the higher-plant compartments and the
connections with preceding, surrounding
and following compartments.

This is a typical biological programme
destined to fulfil one specific life-support
requirement, but one that can also be
integrated easily into an autonomous
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artificial ecological system. Recent and
foreseen progress in plant genetic
engineering and in the understanding of the
DNA reparation mechanisms, provides some
hope that they will provide us with specific
tools and strains.

Biological waste-material recycling
Whether incorporated into a more general
waste-management programme as the
ultimate milestone or standing alone, such a
programme's goals will be to recycle waste
materials into reagents capable of being
regenerated into edible biomass. One
might expect such a programme to be an
extension of the development of the microbial
compartments for the MELISSA programme.
Such a programme should benefit consider-
ably from the expanding field of anaerobic
microbiology. In fact, knowledge of the
physiology and biochemistry of anaerobic
micro-organisms has been rather scarce, but
is now growing rapidly with the development
of industrial biotechnology.

Biological water treatment
Initially, water treatment will be essentially a
physical/chemical process, with biological
processes foreseen as secondary processes
(planttranspiration water). However, an
activity aimed at developing a self-regen-
erating biological water-treatment system for
water-soluble contaminant removal could be
foreseen, based on principles similar to those
used for the Biological Air Filter.

Definition of a closed ecological system
(a follow-up programme to MELISSA)
In this programme, an attempt will be made
to define an optimal closed ecological
system, taking into account a large number
of factors such as length of missions,
distance from Earth, type of mission (to

space station, planetary base, etc), number
of crew, launch capacity at the time of the
mission (Ariane-S or more powerful launch
vehicle). Depending on these factors, the
best compromise between regenerative
systems and resupply, and between
physical/chemical and biological processes,

will have to be found. Such a programme
would only deal with the third phase in the
rationale described above, i.e. the develop-
ment and validation of the physical closure
of the loop and its control system.

Conclusion
Most of the potential biological life-support
technologies of interest for space use have
a development time of ten to twenty years

It is therefore essential to start now if thev are

to be available in time, and this will be a far
more cost-effective approach in the long run
than highly expensive 'crash-actions' at a
later date. The interactions between the
different biological elements enclosed in

a spacecraft or space station - typified
for example by the BAF for removal of
atmospheric contaminants, the food-
production facility based on higher-plant
cultivation, the waste-processing system,
the water-treatment processes, and the
commensal microflora of the crew - are
both inevitable and complex.

Due to this complexity, the development
of a closed ecological life-support system
technology will be a long-lead{ime activity
that will involve considerable exoerimental
investigation, both on the ground and in

space. Current activities (MELISSA) are
preliminary and limited to the understanding
and control of simple micro-organism-based
elements. Follow-up work will require a
dedicated test bed for the system-level
investigation of progressively more complex
systems. Since the crew is itself an important
biological element of the system, both
influenced by and impacting upon the
stability of the ecosystem, suitable testing
will a require facility capable of evolving to
accommodate man in the system.

Moreover, in the same way as the USA's
lunar programme provided terrestrial
byproducts from space-related breakthroughs
in the seventies (micro-computers, etc.), one
can expect similar positive 'spin-offs' from
the studies of space biological life-support
systems. Indeed, they will give us the basic
knowledge and tools needed to cope with

- and perhaps even solve - some of the
environment-related problems that are of
growing concern here on Earth. t3
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the isemsi experiment

The ISEMSI Experiment: Europe's First
Simulation Campaign for Long-Duration
Manned Spaceflight

M. Novara
Mechanical Systems Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

J. Collet
Head of Long-Term Programme Office, Directorate for Space Station
and Microgravity, ESA, Paris, France

R.J. Vaernes
Head of Diving Division, Norwegian Underwater Technology Centre,
Bergen, Norway

lntroduction
During the last two years, the Long-Term

Programme Office (LTPO) of the Agency's
Directorate for Space Statton and Micro-
gravity has sponsored scientific studies
conducted in'space-analogous' environ-
ments such as Antarctica and by deep-sea
diving. In 1989, a group of six men, of
different nationalities, was monitored during

The goal of achieving European autonomy for the long-duration
manned space missions planned for the beginning of the next
century has given rise to several studies being undertaken
in 'space-analogous' environments during the last two years.
The first wholly space-oriented long-duration manned simulation
campaign undertaken in Europe took place during 1990, involving
a crew of six isolated for four weeks in a hyperbaric chamber
complex. The resources available for the study were entirely
devoted to obtaining scientific data on the psychological and
physiological effects of long-duration isolation and confinement
on crew performance. Fundamental lessons were learnt on the
operational side also, and these will be fully exploited in setting
up future simulation canrpaigns.

a seven-month crossing of the Antarctic on
skis and sledges (see ESA Bulletin No. 64,
pp 44-49). Also during 1989, an experi-
mental deep-sea saturation dive, simulated in

a hyperbaric chamber complex in Marseille,
was closely monitored by the LTPO (the

HYDREMSI experiments, reported in ESA

Document LTPO-SR-90-01). In both cases,
ESA added to the original protocols some
pilot experiments in the fields of psychology,
physiology, contamination, and tele-
ooerations.

The interest shown by the LTPO in these
activities stems from the need to develoo an
independent European knowledge of human
factors in support of the long-duration
manned space missions expected to take
place at the beginning of the next century, in

the cadre of the planned European Manned
Space Infrastructure (EMSI). Such knowledge
cannot be gathered by theoretical means,
but must come from field experience;
simulation in analogous environments is

regarded as the best means of acquiring that
experience without taking unnecessary risks.

Simulated ('dry') dives in hyperbaric
chambers yield very many interesting
scientifrc results concerning the performance
of a crew isolated and confined for long
periods (more than two months) whilst
carrying out a variety of operational tasks.
The application of these results to manned
spaceflight is somewhat controversial,
however, due to heavily biasing collateral
effects such as the neuro-physrological
consequences of high barometric pressure
in a deep-dive simulation (known as HPNS,
or High-Pressure Nervous Syndrome).

Consequently, the scientist members of the
Agency's Space Psychology Advisory Group
(SPAG) recommended to the LTPO, during
1989, that experimental research be under-
taken specifically on the problems of a
psychological nature that could be
encountered by space crews due to the
abnormal living conditions of longterm
isolation and confinement, avoiding all

biasing effects wherever possible. Based on
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Figure 2. The Hyperbaric
Chamber Complex at
NUTEC, in Bergen,
Norway. The Ghamber
Control Room is also
visible

the experience acquired with the HYDREMSI
pilot campaign, an experiment in the
hyperbaric chambers of the Norwegian
Underwater Technology Centre (N UTEC),
in Bergen, was planned

The study was based on an isolation period
of four weeks for a crew of six males (olus

two reserves), ideally with a professional
background similar to that of astronauts
(scientists/engineers), who would carry out
meaningful operational and research tasks
during their stay. The experiment was
christened 'lSEMSl' (lsolation Study for
EMSI)

ESA's involvement in what has been
Europe's first manned simulation experiment
specifically conceived for long-duration
spaceflight was multi-facetted, with the LTPO
as sponsoring authority, ESTEC's Life-
Support and Habitability Section providing
technical management, various ESTEC
Sections serving as participating experi-
menters, and the Agency's European
Astronaut Centre providing ground-control
personnel as well as an experiment of
its own. The co-sponsorship of Norsk
Romsenter (Norwegian Space Centre) was
also an lmportant asset,

The objectives
ISEMSI was basically a science-oriented
simulation, in which the available resources
were economically managed with the aim of
achieving the following limited set of
scientific research objectives:

- to collect valuable knowhow on the
neuro-psycho-physiological aspects of
long-duration isolation and confinement

- to gather and organise a community of
researchers oriented towards specific
space-related psychological issues.

ISEMSI was therefore not meant to mimic
closely an actual manned space mission in
such aspects as crew selection or timeline
management, but was rather expected to
rely largely on the operational infrastructure
provided by the analogous environment in
which it was to be carried out (hyperbaric
chambers).

The technical scenario
Residual practical constraints were imposed
by the fact that the mission was technically
a low-depth dive (5 msw) in hyperbaric
chambers, which influenced crew selection,
operations, communications, habitability, and
atmospheric parameters, to mention only the
most striking aspects The living and working
environment afforded by the chambers was
limited to a total of about 100 m3, subdivided
into one large working and living module
(50 m3), two sleeping modules, one
interconnecting module (doubling up as
shower and toilet), and a storage module.

The period of isolation started on 17 Sept-
ember and ended on 15 October 1990
It was preceded by a three-week training
period for the crew in Bergen, during which
preliminary testing was also conducted to
establish baseline references for most
experiments. A five-day post-isolation period,
during which assessment tests were
conducted, followed at the end of the
expeflment
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The simulated scenario was one of practically
total physical isolation for the crew whilst
communication (voice and video) was not

significantly limited lmmediate extraction of
the crew from the pressurised chamber was
not allowed, the shallow depth requiring a
formal decompression protocol of 7 h to
prevent any occurrence of 'the bends'. No
direct viewing through portholes was allowed
and no resources were allowed in from
outside except water and electricity. Food,
clothes and other consumables (including
those needed for the experiments) were
stored inside the chambers. All scientific
samples collected were retained onboard for
delrvery at the end of mission (e.9. frozen
biosamples), while only waste was dumped
through an airlock. Voice and two-way video

participants exhibiting potentially problematic
symptoms. As agreed with the SPAG group,

no definitive set of 'select-in' criteria was
included in the study hypotheses

Aside from their payload-operations tasks
(each EMS|naut was responsible for a share
of the experiments being conducted), the
crew members were given individual system-
operations tasks: Commander, Logistics
Manager, Computer Specialist, Systems
Specialist, Hygiene Specialist, and Data
Manager.

The operational scenario
Operations were directed by a 'ground'

control team (the ISEMSI Operations Support
Team, or IOST), which was centred around

Figure 3, lnterior ol the
main living and working
chamber. with the ISEMSI
experiment equipment
installed

communications were available, as well as
fax and electronic mail.

The crew
The crew members - the 'EMSlnauts' -
were selected by NUTEC from among
more than 40 volunteers from universities
and space-related European industries
and institutes (including ESTEC). The six
eventually chosen (aged between 25
and 33) were each from a different ESA

Member State: France, Germany, ltaly,

The Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden.
Their backgrounds were quite varied,
ranging from a physiologist to several
aerospace engrneers.

NUTEC's selection procedure was based on
a simple set of medical and psychological
'select-out' criteria, aimed at excluding

the Chamber Control Room at NUTEC. In

the original planning, the IOST was to consist
of the control personnel normally provided
by NUTEC (chamber superintendent,
supervisors and operators). During the
preparation phase, some space-mission-
related functions were added, these
including Crew Interface Coordinators (ClCs),

Planner/Replanners (P/Rs), and a Science
Coordinator (SC).

The ClCs were the persons in charge of
communications between the crew and the
outside World. They were the only persons
with whom the EMSlnauts would talk for
most of the 28 days, except for brief contacts
with friends and family (twice a week) and
the communications with the experimenters.
The CIC role turned out (as expected) to be
a key one, being not only concerned with
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Figure 4. Measurement of
skin evaporation rate (part
of the Autonomic Nervous
System Experiment),
carried out regularly by the
EMSlnauts. ln the back-
ground, an EMSlnaut is
preparing for a tele-science
session

the management of communications (i.e.

operating the switchboard), but also requiring
a lot of technical and scientific knowledge of
both the experiments and the system, in

order to cope with all sorts of unexpected
problems, as well as a good deal of
'diplomatic' skill in dealing with the crew's
oroblems and reouests. Two of the ClCs
were in fact the reserve EMSlnauts, which
proved a very practical solution given their
familiarity with the crew members and their
knowledge of both the system and the
payroaos.

The ClCs operated on a complex shift plan,
consisting of 25 h watches at the commun-
ications console, followed by 23 h off, 8 h

covering the role of P/R, and another 16 h

off The P/R function was also fundamental.

and involved constant maintenance and
updating of the day{o-day schedule for the
payload-related activities for the onboard
crew (with a 'granularity' of 30 min)
Schedule management required considerable
effort during the 28 days (as well as during
the training and post-isolation periods), due
to the challenge of integrating the needs of
more than 30 experimenters with the system-
operations tasks, and still leaving some
time for leisure (movies, video games and
physical exercise being the preferred
activities).

The SC position was intended as an interface
between the User Teams (the experimenters)
and the operational structure of lSEMSl,
being charged at the same time with
ensuring the maximum scientific return from
the study. During the experiment, the SC

function never worked as intended, due to
constraints ranging from lack of availability to
insufficient senioritv. lt was therefore shared

between the P/Rs and ClCs (permanently on
site) and the Study Management (for matters
requiring authoritative intervention).

The experiments
The psychological tests to which the crew
were subjected were rather extensive,
ranging from the subjective status and
performance of individuals (assessed via
computer-based tests and questionnaires),
to the crew's social interaction and group
dynamics (investigated by examining video-
tapes of discussions, meals, etc.). The
physiological research supported the
psychological investigations, concentrating on
the performance of the autonomic nervous
system; such parameters as hormone levels
in the blood, immunology, heart-rate
variability, and perspiration rate were
regularly measured during the 28 days.

The EMSlnauts themselves showed some
variance with time, and between individuals,
in their resoonse to their isolation. The results
yielded by the psychological and physio-
logical studies are reported in the companion
article in this same ESA Bulletin.

Considerable interest was shown in the
ISEMSI Experiment by tele-operations and
contamination experimenters, due to the
unique opportunrty that it offered of operating
with a crew enclosed and isolated for such
a long period of time These technology-
oriented experiments were largely sponsored
by ESTEC, and included fiable 1):

- monitoring of chemical and micro-
biological contamination (of particular
importance in an enclosed habitat, where
the air was continuously recycled for
28 days)

- tele-medicine (with simulated illnesses,
treated on board by a summarily trained
medical assistant, with the support of
a physician sitting at a remote location)

- tele{raining (onboard maintenance of
equipment, following the instructions of
a technician given via a multimedia
interface)

- tele-science (with a scientist instructing the
crew from the ground on how to carry out
physiology experiments).

The microbiological contamination exper-
iments confirmed known hypotheses, such
d5.

- the trend towards uniformity of skin
microbial flora across a group of
individuals enclosed together

- the rather fast 'colonisation' of the
environment by microorganisms shed
by human inhabitants
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Table 1 - The /SEMS/ Add-On Experiments

Add-On
Research Theme Principal Investigator Add-On Exoeriments

Tele-operations

Micro-biolog ical

Contamination

Chemical Contamination

M Pujos et al

CCIVM, Toulouse, France

H C.D. de Bruyne et al

CAT Benelux, Schellinkhout, The Netherlands

N Wootton et al

ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

C Ahlen
SINTEF/UNIMED, Trondheim, Norway

M Stranger-Johannessen et al

Sl, Oslo, Norway

S Klingele et al

Dornier GmbH, Friedrichshafen, Germany

R MUller et al

MPSensorSystems GmbH, Munich, Germany

K C Persaud

University of Manchester, United Kingdom

J A. Qu6m6ner
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

G, Bolstad
SINTEF/U N I IVED, Trondheim, Norway

Tele-medicine

M ultimedia/Tele{raining

Tele-science

Bacterial Composition
of Human Skin

Microbial Composition
of Material Surfaces

Monitoring of

Airborne Micro-organisms

Volatile Organic
Compounds Measurement

Experimental Gas-Measuring

Unit Test

Multi-element Conduction Polymer

Gas-Sensor Test

Long-Term Evolution of

Atmosphere Composition

Carbon-Monoxide
Monitoring

- the heavy growth of microorganisms in

poorly accessible and wet areas (toilets,

air conditioning).

In addition, possible disturbances of skin

defence mechanisms against colonisation by
potentially pathogenic microbes were noted,

as well as a difficulty in monitortng the

microbial contents of the atmosphere itself
(there are significant random variations
between samoles taken at different times
and locations).

Several different prototypes of 'array sensors'

for the monitoring of trace-gas contaminants
in the atmosphere were tested during
lSEMSl. Their performance was promising
when compared with results achieved with a
more conventional (and more complex) gas-

ch romatog raph/mass-spectrometer device
that was also used

An overall picture of the most important
chemical contaminants to be found in

enclosed manned habitats (including
contaminants produced by man himself) was

obtained via the use of Tenax gas-adsorption

traps. The method used permitted the
fluctuation in contaminants to be monitored
on a daily basis, as well as during the
complete four-week ISEMSI period. The

results wiil provide valuable input for
designing contamination monitoring and
control sysiems for future spacecraft.

Particular attention was devoted to the
monitoring of carbon monoxide in the

chamber. Results showing the correlation
between this contaminant's concentration in

the atmosphere and the percentage of

carboxi-haemoglobin in the EMSlnauts' blood
will allow the correctness of the presently

soecified maximum allowable concentration
for manned spacecraft to be evaluated.

The tele-medicine experiment confirmed the

feasibility and interest of applying to a space-
station scenario many aspects of remote

health care already widely used in the

maritime environment. ISEMSI allowed us

to evaluate positively the tele-medical
consultation procedures, as well as the
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Figure 5. As no biosamples
were 'sent to ground'
during the four weeks of
isolation, blood samples
were either frozen or
analysed onboard by the
EMSlnauts themselves

training protocols for the crew. EMSlnauts
trained as 'sanitary assistants' had to
interview a 'patient' (another EMSlnaut,
trained to feign illness symptoms), prepare
an anamnesis, carry out a medical
examination, assess the severity of the case,
and administer effective medical care under
remote medical advice. An expert system
was used throughout the experiment, to
provide step-by-step guidance to the sanitary
assistant.

ISEMSI demonstrated the great importance
of practising and rehearsing emergency
procedures lt confirmed that simulation of
the medical emergencies that could occur
during a long-duration space mission will be
required to provide 'refresher training' to
astronauts trained as sanitary assistants.
It also demonstrated the suitability of the
medical equipment selected, including
multifunction monitoring devices (e.9. cardiac
parameters), biological analysis kits (e.g

blood analysers), and the system of data
transmission to ground

The multimedia/tele-training experiment
showed the feasibility and benefits of using
a graphic-overlay system in a Columbus or
EMSI maintenance, operations and training
scenario. This advanced communications
medium allows graphics and commands to
be superimposed on a video image. The
EMSlnauts had to carry out a series of
maintenance and repair tasks on a piece of
faulty equipment, with the guidance of an
expert at home base. The use of the graphic-
overlay system allowed many of the short-
comings of vorce communication alone to be
overcome

It was evident that some critical events could
not have been solved by oral communic-
ation, and that some realtime 'sketching'
was necessary to exchange information (e.9.
location of a component on a circuit board)
satisfactorily. Also, the feasibility of ground-
guided teletraining concepts was proven by
the same experiment, which turned out to be
a very realistic simulation of ground-space
interaction during a real manned space
mtsston

ln addition to the 'planned' tele-maintenance
operations, the EMSlnauts carried out repairs
to really malfunctioning equipment inside the
chambers (such as an echo-cardiograph),
using the most rudimentary tools and with
on-line assistance from a specialist at a
remote location.

The Telescience Test Bed, already integrated
into the Columbus mock-up at ESTEC, was
used during ISEMSI to simulate the end-to-
end communication between a scientist
sitting at his work station and an experiment
onboard a space station. Two life-science
experiments were chosen for this simulation:

- one in human physiology, monitoring ECG
and the heart rate of an EMSlnaut exer-
cising on an ergometer, and

- one in echo-cardiography.

Link problems (e.9. unannounced blackouts,
transmission delays) and resource constraints
(e.9. limited time duration of each session)
were artificially introduced to test the system
under realistic operational conditions. Both
experiments clearly showed how a scientific
investigator adapts to unforeseen behaviour
of an experiment, and what mechanisms
of interaction between scientist and crew
are established by the need to maximise
scientific return under non-optimum exper-
imental conditions.

The operational lessons learnt
Not unusually during this kind of simulation,
the unexpected problems and the questions
left open considerably outnumbered the
answers actually obtained, making an
important result the list of 'lessons learnt',
particularly those regarding operational
aspects

The problems experrenced within the IOST
have already been mentioned. The lack
of effective scientific coordination made
management of the interfaces to the
experimenters difficult, and resulted in the
loss of some experimentally relevant data.
This is regarded as the single most important
lesson learnt A large, complex simulation
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campargn requrres an aoequate organrs-
ational structure for the management of
participating scientists, similar to those
currently in place for actual space missions.
No waiver is granted by the 'ground
simulation' nature of the event

The IOST itself turned out to be a very
interesting subject for analysrs, for the
psychologist team also. Performance, work
load, stress and group dynamics were all
important for the chamber control personnel
as well as the onboard crew Not enough
attention was devoted to this aspect
('observing the observers') during lSEMSl,
and not enough effort was spent on solving
the problems encountered by the IOST In

particular, the central figures of the CIC and
P/R will receive much greater attention in

future in terms of role definition, specific
training, and technical facilities.

The training period generally proved to have
been insufficient, particularly as far as the
choice of running the tests for setting
experimental baselines in parallel with the
actual training activities was concerned.
The establishment of baselines needs to be
separated from the training proper, Also,
equipment integration activities need to be
completed significantly in advance, so that
in-situ training can take place without the
disturbance from continuino installation
activities

A 24 h 'dry-run' took place during the last
week of training The EMS|nauts were
pressurised to 5 msw and carried out some
of the activities planned for the isolation
period. As it turned out, the dry-run took
place too late, and was too short to detect a
large number of potential problems and allow
them to be corrected effectivelv before the
start of isolation.

Meticulous training, planning and rehearsal
is recognised as a powerful anti-stress factor
for the crew. For this reason also, aside from
other more practical considerations, its

importance cannot be over-emphasised.

The crew's role and organisation were also
not sufficiently well defined prior to the
mission. The EMS|nauts showed a clear
trend towards actively participating in the
experiments, rather than just acting as
operators, although most experimenters had
based their studies on the assumption of
more passive operators. The internal
dynamics of the crew also suffered from a
lack of specification of individual duties

Conclusion
Analysis of the ISEMSI scientific results by
the experiment teams will continue through-
out most of 1991 , thanks to the very large
amount of data gathered during the 28 days
The primary ISEMSI objective of collecting
valuable knowhow on the effects of long-
duration isolation and confinement was
achieved to a significant degree The need
for continuing and further expanding the
research is now quite clear, and planning
has started for further future simulation
campargns.

The ISEMSI experiment has also promoted
the formation of a community of European
researchers with a specific interest in space-
related psychological issues. In addition,
considerable momentum has been built up
among European scientists through these
simulation activities, which are widely
recognised as the best means available of
acquiring much-needed knowledge in this
00matn.

All in all, the ISEMSI Experiment has turned
out to be an unusually fruitful learning
ground for all of the technical and scientific
parties involved. G

Figure 6. The Multimedia/
Tele-training Experiment
involved repair work on
faulty equipment, carried
out by a summarily trained
EMSlnaut with on-line
support from a specialist
at a remote location
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Scientific Results from the ISEMSI
Experiment

J. Collet
Head of Long-Term Programme Office, Directorate for Space Station
and Microgravity, ESA, Paris, France

Cl. Gharib
Laboratoire de Physiologie, Universit6 Claude Bernard, Lyon, France

K. Kirsch
Institute of Physiology, Free University of Berlin, Germany

R.J. Vaernes
Head of Diving Division, Norwegian Underwater Technology Centre,
Bergen, Norway

Introduction
Europe entered the manned-spaceflight
arena with Spacelab, which proved a
major success. Confirming their intention to
see Europe play a major role in this area,
Eurooe's Ministers then set the achievement
of European autonomy in manned space-
flight as the next objective for the longer
Ierm.

Mastery of the various factors associated with the prolonged
presence of humans in space is a long-term task, involving many
disciplines that have so far not been associated with space
endeavours in Europe. Although physiologists have been working
on space-related problems for some years now, particularly in the
USSR, several aspects are still not yet understood. The situation
is even worse in other branches of the human sciences, the
psychological problems in particular not being well appreciated in
the western space world.

The interim steps - Columbus and Hermes

- will progress European technology in

many essential domains to the level needed
to work towards that eventual autonomy.
However, when discussing autonomy, there
is one critical area that is not covered by
the present manned programme activities,
namely those aspects related to the dayto-
day life of astronauts in space. For the
Columbus Programme, these are a NASA
responsibility (hygiene, health care and
maintenance, nutrition, rest, etc.), while for
the short trips being planned for Hermes
(missions of a few days are presently
foreseen) the problems are considerably
alleviated.

Some 30 years ago, Michael Collins, the
Gemini-10 Astronaut, wrote:
'l would have flown by myself or with a

kangaroo ....... Almost anyone can put up
with almost anyone else for a clearly defined
period of time in pursuit of a mutual objective
that it is important to reach'. This view is still

shared, although perhaps not so openly, by
some of those involved in manned
spaceflight.

However, sending a man or woman into
space for a week and putting them on board
a Space Station for a few months are two
very different things. Moreover, those early
astronauts were members of an elite group
striving to achieve major milestones in the
history of manned spaceflight: there will be
no such rewards for the crew of the Soace
Station.

The problems of psychological adjustment to
space conditions - essentially microgravity

- are quite specific to that environment. This
is often the case with problems of psycho-
logical, social and occupational adaptation,
which occur elsewhere in exceptional
situations that involve:

- a hostile environment;

- isolation from the outside world;

- limited social intercourse; and

- confinement in a limited volume.

Opportunities do exist to study human
behaviour in confined and isolated envir-
onments on Earth, Antarctic bases and
submarine diving stations being two such
places in which the inhabitants are exposed
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to Space-Station-like conditions. By making
observations in such environments, we can
substantially enhance our knowledge of
individual and group responses to stressful
environments.

The preceding article in this Bulletin
describes how the Long-Term Programme
Office (LTPO) of ESA's Directorate for Space
Station and Microgravity conducted the
ISEMSI simulation study, with the specific
aim of understanding human requirements
for extended spaceflight.

The psychological aspects of isolation and
confinement formed the major theme of the
ISEMSI study. Taking advantage of the good
cooperation established between the two
LTPO advisory groups - the Space
Medicine Advisory Group and the Space
Psychology Advisory Group - a coordinated
scientific programme was established around
which the ISEMSI mission was built.

The ISEMSI scientific programme
The main objective of ISEMSI involved
psychological studies of individual and group
behaviour under conditions of isolation and
confinement over long periods of time. A
period of four weeks was selected as being
representative, from the psychological stand-
point, of long-duration spaceflight. A total of
six 'crew members' were selected, as this
number constitutes a 'group' in group-
dynamics terms.

The psychological investigations carried out
within the ISEMSI study addressed the
themes listed in Table 1

It has already been concluded from previous
space missions that the primary limiting
factor on long-duration space flights is the
problem of interpersonal relationships
between the crew members. The primary
group of interest consists of the onboard
crew, but the critical network is larger and

Table 1 - The /SEMS/ Psychology Experiment

Psychological Research Theme Principal Investigator Experiments

Social Interaction & Communication

Autonomic Nervous System (ANS)

Crew Performance

Cognitive Demand

qr rF\ia.+i\/6 ql.ta
vvvlvvuvv vrqlv

Sleep and Rhythmicity

T, Bergan et al

NUTEC & University of Bergen, Norway

C Tafforin
P Sabatier University, Toulouse, France

K A, Kirsch et al

Free University of Berlin, Germany

F.J Vaernes et al

NUTEC & University of Bergen, Norway

R J Vaernes et al.

NUTEC & University of Bergen, Norway

G R J Hockey et al

University of Sheffield, United Kingdom

G, Rizzolattr et al

University of Parma, ltaly

R J Vaernes et al

NUTEC, Bergen, Norway

G C Modugno
University of Rome, ltaly

R J Vaernes et al

NUTEC & University of Bergen, Norway

I Tobler et al

University of Zurich, Switzerland

SYMLOG Observation System and Questionnaire
Communications Classification System
EMSlnauts' Daily Survey

Fthnlnninal Analrrcic

Heart Rate

Heart-Rate Variability

Psycho-biological Tests

Workload Assessment

Working Memory

Visual Search
Orienting of Attention

Mental Performance l\,4easurement

Cognitive Evoked Potentials

Fusion-Critical Frequency

Psychosomatic Reactions

Motor-Activity Monitoring
ll,4orning Evaluation of Sleep
Two-hourly Subjective State Evaluation
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Table 2 - The /SEMS/ Physiology Experiment

Psychological Research Theme Principal Investigator

more complex. When thinking about social
interaction, it is essential to include not only
the ground staff in voice communication
with the crew, but also the Crew Interface
Coordinators (charged with managing the
crew's communications with the outside
world), and scientific personnel and family
and friends with whom there is also
intermittent contact.

The Crew lnterface Coordinator was a central
figure in the social network for ISEMSI and
his role in the operation was structured as
oart of the exoeriment All communication
from the chambers went via the control
deck. Direct conversation with relatives and
spouses was treated as an experiment
variable, and the frequency and amount of
time allocated for private conversation was
measureo.

human eye perceives light as continuous
(typically 35 to 40 Hz). The FCF is routinely
used as a psychological fatigue test for truck
drivers, jet-aircraft pilots, etc

Vigilance fesfs were performed using stimuli
consisting of the digits 0 to 9 presented
singly in the centre of a computer screen
at a rate of 1 per second for a period of
50 min. The aim was to detect, over the
course of the four weeks of isolation, the
different influences exerted by working or
leisure days on progressive changes in
vigilance.

Attention orienting, visua.l search and
distribution of attention tests were conducted
with the aim of finding out whether isolation
conditions produced a decrease in atten-
tional resources or a redistrrbution of
resources between the various tasks.

Sleep and circadian-rhythm studies were also
performed. Subjects living for a prolonged
period in dim illumination could become
'desynchronised' with respect to clock time.
This could give rise to disturbances of the
sleep/waking rhythm, to increased sleepiness
during the day, and to impaired performance.
Ambulatory monitoring of motor activity was
performed by a solid-state actometer worn on
the wrist.

A set of physiological experiments (listed in
Table 2) was also carried out in support of
the Autonomic Nervous System theme of the
psychological investigations (e.9. psycho-
endocrinology and immunology). The interest
in these physiology experiments stems from
the fact that, whilst such investigations have
been carried out during an actual space-
flight, very seldom has it been possible to
investigate the physiological response to
long-duration confinement, sensory depriv-
ation and isolation from social contact,
decoupling these factors from microgravity.
The study of the hormonal and immun-
ological modifications occurring during
lSEMSl, as well as of the balance of fluids
and electrolyte, has provided results which
it will be very interesting to compare with
those obtained during simulated weightless-
ness (e.g bed-rest studies of comparable
duration).

The psychology-experiment results
Just a brief overview of the results yielded
by the most significant psychological and
physiological studies will be given here*.

The EMSlnauts performed well as a group,
as did the individual crew members,

Psycho-endocrinology

rmmunorogy

K A Kirsch et al

Free University of Berlin, Germany

L Schaffar et al

Ranguell Faculty of Medicine, Toulouse,
France

C Gharib et al

Environmental Physiology Laboratory, Lyon,
France

Blood Volume Regulation

Lower-Body Negative Pressure (LBNP) A. Guell et al

|\/EDES, Toulouse, France

. More comprehensrve,
though still preliminary,
results are available in a
collection of Experimenters
Reports, attached to the
ISEMSI Final Report com-
piled by NUTEC (to be
published shortly) An even
more detailed presentation of
the study's scientific output
will be given by the Exper-
imenters themselves at an
ISEMSI Symposium, which is
planned to take place in Paris
on 25-26 November 1991.
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During the study, common activities inside
the working chambers were recorded on
video. A 'task discussion' took place every
day according to a pre-determined schedule.
These sessions were more thoroughly
analysed by scientific groups in France and
Norway.

Iests were performed on a regular basis to
investigate workload and individual
performances (eg morning and evening
status).

fhe cognitive demand research theme
included experiments on memory, vigilance,
attention and mental fatigue.

Fatigue tesfs were conducted; the so-called
'Fusion Critical Frequency' (FCF) experiment,
which provides information on the central
micro blood flow, is based on the frequency
of light-intensity oscillation to which the
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accomplishing a very high percentage of
the tasks that had been assigned to them,
and even carrying out unplanned repairs
to malfunctioning equipment (eg an echo-
cardiograph) inside the chambers using the
most rudimentary tools, and on-line assrst-
ance from a specialist at a remote location,
The effective workload on the crew turned
out to be rather high. peaking at 12 h per
day, with some problems being generated
by the length and cumbersome nature of
certain procedures (e,9. waste water
draining, urine collection)

In fact. there were no severe emotional or
social conflicts, and no signs of physical or
psychological strain, among the EMSlnauts
during the experiment The studies on
subjective state and Autonomic Nervous
System (ANS) showed that the perceived
load imposed by the working conditions and
prolonged isolation and confinement, was
mostly in the middle range This was also
apparent from the very few psychosomatic
and anxiety/stress-related symptoms
reported, and was also confirmed by
psycho-endocrinological analyses (stress
hormones in blood, urine and saliva) and
psycho physiology indicators (heart rate.

heart-rate variability).

The study of sleep rhythms conducted using
the wrist-worn activity monitors (a promising
non-invasive technique which was also able
to detect increasing trredness during the
course of the isolation) did not reveal major
sleep disturbances. However, the monitors
did provide a clear picture ol the strong
adherence of the EMSlnauts to their
imposed daily and weekly schedule Figure 1

shows a typical recording pattern for one
EMSlnaut. covering the complete period of
isolation

The str rclics of r:rernr ncrformance and
cognitive demand showed no changes in
performance for simple tasks, but some
impairment was detected with an increased
level of complication of the task to be
performed This is evident from the Evoked
Potential recordings, shown in Figure 2,

where the N1O0 wave (linked to the state of
the central nervous system) is unchanged
throughout the isolation, while the P300
wave. which represents the response to a
cognitive event. shows altered patterns
during the second and fourth weeks.

Recorded data suggest that subjects tend
to modify their strategy for accomplishing a
nnnni+i',n +^^l/ ^- han 16656flq7 hoon fnr rnIuuvl lltlvv tdJn. d) | ldJ lsugr ruy usgr I ruur ru

for other stress conditions also There are

also suggestions that the subject's behaviour
becomes more variable and unpredictable
as time passes, rather than steadily more
impaired. This is evident from Figure 3,

which shows one EMS|naut's response times
to a memory-exercising task

The studies of social interaction and
communication showed a strong tendency
towards increased centralisation within the
team over the four-week period The
Commander's importance increased with

Figure 1. Recording
pattern from an activity
monitor worn on the wrist
by an EMSlnaut during his
28 days of isolation. Both
summer (ST) and winter
(WT) time is given as the
switch-over occurred
during the experiment.
The sum total of all
recorded activity is plotted
at the bottom of the
f igure.
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Figure 2. State of the
central nervous syslem
(N100 wave) and the
response to cognitive
events (P300 wave)
recorded over the isolation
period, averaged over the
six-man crew. Note the
change in the P300 pattern
during the second and
fourth weeks.

Figure 3. Response times
to a memory-exercising
task for one EMSlnaut over
the isolation period. Note
the more variable/
unpredictable pattern
during the fourth week.
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time, as we as the commun catton flow
to and from him At the same t me, he got
gradual y less pos tive evaluat ons from other
team members n terms of how 'well' he was
perlorming as a leader. H s ooou arity
t^^--^^- ! -^^;^ ^f+^. ,le erd of the iso aLionil utudJuu dgd| | ortg t

period, as did that of the other EMS nauts
There was therelore a clear ircrease ir
mutual acceptarce w thin the gror,p after
comp et on of the miss on

Figure 4 shows the network of communi-
cations estab shed among the crew dur ng 3

days of the solaton perod: the thckness of

the arrows h ghlrghts the process of

cenlra tsalton

iGo

General y speaking, the EMSlnauts seemed
to be c oser to each other in nterests. back-
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culture. than a random samp e of young men
o' a parLicular raLionality would rorma' y be
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of the mission. Thus, they would occur only
towards the end of even a significantly longer
period of isolation ('light at the end of the
tunnel') This finding may well be the most
important single result of the study, and is

supported by observations of other groups
confined in analogous environments. As a
'hypothesis' it remains to be verified in future
studies.

Language was not found to be a problem
within the group, which had little or no
difficulty in communicating with the outside
world. English was used by EMSlnauts
throughout the experiment, although there
were no native English speakers, so that
everyone had a comparable 'handicap'.
An interesting observation was the clear
preference for using the mother tongue in

communications with the Exoerimenters.

The EMSlnauts showed high motivation for
individual and group success, with an 'esprit

de corps' developing among them, and even
an 'us-and{hem' syndrome ('us' being the
crew on board, and 'them' the ground
control staff, the two parties frequently having
contrasting views and interests). While the
crew gradually reported fewer difficulties with
ground control as time passed, problems of
the 'them' variety were evident again at the
very end of the isolation period.

Indeed, some difficulties experienced within
the ISEMSI Operations Support Team (IOST)

with the management of Experimenter
interfaces and with the day{o-day schedule
maintenance did create stressful situations for
the crew members, who were obliged to act
independently from the IOST. This meant, for
instance, that the EMSlnauts had to contact
Experimenters directly in the event of
difficulties with their instruments, or had to
rearrange their own time allocations. How
much such occurrences deviated from a
comoarable soace mission scenario is a
matter for further verification.

The physiology-experiment results
The study of endrocrine parameters showed
that oeak levels of stress hormones occurred
during the second week of isolation This
result could be well correlated with other
oarameters such as the cardiovascular data
(heart rate and its variability), as well as with
the results of skin-evaporation-rate and skin-
lipids measurements One promising aspect
is that the non-invasive measurement tech-
niques (such as evaporation rate) proved

their merit in reproducing the same reaction
patterns recorded by invasive techniques,
and are therefore excellent candidates for

space-applied monitoring devices. Further
studies to confirm this aooroach are needed

Another interesting result, although one that
also needs further confirmation, concerns
the blood-volume-regulating hormone levels
observed during lSEMSl, which may be
related to the forced prolonged inactivity to
which the crew members were subjected
for 28 days Similar modifications are
induced in space by the microgravity
environment, which causes a shift in fluids
towards the upper part of the body. Con-
sequently, the experimenters believe that
long-duration confinement may become a
valuable analogue for the simulation of
some physiological aspects of spaceflight.

The special environmental features of the
ISEMSI study allowed measurement of the
total water turnover of the crew, since both
the water intake (log book) and water output
(urine, evaporation) could be monitored.
Under these conditions, the water intake

Figure 4. Evolution in the
pattern of communications
between EMS|nauts for
Day 2 (top) and Day 26
(bottom) of the isolation
period. The increasing
tendency for the
Commander (C) to address
the whole group (O) rather
than a particular individual,
and the reduced number of
communications between
individuals, are both
apparent here.
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correlated very well with the total water
output (r:0.81 n <0.05), but evaporative fluid
losses. for instance. went hand in hand with
low urine outputs and vice versa. A circa-
septan rhythm in the water intake, urine
output, and sodium and potassium excretion
was observed. These rhythms disappeared
during the fourth week. This means that
physiological data elaborated on Monday/
Tuesday differ from the ThursdaylFriday
values, which could have a considerable
impact as far as similar future ground- and
space-based studies are concerned.

A Lower-Body Negative Pressure (LBNP)
experiment was adopted for ISEMSI on the
basis that inactivity and hypokinesia during
confinement could be expected to cause
some cardiovascular de-conditioning in

the subjects and, in particular, orthostatic
intolerance. In fact, the results did not show
any significant variation in cardiovascular
parameters during sessions of LBNP
exposure. This was mainly attributed to the
fact that the subject's life in the confined
habitat did not actually impose a significant
drop in their physical activities; even the
limited exercise oossibilities available in

the chambers were sufficient to avoid
card iovascular-deconditioni ng sym ptoms.

More difficult was the interpretation of the
immunology study results, which were
affected by a delay in the blood sampling
after the end of the isolation period. Some
modifications were indeed noticeable, such
as a slight trend towards immune-system
activation, with some increase in the lympho-
cyte count However, further studies are
required before any firm conclusions can be
orawn.

Conclusion
In general terms, the goal of autonomy set
for Europe pre-supposes the latter's mastery
of a number of human-related oroblems.
which are currently only being addressed
in the USSR and, to a lesser extent, in the
USA.

Already some conclusions can be drawn for
Eurooe:

- Such mastery cannot be gained via
theoretical as opposed to experimental
study. Human factors can only be studied
conclusively by conducting investigations
with human subjects in the loop.

- The necessary studies can only proceed
at a rate commensurate with the slow
adaptive processes inherent in living
organisms; in other words, studies of
human factors of this nature take time.

- Human{actor studies involve a large
spectrum of disciplines, thereby making
an interdisciplinary approach mandatory.

- Statistical data are essential where
humans are involved.

Studies such as those performed in the
framework of ISEMSI are a very rich source
of information and help us to begin to
establish the database that Europe must
have if it is to embark safely on manned
system operations in space.

The limitations encountered during ISEMSI

as far as the statistical validity of results and
their straightforward applicability to space
scenarios is concerned have been outlined
above. The need to continue and further
expand the research is therefore quite clear,
and planning has already started of future
simulation campaigns, exploiting such
diverse analogous environments as under-
sea habitats and polar expeditions These will
also help to filter out the 'background noise'
from the data sets for a oarticular environ-
ment when comparing results from small
groups in different settings. lt is essential to
repeat this kind of study, in order to build up
the database, varying different parameters
(duration, number and sex of crew members,
stress factors, etc.) according to a well-
defined study programme over a period of
severar years.

Many more simulation studies involving
humans are necessary in order to model
successfully the conditions that our astro-
nauts embarking on future space missions
in a European-designed space system will
encounter. Some of these simulations should
be international endeavours, bearing in mind
such exploratory initiatives as a manned
mission to Mars. In this respect, the planned
'Arctic Drift', to celebrate the one hundredth
anniversary of Fridtjof Nansen's trip across
the ice pack, during which a crew will be left
isolated for two years in an extremely hostile
environment, wrll provide an ideal analogy
for such a flight to Mars. G
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Interactive Graphical Simulation of
Humans in Space

U.K. Mortensen & F. Bagiana
Simulation & Electrical Facilities Division, Automatics & Informatics Department,
ESTEC. Noordwiik, The Netherlands

The dominant factor affecting human
activities in space is the absence of gravity.

This novel feature also constitutes a strong

technical challenge when attempting to
achieve sufficient realism in ground-based
simulations. Different technologies are used

to provide distinct types of simulation, each

having its own specific advantages and
drawbacks in terms of the degree of realism
provided

Ground-based mock-ups
By building ground-based full-size mock-ups
of space systems, very faithful representations
of the mechanical and electrical svstems

Simulation of the activities of astronauts aboard manned space
systems plays an important role in the design and eventual utilis'
ation of such systems. Many design aspects and mission plans are

validated by such simulations, which can also play a primary role
during astronaut training. Particularly in the early design phases,

simulation is often the only means of validating important aspects
of the mission design, such as accommodation, accessibility,
ergonomics, visibility, operations time-lining, etc.

involved can be achieved. However, such

representations can cover only a small sub-
set of the actual human activities that can

take place during flight An astronaut can, for
example, handle equipment weighing (on

Earthl) several hundred kilograms with ease,

and can access any location by floating to it.

Submerged mock-ups
One way of compensating for Earth's gravity
on the ground is to exploit the buoyancy
effect in water to achieve so-called 'neutral

buoyancy' for the crew members in a tank
equipped with submerged mockups of the

space systems This allows the astronauts to
handle large or heavy objects more like they
can in space, but the electrical and mechan-
al realism of the mockups suffer from the

need to be compatible with water immerston

The dynamics of and time needed for all

movements are also less realistic, due to the

friction generated with the water. Since the

astronauts need to use diving suits in the

tank, a good degree of realism vis-a-vis

space-suited operations can be obtained,
but the 'shirt-sleeve' working environments of,

for example, spaceborne laboratories cannot
be simulated in this wav

Parabolic flights
Gravity compensation can be achieved
without the drawbacks of water immersion by

making what are known as 'parabolic flights'.
The aircraft is flown on a near-parabolic
curve such that the aircraft's acceleration
matches that caused by gravity inside its

cabin Those in the aircraft thereby perceive
no gravity during the flight along the para-

bolic path, and are rendered 'weightless' for
some 15-20 s at a time. Other constraints of

this approach are the residual accelerations
due to imperfections in the flight path,

Figure 1. ESA astronaut Wubbo Ockels at work
during a Spacelab flight
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Figure 2, Neutral-buoyancy
simulation for EVA in
space.

Figure 3. CAD simulation:
Columbus Free-Flying
Laboratory servicing.

combined with the obvious operational and
accom modation constraints.

Analytical simulation
Analytical simulations of human activities,
relying on Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
tools to represent the movements graphically,
are also used for space mission modelling
The main advantage here lies in the
versatility available to study different design
configurations, and the highly accurate
representation of the structural environment.
Since no interactivity is possible, however,
and only static snapshot-like outputs are
produced, this method is mainly applicable
to the study of accommodation tolerances
and the verification of mechanical-
engineering designs (Fig. 3).

Graphical simulation
A new alternative for simulating astronaut
activities in space has recently emerged as
a result of the technological advances made
in the last five years in four particular areas:

- Relatively inexpensive computer work
stations can now provide the massive
computational power required to calculate
the complicated movements and
articulation of human motion in space.
Previously, such computing power was
only available on large and very costly
mainframe systems.

- Recent advances in computer-generated
graphics now allow the production of
images with photographic realism, at a
rate enabling continuous motion to be
visualised

- New developments in the mathematical
formulation of the dynamics of multi-body
problems have resulted in very efficient
mathematical models, thereby allowing
realistic real{ime simulation of the many
elements and degrees of freedom of the
human body

- New devices have been develooed that
allow the user to interact with and control
the many degrees of freedom in an
intuitive and interactive manner. An
example of such a device is the data-
glove, which can emulate the many
degrees of freedom of the human hand.

By combining these technological ingredients
into a single system, the Agency has been
able to develop a new means of simulating
man's activities in space. The first results of
this 'DYNAMAN' activity have led to an
operational system in the form of a software
package implemented on a Silicon Graphics
work station.

DYNAMAN allows the kinematics of
mechanical systems, including humanoid
models, and the interaction between the
various models and their environments, to
be simulated and examined on the screen
in real time Typical fields of application for
the system in the space context include:

- astronaut motion and trajectory studies

- habitability and working-environment
design and validation

- object manipulation in a complex
envrronment

- spacesuit design validation

- kinematic simulation of extravehicular
activities.

To facilitate realistic simulation, DYNAMAN
includes in its geometrical database three-
dimensional graphical models of astronauts
of different physical builds. lt also takes into
account the fact that after some 30 h in
space, the average astronaut increases
in height by 3o/o due to spine straightening
Each DYNAMAN humanoid model is based
on twentytwo major anthropometric meas-
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urements, derived from an international

human biometry and ergonomics databank
The database includes both 'naked' models
of differing statures under 1-g and zero-g
(mrcrogravity) conditions. and Space-suited
models for EVA simulations

Each geometrical model has an associated
mathematical model, simulating the bio-

mechanical behaviour of the anatomtcal
joints. except lor the fingers and feet where
only one joint has been modelled, and for
the spine which has been simplified to

consist of just two joints. Thus a 'naked'

model lras thirty-nine angular degrees of

freedom, and a space-suited model thirty-six.

The mathematical model includes bio-
mechanical limits for each joint, so that
unrealistic human motions cannot be
nonoretori ln iha naco nf tho qn:r:c-cr ritcal
ver rerqtuu. vr tr rv ulJevv uurlvv

model, the limits are generally those imposed
by the suit.

The DYNAMAN database also contains
pre-defined postures, both to facilitate the

manipulation of the humanoid models and to
allow the simulation session to commence
from a realistic initial position. These pre-
daf inarl 

^n 
air rrae 2 ro

- a standard standing posture in 1-g

conditions
a talo-aA ^^o+r r16 tn zara-a nnnrliiinnc

- d IUIdAUU PV)IUls ll | 49lV-V uul rurlrvr rJ,

and

- a seated and a transfer posture under
zero-g conditions (to be implemented)

A virtual camera is coupled to each

humanoid model's head, allowing the

astronaut's field of view to be visualised

DYNAMAN is an 'open system', which means

tnat geometrical models can be imported
from other commercial Computer-Aided
Design (CAD) packages used in the aero-

space industry, such as CATIA, EUCLID and

ESABASE In addition, DYNAMAN allows the

user to create kinematic models of mech-

anisms which, like the humanoid model itself,

can be controlled interactively during the

simulation session All in all, therefore, the

DYNAN/AN user is able to generate a

complex and realistically simulated space
working environment,

DYNAN/AN also includes two other major
features: collision detection and configuration
change The collision-detection feature runs

throughout a simulation session and alerts

the user to any collision detected between

the humanoid model and its environment.
This is a highly valuable input when space

Figure 4. DYNAMAN:
Hermes Resource Module
and space suits.

Figure 5. DYNAMAN:
Hermes EVA egress.

Figure 6. DYNAMAN:
Columbus rack
manipulation.
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Figure 7. DYNAMAN:
Columbus' Grew Work
Station,

Figure 8. DYNAMAN: Rack
manipulation.

accommodation and astronaut trajectory
studies are being performed The
configuration-change feature allows the user
to link objects together interactively This
feature can be used, for example, to simulate
the grasping and manipulation of an object
by the humanoid model's hand or to attach
the model to the end effector of the Hermes
Robotic Arm (HERA) for combined HERA/
EVA simulation studies,

As already noted, DYNAMAN is a real{ime
simulation system (10 frames per second)
and therefore the interface with the user is

high y interactive lts main features in this
respect are the ability to:

- activate up to six oarallel views of the
simulation scene

- control the viewing-point characteristics
oer vrew

activate and control the lighting
conditions (with up to six light sources)
activate and control virtual cameras
record and play back the simulation
SCSSION

control the humanoid model's motion
control the motion of other mechanisms

One of the main goals with the
DYNAMAN system is to graphically
reproduce truly human behaviour. Specific

, emphasis has been put on controlling the
model's various joints to generate natural

motions, without having to command the
many degrees of motion individually
Algorithms for typical movements such as
push/pull reach, grasp, rise/sit, etc have
been incorporated so that lust by turning a
knob the user can control the execution of a
complex movement Because the variety of
human movements is extremely wide, the
user can also command each joint
individually, if so wished. to produce the
desired movement

To prepare and run a simulation session,
the typical procedure is to: import the
desired environment designed on a CAD
system; create kinematic models of
mechanisms if required; execute the
simulated scenario by controlling the
humanoid models and the mechanisms
interactively; and record the session on disk
for subsequent analysis

During the frrst year of its existence,
DYNAMAN has been used to perform a
number of important case studies, rncluding:

-trajectory to egress and ingress Hermes
during EVA

-identification and improvement of the
astronaut's field of view when wearing the
EVA helmet

-single- and double-rack manipulation
within the Columbus modules

-design and pre-validation of the Columbus
crew work-station layout

-positioning of the Columbus Attached
Pressurised Module's interior cameras for
monitoring purposes

-interior architectural design for the
European Manned Space Infrastructure
(EMSI) Project,

The results of the studies are in a form of a
written report, supported by a video tape
containing the graphicai animation, The
simulation session, composed of files
containing the geometrical and mathematical
models, is archived on disk and can there-
fore be used for additional investigations
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Despite the fact that DYNAMAN is an unique
system due to its high performance. it still

does have some limitations and efforts are in

progress to further improve it. For example.
the DYNAMAN humanoid models simulate
the actual motion (kinematics) without
calculating the underlying forces and
accelerations (dynamics) This approach is

well-suited for the current application areas
where the motion, rather than the forces and
accelerations, is known in advance

However, the multi-body simulation model
embedded in DYNAMAN does also support
the calculation of the full dynamics. Inclusion
of this capability has therefore been con-
sidered in the programme of further develop-
ments, which will allow new application areas
to be treated These could include calcul-
ation of the forces exerted by an astronaut
during a rack exchange manoeuvre, or the
body strain imposed during the transport-
ation of an astronaut oy a space robot

A limitation also remains in the method used
to reproduce complex human movements
under microgravity Few data are available
on astronaut comfort in terms of postures
and movements, those that are available
originating primarily from NASA's Skylab and
some Russian missions Currently it is very
difficult to extract the necessary algorithms
To remedy this, an experiment for the
Columbus Precursor Flight Programme,
namery the Anthropodynamics Experiment'.
has been proposed to acquire numerical
data and create a database on astronaut
motion As well as containing valuable
items such as algorithms to drive the
DYNAN/AN humanoid models, this database
will provide the user with feedback concerning
both the comfort and efficiency of a given
posru re

The interface between DYNAN/AN and the
user is another key element of the system
The feasib lity of replacing the traditional
rnput/output devices by a more sophisticated
technology, know as 'virtual reality', is

currently being investigated A helmet-
mounted display with a head-movement
tracking system will then replace the colour
monitor, providing the user with a stereo-
scopic view of the simulated scenario.
A pair of data gloves worn by the user will
allow virtua objects to be manipulated and
provide tactile feedback The glove has

optical sensors stretched along each finger
^^! ^^.^^^ +h^ ^^l- ^^ +F a+ i+ aan vnnnr+dt tu dutuJ) Lt tE Poilrr. Dv lrraL il uor I tsPUt r

the changing configuration and position of
the hand to the computer to drive the
simulation (Fig 10)

Figure 9. DYNAMAN:
Habitability study.

t
I '|'

Figure 10. Data glove.The data gloves will also be used to control
the humanoid model's displacement through
a virtual interface, instead of the current
mouse and dial/button box interfaces, The
goal is to be able to totally immerse the user
in the simulated environment

A programme of work that melds the capab-
ilities of these two new technologies is now
under way at the Agency.
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The Ariane Transfer Vehicle (ATV)
System Studies

U. Thomas & A. Thirkettle
STS Technology Programme and Projects Office,
ESA Directorate for Space Transportation Systems,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
ESA first initiated studies of an 'Ariane

Transfer Vehicle' (ATV) in 1986. The main
purposes of this vehicle, which is a smart,
expendable transfer stage derived from
hardware already under development, are to:

- provide a cost-effective, expendable orbital
transfer system

- transport a variety of cargoes from
injection orbit to a circular Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) and navigate to/rendezvous with

existing in-orbit-infrastructure elements

- enable the cargo to be exchanged at the
i nf rastructu re element

Within this decade, NASA and its partners, including ESA, will
build an in-orbit infrastructure which will require periodic resupply,
servicing and removal of waste products. The current planning
foresees the Shuttle, and at a later stage Hermes, as the only
systems performing this service. The high-performance Ariane-S
vehicle, if combined with an 'intelligent' expendable upper stage
(Fig. 1), could provide Europe with an alternative cost-effective
means of supplying logistics cargo and building elements to the
International Space Station 'Freedom' (SSF) and a European
Manned Space Infrastructure (EMSI).

- minimise the impact of logistics resupply
on in-orbit-infrastructure element
operations

- de-orbit itself orland cargo containing
waste products to a safe, destructive but
controlled re-entry

- support construction and logistics for SSF

and/or EMSI.

To meet all of these requirements, the ATV

has to be a versatile vehicle capable of
accommodating a large number of different
cargoes, such as are depicted in Figure 2.

The variety of cargoes that can be trans-
ported by an ATV, especially an ATV in

combination with a pressurised/unpressurised
logistics carrier, makes it the basis for a
logistics vehicle.

Iwo conceptual approaches are currently
under study. The first is based on the
existing Ariane-S upper stage and Vehicle
Equipment Bay (VEB), with some enhance-
ments to meet ATV mission requirements In

this scenario, the VEB would provide nominal
guidance to Ariane-S during ascent and
would serve the ATV after seoaration. The
second concept does not incorporate any
Ariane-S functions into the ATV and would
replace the upper stage lt is therefore not
limited by potential constraints of existing
rrnnar afedaa

Both concepts need to be able to:

- transport a variety of cargoes from an
Ariane-S injection orbit to a circular Low

Earth Orbit

- perform proper phasing and rendezvous
with an infrastructure element

- provide the means to be grappled and
berthed by the in-orbit element

- be attached externally to an in-orbit
element and stay there for up to six
months

- allow for payload and/or cargo carrier
exchange

- be released from the in-orbit element and
perform a controlled, destructive re-entry.

Depending on the final design selected for
the ATV launchers other than Ariane-S could
be used, such as the American Titan-lV or
Japanese H2.

ATV reference mission
Mission analyses have shown that a mission
to Space Station Freedom (SSF) would
envelope most of the constraints of the other
missions envisaged and it was therefore
chosen as the reference. The principal

mission scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.

In this scenario, the ATV-Cargo composite
will be injected by the Ariane-S lower
composite into an elliptical orbit with an
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Figure 2. Potential ATV
cargoes

inclination of 28.59 The SSF is in a circular
orbit between 330 and 500 km altitude.
The ATV orbit-phasing capability of 360o
maximum was mandated to avoid imposing
restrictions on launch date and launch time.
The ATV-Cargo composite will circularise its

orbit at the SSF altitude after proper phasing

Some fine tuning will bring the ATV-Cargo
composite to the edge of the SSF's
Command and Control Zone (CCZ\, which is

a 'shell{ype' safety zone around the Station.
Tha ariao aI lha C.C.7 ranroaante a hnlrl

point, where the ATV's health status will be
checked The ATV will enter the CCZ onlv

(RMS) of the SSF will grapple it and transfer
it to the desired location at the SSF

The composite will follow a so-called 'safe

trajectory' inside the CCZ, which means that
in the event of a failure it will always drift
away from the SSE thereby avoiding any
possibility of a collision The ballistic factors
of both the target and the chaser must be
known and intensive mission analysis must
be undertaken to ensure both short- and
longterm safety

The nominal time between launch of the
ATV-Cargo composite on Ariane-S and

berthing at the SSF will be no more than
48 h. However, the design allows for an
additional contingency of 40 h to support
the 'hoid point' activities. Due to the SSF
safety and contamination requirements, it is
currently assumed that the use of hot-gas
systems in the vicinity of the SSF might not
be permitted. A cold-gas system has there-
fore been included for use over the last
100 m of the approach trajectory.

The ATV will be in a nominally dormant
mode during the attached phase. This
means it will draw some power from the SSF
and provide a data interface for critical-
parameter health monitoring; however, no
direct thermal interface to the SSF is

foreseen. The stay time of up to six months
requires careful analysis of the meteorite and
debris protection that might be needed for
the ATV's subsystems.

The departure from the SSF will be initiated
by moving the ATV-Cargo composite with

after an authorising command Several hold
points are incorporated in the approach
trajectory marking events where, for example,
changes from free drift to forced trajectory, or
from hot-gas to cold-gas propulsion systems,
take place

In the event of an anomaly occurring
between hold points, the ATV will retreat
to the orevious hold ooint The failure
will be analysed by the onboard fault-
detection and recovery system and the
operations centres. The spacecraft will then
be reconfigured and a decision taken to
continue the approach or abort the mission,
depending on the particular failure and the
recovery action needed. Inside the CCZ,
the SSF crew will have a manual-override
capability to abort a rendezvous manoeuvre
if necessary

The proximity operations end with the
ATV-Cargo composite reaching the berthing
box where the Remote Manioulator Arm
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the RMS to a pre-determined position below
the SSF After release from the RMS, the
ATV-Cargo composite will drift away on a
safe trajectory. About two orbits later, the
ATV's main engines will be ignited to put the
composite on a safe re-entry trajectory. As an
alternative to the free-drift method, the use of
the cold-gas system could be considered to
lower the perigee faster.

The de-boost strategy and the thrust level of
the ATV main engines are related because of
the relatively high delta-V requirement. This
could mean an extended burn duration for
low{hrust engines, for which they might not
be qualified. lf small main engines were to
be used, a multiple-burn strategy could
overcome this problem.

Typical delta-V values (without margins) for
the reference mission are as follows:

Propulsion system

Bi-propellant

Hot gas

Cold gas

Delta-V (m/s)

186 for ascent
127 tor descent

10 total

8 total

ATV design drivers
Ariane-5 LEO capability
The total ATV-Cargo composite mass must
not be more than 23 000 kg injected into

LEO In order to benefit from potential
Ariane-S growth, the ATV itself is being
designed for an assumed total composite
(i.e. ATV plus cargo) mass of 25 000 kg

Safety and failure-tolerance requirements
The ATV will aooroach a manned vehicle in

space Strict failure{olerance requirements
and safety factors must therefore be imposed
on the vehicle to ensure oroper levels of
reliability and safety during all mission
phases. A controlled de-orbiting manoeuvre
has to be possible at any time and the
system has to have a fault detection, isolation
and recovery capability

Micrometeorite and debris protection
The in-orbit stay time of up to six months
and the requirement to be able to withstand
micrometeorite impacts with a probability of
99.5 0/o influences the overall architecture
Most vulnerable to impacts are the propellant
tanks and the electrical equioment The
electrical equipment, however, is redundant
to fulfil the failuretolerance reouirement. and

Figure 3, ATV reterence-
mission scenario
(Courtesy of Aerospatiale/
British Aerospace)
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therefore the main effort has to be directed
towards the tanks.

Propulsion
The propulsion system has to:

- orovide the reouired delta-V's for orbit
transfers

- guarantee attitude and orbit control
throughout the mission

- ensure a controlled re-entry after two
failures inside the CCZ or one failure
outside the CCZ

- satisfy SSF safety requirements.

A bi-propellant system is the most efficient
solution for orbital transfers A trade-off study
for the attitude and orbit control showed that
a cold-gas system alone would be much
too heavy, and an additional hofgas system
is therefore reouired The final choice of
propulsion-subsystem constituents is based
on accommodation criteria

Communication
The ATV must communicate with ground
stations, in-orbit-infrastructure elements,
the GPS navigation system, Ariane-S, and
potentially the Data-Relay Satellite also
(currently being evaluated) Communication
links in the Ku-, S- and L-bands are required
The overall system communication links are
shown in Figure 4.

ATV designs
As mentioned above, two different design
approaches, denoted here as Concepts 1

and 2, are under study One based on
upgrading Ariane-S items was chosen as
likely to be the cheapest to develop The
other - a dedicated design 'optimised' to
meet the soecific reouirements - was

chosen as likely to lead to the most oper-
ationally efficient system. A choice between
the two would be made based on overall
life-cycle cost efficiency

Concept 1: ATV based on an existing upper
stage and the Ariane-S Vehicle Equipment
Bay
This design is derived from the baseline
Ariane-5 upper stage (EPS) and consists of
an upgraded upper stage, an upgraded
Vehicle Equipment Bay (VEB) and a new
adapter design (Fig. 5).

The Ariane-S upper stage will need both
upgrading and man-rating, especially in the
following areas:

- structure (for extra cargo mass)

- bi-propellant propulsion system (for fault
tolerance)

- thermal protection (for up to srx months in
orbit)

- electrical systems (for fault tolerance and
six months' durabilitv).

The VEB will reouire enhancements in:

- structure

- hydrazine attitude-control system

- avrontcs

for reasons similar to those cited above.

The adapter is a new development which
serves as the interface and load-carrying
structure between cargo and VEB/EPS. lt
houses the power supply, data-management
(DMS), communication, guidance, navigation
and control (GNC), and cold-gas systems

The propulsion system requires considerable
modification to meet the safetv reouirements

Figure 4. ATV system end-
to-end communications
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for approaching a manned Space Station.
The accommodation of the additional equip-
ment is a major challenge in this design. The

bi-propellant and the hydrazine systems are
upgrades, while the cold-gas system is an
added feature.

Electrical power is supplied by batteries only.
Hermestype lithium cells are physically

clustered in packages of two cells. The total
capacity of all batteries is 126 kWh which
includes about 50 kWh for subsystems,
50 kwh (mission-dependent) for cargo, and
associated margins The electrical power is
distributed via three power distribution boxes
and three buses The voltage at equipment
level of 52 V is compatible with Ariane-S

basic equipment. During the time the ATV

is attached to an in-orbit element, the latter
will supply power to the ATV for vehicle
subsystem status monitoring and. if neces-
sary, to heaters

The thermal-control subsystem is passive, i e

no fluid loops are used. Multi-layer insulation,
paints and heaters are sufficient to keep the
temperature within the limits required for all

mission phases Heaters may become neces-
sary only for tanks, piping and thrusters

The avionics architecture is an upgraded
version of the standard Ariane-S system,
with some equipment like star sensors
and GPS receiver added. A third bus is

implemented to fulfil the twoJailure{olerance
requirement In addition. the buses are
interconnected in such a way that any of
them can control all of the equipment High-
level monitoring of system performance and
health is conducted using a switching logic
that is able to delegate the master role to
any of the onboard computers in order to
guarantee the requisite autonomy during
flight. When attached to an in-orbit element,
the avionics subsystem rs in a dormant
mode.

The communication subsystem uses a
communications process formatter for the
interface between the ATV avionics buses
and the communications equioment lt allows
high-level telecommands from the ground to
be passed directly to the equipment The
S-band ground link uses 10 kbit/s for the
downlink (including cargo provisions) and
2 kbit/s for the uplink Communication with
in-orbit elements is performed vra Ku-band
using three channels

The closed-loop GNC subsystem compares
the reference trajectory with the calculated
current trajectory based on sensor inputs.

During launch, the inertial reference units of
the nominal VEB are used. These inertial
reference units are updated several times
during phasing operations to compensate
for any drift The attitude measurements are
updated with the help of coarse star sensors
(f own on ECS). Absolute position is deter-
mined with the help of the GPS navigation
system Differential GPS is used inside the
CCZ for relative-positron measurement, In the
vicinity of the SSF, rendezvous sensors will

be employed for the final approach, The two-
failure{olerance requirement means that all

sensors will have a redundant backuo exceot
the inertial reference units. which are trio-
licated

Concept 2: ATV as payload to Ariane-S
This concept employs the Ariane-S version
without an upper stage The ATV-Cargo
composite is considered to be a standard
payload, which is accommodated under a
standard fairing using the standard launcher
interface The launch processing is identical
to that for a normal satellite launch The
ATV-Cargo composite therefore does not
affect the launcher's ascent control
hierarchy

This concept is not based on existing upper
stages and therefore the design can be
optimised according to the specific mission's
ronr riromonic /Fin A\

Figure 5. ATV derived from
Ariane-s upper stage and
VEB: Goncept 1

(Courtesy of MBB-ERNO/
Matra)
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Figure 6. ATV as payload
to Ariane-S: Concept 2
(Courtesy of Aerospatiale/
British Aerospace)

The power subsystem uses lithium-thionyl
chloride cells, as foreseen for Hermes
The total ATV mission power requirement,
including margins, is in the order of 50 kwh.
A further mission-dependent set of battery
kits can be added to provide up to 50 kWh
of power to the cargo. A voltage of 28 V was
selected for safety and qualification-status
reasons, and therefore power interface units
to Arrane-5 and the SSF are needed

Thermal control will be achieved via passive
means such as multi-layer insulation, paint
and heaters. The worst case is the cold one,
requiring a metallic shell to dissipate the
internal fluxes Heaters will be necessary for
tanks, feed lines and batteries.

All elements of the avionics subsystem are
triplicated with the exception of the gyros,

An enveloping structure was chosen as the
best means of solving the mrcrometeorite
problem, the external structure serving as the
first wall and the electronic case or the tank
as the second. Antennas and sensors are
accommodated on the maximal diameter at
the cylindrical shell, Electrical equipment is

concentrated on dedicated panels following
the equipment-bay approach.

Iwo gimballed bi-propellant thrusters are
located in the lower conical shell. Attitude-
control and cold-gas thrusters are grouped in

common pods since they have to perform
similar tasks. The numbers and locations of
these pods are derived from controllability
and safety requirements

which have internal redundancy, Each
computer monitors the information of other
buses and compares the outputs to detect
failures, The first failure is coped with
onboard, while a second failure stops the
system in a controlled manner, enabling the
operations centre to diagnose the failure and
reconfigure the mission.

The communication subsystem uses S-band
for the ground link, with a data rate of
1.5 kbit/s for both the up- and down-links
Inside the CCZ, Ku-band communication is

used, with a forward and backward data rate
of 4 kbit/s The GPS signals are received via
L-band The proposed architecture optimises
the use of equipment that is common to the
S- and Ku-bands

The GNC subsystem consists marnly of
computer, coarse Sun and conical scannrng
Earth sensors, rendezvous sensors and
inertial reference units. The interface to the
data-handling system has to allow rapid
access for safety-critical operations Both
systems therefore run independently. at the
same time offering a communication link
between them with minimum delay

Concept comparison
A brief comparison of the propulsion systems
and the overall mass budgets is given in the
two accompanying tables (Iables 1 & 2)

The propulsion systems strongly reflect the
ground rules under which the respective
studies started. However, neither concept
would need specifically developed hardware,
although additional qualification will be
necessary due to configuration modrfications.

Table 2 gives a mass and performance
comparison for a 500 km circular SSF orbit
The Ariane-S VEB mass has to be added to
the Concept-2 mass budget in order to allow
a proper performance comparison,

ln addition to the technical performance
parameters, production and integration
aspects are of major importance The 'man-
rating' of the standard Ariane-S upper stage
(Concept 1) has proved to be difficult The
accommodation of the additional equipment
needed (extra valves in the bi-propellant and
hydrazine systems. adding of a cold-gas
sytem, etc.) causes problems. All in all, it
appears that both studies are converging
towards a single design solution,

ATV programmatics
Figure 7 shows a potential development plan,
which foresees a five-year development
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Figure 7. Potential ATV
development plan

phase with one protoflight model. An ATV

could therefore very well be available in the
second half of 1990s. Iypical recurring
production times for a flight unit would be
around 30 weeks for manufacture, 15 weeks
for integration, and l5 weeks for tests, giving
a total of 60 weeks.

Analyses have shown that no additional
ground facilities would be required for either
of the concepts for pre-launch processing or
for in-orbit operation.

The current assumption is that an ATV
qualification flight would be necessary before
declaring the system operational This flight
could well be used to validate rendezvous
techniques, not only for the ATV itself but
also for Hermes and the Columbus Free-

Flying Laboratory, thereby benefitting those
prolects also

Current analyses show that during the
building of Space Station Freedom' up to
eight NSTS (National Space Transportation
System/Shuttle) flights per year could be
necessary The permanently manned Station
will subsequently require about five
dedicated NSTS flights per year to cover
crew rotation. experrment exchange, and
logistics resupply (spares, consumables and
expendables) The ATV-Cargo delivery
capability is comparable to that of the NSTS,

and therefore the availability of an ATV{ype
vehicle for SSF operations could relieve the
Shuttle schedule and provide a viable
backup system to the NSTS for SSF resupply

Conclusion
Iwo different ATV concepts have been
analysed, both of which make use of
hardware that either already exists or is

under development ATVtype vehicles could

Table 1. ATV propulsion systems comparison

Concept 1 Concept 2

Main propulsion

Attitude control

Cold-gas system

Pressurisation

lvtvH/N2o4
1 x27 5 kN

(gimballed)

314 s l"o
4 tanks from L7

NzH+
.16 x 350 N
220 s l.o
Bx@460 mm tanks

N2

16x10 N

66 s lro
11 xd588 mm tanks

ne
2xSB2B mm tanks

tv t\l H/N2o4
2x500 N

(gimballed)

309 s I"o

4 x d1085 mm tanks

NzHa

16x250 N

220 s l.o
6xd461 mm tanks

N2

4 clusters of 20 N

68 s l.o
4xQB2B mm tanks

ne
1xd828 tank

Table 2. ATV mass and aerformance comDarison*

Concept 1 Concept 2

Arrane-5 capability 23 000 25 000 23 000 25 000

ATV dry mass
Total propellant mass

ATV total mass

I Z tO

2 819
7 035

4 216
3 064
7 280

2942." 2942..
3 178 3 454
6 120.- 6 396..

Cargo capability 15 965 17 720 16 880 18 604

. All values in kg
-- lncl VEB

deilver in-orbit-infrastructure building
elements and logistics resupplies at compet-
itive costs. The maturity of the studies would
permit an early programme start if so
desired. G
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First Scientific Results from the Ulysses
Mission

R. G. Marsden & K.-P. Wenzel
Ulysses Project Scientists, ESA Space Science Department,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
After many frustrating delays, the joint

ESA/NASA Ulysses mission to study the Sun
and its environment finally got underway in
October last year when ESA's Ulysses space-
craft, carried into space on board Space
Shuttle 'Discovery', left Earth orbit on the first
leg of its unique journey. The amount of
energy imparted to the small space probe by
the powerful upper-stage motors used to
propel it away from the Earth was so large
that Ulysses became the fastest-moving man-
made object in the Universe!

The successful launch of the Ulysses spacecraft on 6 October 1990
from the Space Shuttle 'Discovery' marked the start of a five-year
exploratory journey to study the Sun and its environment from a
unique vantage point, a solar polar orbit. Although currently still
in the ecliptic plane, the scientific payload carried by Ulysses is
already returning new and valuable data.

The high-energy injection was needed in

order to eventually place the spacecraft in

a polar orbit around the Sun, from where
it will make the firsfever measurements of
the Sun's environment far out of the ecliptic
plane and above the solar poles Direct
injection from Earth into a solar polar orbit
cannot, however, be achieved using today's
launch vehicles. A gravity-assist from the
giant planet Jupiter is needed to swing
Ulysses out of the ecliptic and back over
the poles of the Sun. Consequently, the
first phase of the mission takes Ulysses
away from the Sun to encounter Jupiter on
8 February 1992. During this part of the
journey, the trajectory is still in the ecliptic;
nevertheless, the combination of new
instrumentation and the range of heliocentric
distances covered (1 to 5.2 Astronomical
Units, AU) means that the data acquired
are of high scientific interest.

The initial results from a selection of Ulysses
experiments presented here are largely
based on limited samples of 'quick-look' data

obtained during the first six months of the
mtsston.

The scientific payload and experiment
data
The investigations to be undertaken using the
scientific instrumentation carried on board
Ulysses encompass studies of the solar
wind, the heliospheric magnetic field, solar
radio bursts and plasma waves, solar X-rays,

solar and interplanetary energetic charged
particles and galactic cosmic rays, inter-
planetary dust and the interstellar neutral
gas, all as a function of solar latitude.

The scientific instruments are grouped into
nine hardware experiments that have been
provided by international teams of scientists,
each team being headed by a Principal
Investigator. A schematic of the payload
layout is shown in Figure 1. (See the special
Ulysses Launch lssue of the ESA Bulletin,
No. 63, August 1990, for a complete
description of the spacecraft, its scientific
payload and the mission).

Switch-on of the scientific payload was
carried out sequentially during the first
60 days of the mission, and data coverage
has been close to continuous since then.
Unfortunately, the production of fully-validated
experiment data tapes at NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory has suffered serious
delays, so that the teams of investigators
have not yet had access to their complete
data sets for the initial period. This situation
is expected to improve in the near term,
reducing the necessity to rely on the limited
samples of quick-look data that can be
accessed remotely.

Initial results
Solar wind
Two experiments on board Ulysses make
direct measurements of the solar-wind
plasma; these are SWOOPS (Solar-Wind
Observations Over the Poles of the Sun)
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Figure 1. Layout of the scientific instruments on
the Ulysses spacecraft, which is shown in
launch configuration.

COSPIN

HI-SCALE

and SWICS (Solar-Wind
lon Composition Spectrometer)
SWOOPS is comprised of two completely
sen2retc Instnrmcntq in Ofdef tO make
simultaneous electron and ion measurements

Fiatra ) ic: cn-nellorj o+nnlunrl nln+ a{I rvu' v - rr q rv vuiluu Dtqunvu pruL ul

SWOOPS ion data in which a set of energy-
per-charge spectra is shown stacked one
below another in a vertical time sequence
Such spectra normally show two prominent
oeaks, one due to orotons and a second
due to doubly-ionised helium. Changes in
the position and shape of the peaks then
correspond to changes in the solar-wind
flow properties In the data shown here, the
proton peak occasionally exhibits a 'dimple',

which is evidence for two solar-wind streams
of slightly different speeds flowing together

Figure 3 is a colour spectrogram of data
from the electron instrument In this plot the
colour-coded solar-wind electron intensity
is shown as a function of time In panels
3, 4, 5 and 6, angular distributions are also
presented in four energy bands By com-
bining the information contained in plots of
tha trrno nroqontorl ac,__ examples nere, a
detailed picture of the solar-wind flow
conditions 31 3ll points along the Ulysses
tralectory will be constructed,

The SWICS experiment makes high-
resolution measurements of the comoosition

Figure 2. Data from the SWOOPS solar-wind ion
experiment, showing a time sequence of
energy-per-charge spectra.

UHAP

23 November 1990

R=1 2 AU
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Figure 3. A colour
spectrogram of SWOOPS
solar-wind electron data
showing intensity and
angular distributions as
a function of time.

Figure 4. Differential
intensity spectra tor
individual solar-wind ion
species as measured by
SWICS. The smooth curves
are fits to the data and
indicate a common bulk
speed for all species.
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and charge states of the ions found in the
solar wind, and is the first instrument of its

kind to be flown on an interplanetary mission

like Ulysses Such measurements enable
routine determinations of the bulk speed,
density and kinetic temperature of a large

number of individual ion species with good
time resolution.

Differential intensity spectra measured in one
experiment cycle (13 min) for H* and He**
(top panel) C6- and 06 , Mg'o- and 06
and Si7* and Fe10* are shown in Figure 4

The smooth curves are fits to the data points

using the same bulk speed and temperature/
mass as input parameters for all species
Clearly. the fit is very good in all cases.
indicating a common bulk speed and kinetic
IemperalUre

The highest-resolution composition and
charge-state information is obtained by
plotting the individual event data in the form
of a mass versus mass per charge matrix.
An example of such a matrix is presented in

Figure 5, where the colour scale has been
adjusted to reveal the presence of rarer ions,

Well-resolved peaks of the major solar-wind
heavy elements and their dominant charge
states (e.g c6+, cs+, 07*, 06*, Sie*, SiB*, Si7-,

Ferl+, Fe10+, Fee*, Fe8*)can be identified

Magnetic field
The Ulysses spacecraft carries two magnet-
ometer sensors located on its 5 m radial
boom: a Vector Helium Magnetometer
(VHM) at the end of the boom, and a
Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) 1 2 m
inboard from the VHM,

The observations from late October 1990 to
March 1991 show that the interplanetary field
at this phase of the solar cycle is highly
disturbed: several potential shock waves and
a large number of rotational and tangential
discontinuities have been observed

Data from the VHM obtained on 9
November 1990 are plotted tn Figure 6 The
spacecraft crossed the heliospheric current
sheet that separates regions of opposite
interplanetary field polarity twice on that day,

first at about 10:25 UT, then again at about
19:26 UT This can be seen from the
reversals in field direction in the two panels

of Figure 6 Several such crossings have

been observed to date.

Figure 6. Two crossings of the heliospheric
current sheet observed by the VHM
magnetometer on 9 November 1990.

3456
MASS/CHARGE (amule)

Figure 5. SWICS solar-wind ion data, showing the resolution of the diflerent
charge States of the individual species.
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Figure 7. Data from the
URAP Radio Astronomy
Receiver, showing the
signatures of solar radio
bursts, terrestrial auroral
radiation, Jupiter emis-
sions and plasma waves.
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Radio and plasma waves
The Ulysses Unified Radio and Plasma Wave
(URAP) experiment consists of a complete
set of wave-measuring instruments, including
a radio receiver to study radio emission
generated in distant regions and a suite of
instruments to analyse in-situ plasma waves.
The experiment sensors consist of a 72.5 m

electric dioole wire-boom antenna in the
spacecraft's spin plane, a 7.5 m electric{ield
monopole along its spin axis, and a pair of
search-coil magnetic antennas.

Figure 7 shows the wide variety of phen-
omena that can be observed with just one
of the URAP instruments. This figure is a
dynamic spectrum observed on 4 January

1991 by the Radio Astronomy Receiver
portion of URAP The abscissa is time and
the ordinate scale shows observing freq-
uency. Examples of type-lll solar radio bursts,
terrestrial auroral kilometric radiation, Juoiter
emissions and the thermal plasma line can
be seen in the figure. By tracking such type-
lll bursts as a function of frequency, a three-
dimensional 'snapshot' of the large-scale
magnetic field structure along which the
radio burst propagates can be obtained.

Energetic particles and cosmic rays
Ulysses carries three experiments designed
to measure the properties of energetic
charged particles and cosmic rays:

HI-SCALE, EPAC and COSPIN. These
experiments employ a variety of instruments

covering a wide range of energies and
species. The in-ecliptic phase of the mission,
from launch to Jupiter encounter in February
1992, is occurring during the peak of solar
activity in solar cycle 22. As a consequence,
the particle experiments have observed a
large number of intensity enhancements
related to solar activity. In particular, a major
solar flare that occurred on 22 March
produced very large fluxes of charged
particles, which were detected both at the
Earth and at the location of Ulysses (2.5

times further away from the Sun).

Figure 8 shows a plot of the proton intensity
as a function of time for the period 18 Feb-
ruary to 6 April 199'1 in five different energy

{56
Inteniitv Scale ldBl

intervals, as measured by the COSPIN Low-
Energy Telescope (LET) instrument. The
large flare event can be seen as the sharp
rise in intensity in all channels on day 82
(23 March).

In addition to acquiring data of the kind
shown in Figure 8, all three experiments
measure the chemical (atomic) composition
of the particle populations in interplanetary
space. An example of composition data for
the March event taken from the HI-SCALE
instrument is shown in Figure 9 The 'tracks'
on this plot correspond to different chemical
soectes.

Interstellar gas
The properties (density, bulk velocity relative

JAHUAAY I, 1!T'I

{5
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to the solar system and temperature) of the
local interstellar gas, represented by neutral
helium penetrating the heliosphere, are being
measured directly for the first time by the
Ulysses GAS instrument, By employing the
solar gravitational field as a natural velocity
analyser, these properties can be derived
from the angular distributions of neutral
helium particles measured at widely
separated points along the Ulysses trajectory

An example of such an angular distribution is
shown in Figure 10, in which the instrument
count rate is plotted as a function of the
viewing direction. At the time this measure-
ment was made, the spacecraft moved
through the area of neutral gas enhancement
caused by the gravitational focusing effect of
the Sun, giving nse to the 'banana-shaped'
distribution at azimuth 270, elevation 80
Other regions of high count rates seen in
the figure are due to sunlight scattered into
the instrument f ield-of-view

Conclusion
By the time this article appears, Ulysses will

be five times further away from the Earth
than the Sun, heading towards its encounter
with Jupiter. At this distance, roundtrip radio
communications with the spacecraft take
t h 23 min. All scientific experiments on
board Ulysses are functioning nominally and
are returning important in-ecliptic reference
data that will be compared with observations
made during the subsequent out-of-eclrptic
phase of the mission G

Figure 8. A plot of proton intensity as a function
of time in five different energy bands as
measured by the GOSPIN LET instrument. The
farge enhancement on day 82 (23 March) is
associated with a major solar flare.

Figure 9. Energetic-particle composition
measurements made by the HI-SCALE
experiment.

Figure 10. Measurements of the angular
distribution of interstellar neutral gas taken from
the GAS instrument. The'banana-shaped'
teature at azimuth 270 corresponds to an
enhancement in the flux of neutral helium
particles.
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Meteosat Monitors Humidity in
the Earth's Troposphere

L. van de Berg & J. Schmetz
Meteosat Exploitation Programme, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction
In the last decade, the effect of an increasing
amount of trace gases, due to increased
anthropogenic emission and pollution, on
the Earth's climate has been studied
intensively. Generally, it is believed that a
doubling of the carbon-dioxide content will
lead to a mean global warming at the
surface of between 1.5 and 4.5o C. These
estimates for the magnitude of the global
warming have been obtained from model
calculations that try to simulate the relevant
physical mechanisms operating in the Earth's
atmosohere and ocean

The distribution of water in the Earth's atmosphere, its transport
and seasonal change play a decisive role in determining our
weather and climate. Water vapour is the most effective green-
house gas and the water-vapour feedback to climate perturbations
is known to be of great importance. lt is therefore essential to
observe the Earth's humidity field continuously on a global scale.
The first results of a clear-sky climatological study of the upper-
tropospheric relative humidity at altitudes of between approximately
4 and 9 km based on observations from the European Meteosat
geostationary meteorological satellite system have recently become
available.

An important aspect in these model simul-
ations is the correct description of feedback
mechanisms, which can be either positive,
and hence amplify the warming induced by
trace gases, or negative. lmportant feedback
mechanisms are due to water vaoour and
liquid water or ice in the form o{ clouds.
In particular, the latter remains a largely
unsolved problem and one that needs to be
settled before conclusive scenarios for future
climate change can be outlined

The problem is that a change in the
distribution and the amount of clouds can
affect both the influx of solar radiation to the
Earth-atmosphere system and the loss of
heat through radiation to space, i.e clouds
can both increase the Earth's albedo and
reduce the outgoing long-wave radiation.

Recent experimental studies from dedicated
Earth-radiation-budget satellites have shown,
for the first time, that the present cloud
distribution has a net cooling effect on the
Earth. Since clouds are closely related to the
Earth's humidity field, there is a growing
interest in the analysis of humidity data.

The generally held view on the role of water
vapour is that it induces a positive feedback
mechanism in our climate system. That is
quite understandable based on the fact that
warmer arr can take up more water vapour
which, in turn, will increase the greenhouse
effect and amplify the warming. Some 400/o

of the anticipated global warming caused by
a doubling of the carbon dioxide is due to
the water-vapour feedback.

It is conceivable that this simple picture of a
positive water-vapour feedback rs incorrect,
because of drastic changes in global atmos-
pheric dynamics. The hypothesis put forward
in this respect is that a moister atmosphere
leads to increased deep convection in

the equatorial zone, which may cause an
enhanced downward motion over the wide
subtropical regions. In these regions of
descending air, the long-wave radiative
energy loss to space could be increased,
thus exerting a negative feedback
mechanrsm.

Preliminary data analyses suggest that the
above negative{eedback mechanism is

unlikely to exist, thus eliminating yet another
hope for a robust climate that can cope with
the man-made changes Further and contin-
uous monitoring is warranted to provide the
data needed for understanding the mechan-
isms that are really occurring in our climate
sysrem

Only satellite data can provide the horizontal
coverage required for the analysis of global
humidity frelds. From the so-called 'water-
vapour' images from Meteosat, an example
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of which is shown in Figure 1, an 'Upper-

Tropospheric Humidity (UTH) product can
be derived wherever medium- or high-level
clouds are absent, a process known as
'clear-sky climatology' The monthly averages
of these UTH products, or 'fields', can be
correlated with the general circulation of the
atmosphere

Although the accuracy of the present data
(of the order of 50/o relative humidity) is not
good enough for quantitative climate
research, results to date have clearly shown
the potential of continuous monitoring They
have demonstrated in particular that changes
in the large-scale circulation that may well be
associated with climate change are indeed
observable with present satellite technology.

The available data
The UTH product is derived from the
Meteosat water-vapour image. For each
Meteosat segment - an area about 200 km
square - that contains neither medium -

nor high-level clouds, a UTH value can be
derived (typically for about 2000 out of 3500
possible segments) which is an estimate of
the mean uppertropospheric relative humid-
ity of the layer between about 600 and 300
hPa, which equates to about 4 to 9 km The
exact boundaries vary with satellite zenith
angle and different atmospheric profiles For

a tropical atmosphere and a satellite zenith
angle of 0o, for example, about 100/o of the
radiation is emitted from layers beneath 600
hPa, becoming less for an increasing satellite
zenith angle or a more moist atmosphere.

The retrieval of the UTH is based upon look-
up tables that relate satellite-observed water-
vapour radrances to upper{ropospheric
relative humidities These tables are con-
structed with the aid of a radiative-transfer
model, using forecast temperature profiles
from the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) in Reading
(UK) as input and varying humidity profiles in

the relevant layer. The relative humidity above
this layer decreases linearly from the value
at 300 hPa to 00/o at 100 hPa. For altitudes
below 600 hPa, the ECMWF humidity profile
is taken, though it has little effect on the UTH
retrieval because the lower atmosohere con-
tributes little to the outgoing radiation in the
water-vapour band (A detailed description
of the retrieval method, by Schmetz and
Turpeinen, can be found in the Journal of
Applied Meteorology, 1988, pp. 889-899)

Monthly mean UTH fields
Monthly mean UTH fields are constructed by
averaging the UTH values of every segment

for all operational UTH products, whenever
a value is determined This implies that the
number of data points available for each
segment average may vary within a month,
from well over 50 values in the relatively
cloud{ree subtropics to about 10 in some
parts of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone
(ITCZ) These monthly means typically range
Irom 5o/o in high-pressure areas to 600/o in

areas with deep convection. UTH values
exceed 60%o only occasionally, as clouds are
then usually detected in the segment by the
operational automatic image analysis, or
during the manual quality control of the
oroduct

During all seasons, some common features
can be observed, which may however vary
in strength and position (Figs. 2-5) fhe
ITCZ is always indicated by a band of high
UTH values: over the African and South-
American Continents, they may be well over
300/0, while over the Atlantic they are around
25o/o fhe higher values over the continental
part of the ITCZ are related to the stronger
deep convection over land when compared
to the oceanic part, due to the surface
warming by insolation

The latitudinal position of the ITCZ varies
throughout the year, according to the annual
cycle of the zenithal position of the Sun. Over
the African Continent, it is located around the

Figure 1. Meteosat image
taken in the water-vapour
channel (5.7-71 micron)
on 1 May 1991 at 12.00 h
GMT
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Figure 2. Monthly mean Upper-Tropospheric Humidity (UTH) for April 1990

Figure 3. Monthly mean Upper-Tropospheric Humidity (UTH) for July 1990
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equator during the equinoxes (Figs. 2 & 4).

In July (Fig 3) it is shifted to a positron

around 10oN, while during Southern-
Hemisphere summer it is located between
5oN and 17"S (Fig 5). When the ITCZ is
located over the part of South-America within
Meteosat's field of view we observe the
same latitudinal positions as over Africa
(Figs 2 & 5) In January, it is located south
of the equator over the Amazon Basin. Over
Brasil, therefore, the strongest convection
occurs during the austral summer, which is

reflected in the monthly mean UTH field for
January having the highest values (up to
500/o) comoared with the other months.

Over the Atlantic Ocean, we observe a
lesser latitudinal variation during the year.

While the ICZ in April is located around the
equator (Fig 2), it is positioned between 5oN

and 1OoN in July and October. This rather
northerly position of the ITCZ over the
Atlantic in October is indicative of the time
lag in the Zone with respect to the zenithal
position of the Sun. Furthermore, it is clear
that the latitudinal extension over the
continents is larger than over the Atlantic

In January, the oceanic part of the ITCZ is
masked by another phenomenon. A band of
high UTH values with maxima of over 500/o

stretches from the deep convective region
over South America, to the Sahara (Fig. 5).

It is associated with the subtropical jet

transporting humid air northwards from the
ITCZ This subtropical let dominates the
winter{ime upper{ropospheric circulation of
the Northern Hemisphere at lower latitudes.
The 1et can also be noted in April and
October (Figs 2 & 4), though it is positioned
further east, with maximum UTH values of
over 250/o

In July 1990, the maximum UTH values
(more than 500/o) are to be found over
Cameroon and Central Africa (Fig. 3). The
air reaching Cameroon is moistened over
the Gulf of Guinea and the deep convection
here is strengthened by the forced ascent
over the Cameroon highland In January
1991 , the area with the strongest convection
over Africa lay over southeastern Zaire, with
UTH values of more than 500/0. The north-
westerly winds pick up a lot of moisture over
the Congo Basin and very moist air is
therefore available for the development of
very large deep convective clouds.

In West Africa, maximum UTH values of over
40o/o in July and over 300/o in October are
found south of 1OoN from 5 to 20oW. This
band of relatively high UTH values lies
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south of the surface discontinuity of the ITCZ

at about 1OoN and might be caused by the
uplifting of warm continental air masses by
relatively cold oceanic air masses of the
monsoon flow This uplifting may be
strengthened due to forced ascent over
the mountain regions of Guinea and
Liberia

In both hemispheres, low UTH values are
observed during all seasons over the
subtropical high-pressure areas. These low-
UTH areas are located on the eastern side
of the subtropical high-pressure areas.
where the strongest subsidence occurs,
Furthermore, to the poleward side of the
high-pressure areas, moist air may be
advected by protruding disturbances from
the mid-latitudes, leading to higher mean
UTH values

In the Southern-Hemisphere winter circu-
lation, a large-scale meridional movement
known as 'Hadley circulation' is most
vigorously developed, which is well indicated
by the large area with low UTH values (less

than 10%) associated with descending air in
the subtropical high covering a large part of
the South Atlantic (Fig 3) In this low-UTH
field, there is only a slight zonal gradient
from southern Brasil to southern Africa ln
the Northern Hemisphere, low UTH values
are found over the northeastern Sahara, the
Middle East, and the Azores

During the Southern-Hemisphere summer
(Fig. 5) a distinct cell shows up in the area
of low UTH values, stretching from South
Africa in a northwesterly direction This
indrcates the relative weakness of the Hadley
circulation in the Southern-Hemisphere
summer. Furthermore, we observe a
pronounced zonal gradient in the Southern
Hemisphere, possibly related to areas with
ascending air over South-America and
Africa, and descending air over the Atlantic
Another area of low UTH values is found
over the western part of the North Atlantic

Conclusion
Based on our studies using the operational
Meteosat U pper-Tropospheric Humidity
(UTH) product, we have already been able
to draw a number of interesting conclusions
For example, regions with relatively high

UTH values are generally strongly correlated
with regions characterised by ascending
motions such as the Inter-Tropical

Convergence Zone, Regions with low UTH
values are associated with areas in which
subsiding motions occur, such as the

Figure 4. Monthly mean Upper-Tropospheric Humidity (UTH) for October 1990

Figure 5. Monthly mean Upper-Troposperic Humidity (UTH) for January 1991
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descending branches of the Hadley
circulation. The monthly mean UTH patterns
reflect global circulation systems. such as the
Hadley Cell in the low latitudes or the boreal
wintertime subtropical jet, and thus may
serve as a tracer for the corresponding
large-scale atmospheric dynamics We have
demonstrated that the seasonal variation of
the Hadley circulation is reflected in the
changing patterns of the monthly mean UTH
fields Future work will encom pass yearly
changes in the mean UTH fields

From the seasonal variation in UTH, it is
evident that the distribution of UTH patterns
is asymmetric with respect to the ITCZ. The
most extensive regions with low UTH occur
in both hemispheres in the winter season,
while the large areas with high UTH occur in

their summer season. This indicates that the
Hadley Cell is most vigorously developed
in the winter hemisphere Furthermore, the
strongest latitudinai UTH gradients are found
over the continents, indicating strong deep
convection in the ascendinq branches of the

Hadley circulation induced by solar warming
of the surface,

These results. among others. have convinced
us that it is already possible with today s
satellite technology to monitor the Upper
Tropospheric Humidity field in the cloud-free
atmosphere and to make meaningful studies
of the role of water vapour, which is an
important greenhouse gas. in our global
clrmate system
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Infrastructure for Spacecraft and
Mission Control

N. Head & J.F. Kaufeler
ESA Computer Department, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction
A Spacecraft Control System (SCS) is

a computer system used to operate a
spacecraft from the ground during the
so-called 'Launch and Early Orbit Phase'
(LEOP) and/or the subsequent routine-
ooerations ohase. An SCS is connected
to a network of ground stations via which
it receives (usually in real time) telemetry
for monitoring purposes, and to which it

sends telecommands for uolinkino to the
spacecraft.

In 1974 ESOC decided to develop reusable spacecraft control
system infrastructures for ESA missions operated under its
responsibility. Today there are two main such infrastructure
platforms in use at ESOC: the Multi-Satellite Support System
(MSSS) and the Spacecraft Control and Operation System
(SCOS). Both of these systems have evolved through different
implementation generations in order to cope, on the one hand,
with the increasing complexity of the missions to be operated
and, on the other, with the constant technological progress in
the area of computer and software engineering.

The classical functions of an SCS are
therefore the monitoring of spacecraft
telemetry (eg limit checks, status checks,
etc.), the manual or scheduled generation of
telecommands with pre{ransmission validity
checks and execution verification, the filing
of all mission data (telemetry and tele-
commands) in 'history files', the display in
various forms of mission data either in real

time or retrieved from the history files, the
longterm archiving of the mission data, and
the production of various types of reports.

We will attempt here to summarise the various
generations of SCS infrastructure that have
been used at ESOC, their main functional
characteristics, the rationale behind their
architecture, the problems encountered and
ESOC's plans, based on this long experience,
for the future-generation SCS, the SCOS-Il.

The past
The very frrst reusable SCS was the first-

generation Multi-Satellite Support System
(MSSS) which was put rnto service for the
first time in 1976 for the Geos-1 scientifrc-
satellite mission.

With the computing power provided at
that time by conventional machines, a load
analysis rapidly demonstrated that the
functions required of an SCS could not be
handled in a single computer, but would
need to be distributed across several comp-
uters. A combination of Siemens-33O (front-
end) and Cll-10070 (back-end) machines was
selected to build the architecture shown in
Figure 1.

This network of computers was fairly
expensive and, for financial reasons, had
to be able to suooort several missions in
parallel. The decision was therefore taken
that the software should be data-driven and,
in particular, driven by mission-specific
spacecraft-characteristic files. Three principal
data flows drive the architecture of an SCS

system, represented in Figure 1 in blue for
the telemetry (TM) path, in red for the tele-
command [LC) path, and in green for
mission data retrievals from the main
repository (the history files).

This SCS was composed of a number of
dedicated computers:

- The On-line Processing front-end (OP),

which received telemetry from the ground
stations and performed all the necessary
monitoring before transferring it to the DT

and RT comouters.

- The Display and Terminal front-end (DT),

which was in charge of handling the user
interface (single screen, functional
keyboard) and provided telemetry displays
and telecommanding facilities.

- The Message Router (MR), which was
a kind of logical message transfer unit
designed to make the various hardware
(backup) reconfigurations transparent.

- The Back-end Display (BD) computer,
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Figure 1. The first-
generation ESA Multi-
Satellite Support System
(MSSS), 1976-1979

which was foreseen as the backup for
the MR, but which was also the relay for
retrieval requests issued for DT. and data
accessed on RT.

- The Real-Time back-end (RT), which was
supposed to file all data routed from MR,

to serve the data-retrieval requests, to
perform daily printouts, and to hold the
spacecraft-characteristics database with
all the associated maintenance tools.
The Development back-end (DV) was the
back-up for RT and in the nominal
situation was used as a development and
maintenance computer.

All the software was written in Assembly
language, the communication technique was

in-house engineered, and the system was
therefore expensive in terms of commun-
ication overheads, testing and maintenance
effort. The system was able to support a total
telemetry rate of 60 kbit/s for three to four
spacecraft concurrently, with up to 15 srngle-
screen displays lt was used for a total of six
mrssrons.

In view of the complexity of the above
system and the subsequent advent of much
more powerful computers, it seemed more
effective to use a single computer large
enough to host all the SCS software for the
following reasons: no overheads in inter-
computer communications; simpler software;
simpler backup reconfiguration, However,

because missions were still being operated
on the existing system, and because it would
have been too expensive to implement a
completely new infrastructure immediately,
it was decided to proceed step by step and
to replace only the RT and DV back-end
comouters with more oowerful SEL/Gould
32177 machines initially, The resulting

configuration is shown in Figure 2 (elements

shown in yellow retained from the previous
conf iguration).

The installation of these new computers was
performed in a fully interface-compatible
manner During the change-over period, the
old and the new RTs and DVs ran in parallel

connected to the MR, thereby allowing
extensive testing of the new system

The software on the SEL/Gould machines
was written in Fortran with a layered
architecture, with the intention of enabling
the DT and OP functions to be integrated
at a later stage. This configuration was the
so-called 'lnterim MSSS, which went into
operation in 1979 and eventually supported
a total of seven missions Figure 2 shows that
some missions (listed without a date) were
phased over from the previous configuration
to the interim one Missions that were
supported only for launch on this system
are indicated with an (L) (i.e their routine
operations were carried out on another SCS

system) The performance of this system was
essentially identical to that of the previous one

In 1984 the move to the second generation
of MSSS (called 'MSSS-A') fully resident on
a central SEL/Gould host configuration was
completed. All functions carried out on the
OB DT, MR and BD computers were then
relocated (redesigned and rewritten in Fortran)
to the host computer. Howeve( instead of
using normal display terminals, which would
have consumed too much CPU time on the
host, it was decided to develop in-house a
semi-intelligent, multi-screen work station
based on an Intel microprocessor (powerful
work stations with standard software were not
available at that time) These Intel work
stations are connected to the host with a
serial V24 interface via a switch panel, thus
allowing easy and rapid reconfiguration.
Much of the screen data oresentation oroc-
essing is performed on the work station, thus
relieving the host application of the burden of
formatting the screens (the original SEL/Gould
CPU configuration was only later upgraded
with more powerful 32167 CPU units)

A further major step in the second-generation
MSSS was the replacement of the commun-
ications network to the ground stations with
a packet-switching system (X25). This made
the SCS system easily connectable to any
ESA ground station, and allowed several SCS
implementations to be connected to that
same network.

This system is still in operation today at
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ESOC and also at the Agency's Redu (B)

and Fucino (l) stations A icensing agree-
ment was negotiated in 1989 with the
International Maritime Satellite Organisation
(lnmarsat), which also uses the system

Compared with the previous generation.
the performance capacity of this system is
greatly improved, The overall telemetry load
is still in the order of 64 kbit/s but up to 17

triple-screen work stations can be operational
simultaneously for up to six spacecraft in

paraile

Also in 1984, the ESA Computer Department
had to decide which SCS platform should
be used for the Agency's future Hipparcos,
Eureca, and ERS-1 missions The needs of

these missions, with their quite heavy
mission-specific tasks and higher telemetry
rates, could not be accommodated on an
MSSS A conf iguration even by running it in
a single-spacecraft mode

The concept of a single hardware config-
uration to be shared between different
missions (as the MSSS had been) was

abandoned because of the non-negligible
and disturbing interferences between
missions with very different profiles and
lifetimes (eg one oeing in routine phase

while another is in a pre-launch phase)

It was decided that dedicated hardware
configurations for each mission was the

correct solution These configurations are
now known as 'Dedrcated Mission-Support
Systems' (DN/SS)

A pair of DEC/VAX computers - a real{ime
(RT) computer and a backup and develop-
ment (DV) machine - form the basic hard-
ware confrguration for al DMSS software for
a given mission, the size of the VAX being
dependent on the oad profile of the
particular mission.

The investment that ESOC had made in

the procurement and installation throughout
the Control Centre of Intel-based work
stations could not lust be discarded, and it

was therefore decided that, at least for the
beginning of this new SCS infrastructure,
those work stations had to be reused in a
fully compatible manner

Thc fira orrcstinn rruas to decide whatYvvv('v' I rvsv

software should be provtded, and whether
it should be mission-specific or based on a
reusable-core software infrastructure This

decision was further complicated by the fact
that one mission (Eureca) uses the latest

telemetry and telecommand packet

standards, whereas the others rely on the
conventional standards

Finally, it was decided to implement a new
SCS core infrastructure - the Spacecraft
Control and Operation System (SCOS) -
raiiih iho nhiantirroq nf

- covering all functions related to telenretry.
in hoth nar:ketised and fixed format
(handled as a single-packet case)

- providing a layered architecture so that
mission-specific tasks, and in particular
the telecommand-related applications.
^^^ L^ ^^^ir., i^+^"hcedudl I uE go)lly rrrLYr io

- providing a general and user-friendly
relational database (e,g Oracle) infra-

structure that holds all the spacecraft
characteristics that drive the system and
is used intensively by the operations
engineers during the mission-preparation
phase

- making the system highly configurable
so that it can eventually support several
missions (of the same family) concurrently

I HDLC
comms

lro
I statbn

Figure 2. The Interim
MSSS, 1979-1983

Figure 3. MSSS-A,
1984-1992
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Figure 4. SCOS-A,
1989-1991

- retaining all (telemetry related) MSSS
f unctions

The novelty of this very first SCOS - called
'SCOS A' - is the rather complex handling
of the telemetry data structures found in

packets, and its efficient use of a relational
database The architecture is still of a central-
ised nature (at least for a given mission), but
with higher real-time performance (eg
64kbit/s per spacecraft, three to five times
more telemetry processing capacity).

SCOS A entered into service in 1989
supporting Hipparcos as its first mission and,
after a thorough optimisation phase. has
proved to be a very reilable product meeting
tho initial nhioniirrocvvlvvUvvv

As the SCOS-B Sun work stations (in

emulation mode) are plug-compatible with
the old Intel work stations, they can in
princiole be used also for the Gould-based
MSSS-A system lt is planned to make this
MSSS configuration upgrade, logically called
MSSS B, available at almost the same time
as the SCOS-A to SCOS-B upgrade for those
MSSS centres needing to modernise their
existing work stations.

This brief summary has shown that, in 17

years ESOC has undertaken five major
implementations or upgrades of its SCS
infrastructure, which has so far supported
19 missions and will suooort at least a further
four. The SCS architectural concept has
changed considerably during this period,
starting with a distributed architecture (MSSS

first generation), moving to a fully centralised
architecture (e.g MSSS A), and now becoming
again semi-distributed in nature (SCOS-A/B)

From an implementation viewpoint, however,
the upgrading process has been evolutionary
rather than revolutionary, with only a subset
nf tho crrctom olamontc hoinn ranlanod etrv I vPrqves qr

each stage For those missions that have a
long lifetime, this approach has allowed a
phase over from one SCS system to the next
with minimum impact on operations,

The future
Having reviewed the past histories of the
ESOC SCS systems and their architectures,
we will turn to the future and the plans for
the next generation of SCS system now
being formulated This next generation will
be known as 'SCOS ll', although it will bear
almost no resemblance to the SCOS-A or
SCOS B systems currently in use The plans
for SCOS-Il are some of the most ambitious
since the original conception of the first
MSSS. and it is hoped the resulting system
will be an equally large step forward in both
software- and hardware{echnology terms, as
well as in user comfort and satisfaction.

A number of lessons can be learnt from the
previous SCS implementations: each has
been successful in its own way, but each
has also had its own share of difficulties The
future SCOS-ll system will hopefully combine
the advantages of each, whilst avoiding the
difficulties and problems of its predecessors.

The first-generation MSSS system was. for
various reasons, built around a non-homog-.
eneous, distributed hardware environment
The use of multiple orocessors allowed a
considerable amount of processing power to
be brought to bear on the problems at hand,

The next step in the modernisation of
ESOC's SCS infrastructure is the replacement
of the now obsolete Intel work stations with
more modern and more powerful Sun units
Ths Sun Operational Work Station infra-
structure, although containing an emulation
package that retains full compatibility with the
existing SCOS-A host-resident applications.
will permit new applications using more
advanced data-presentation techniques
(eg use of mimic diagrams for telemetry
display or point-and-shoot commanding) to
be implemented (either locally on the Sun or
remotely on the Vax host) This modernis-
ation activity began in early 1989, and will
be completed by the end of 1991

The new combination, called SCOS B will
enter into operation in 1991 and be used first
for ERS-1 . then possibly lor Eureca. and for
future missions up to 1996 Like SCOS A,
it still does not supoort the basic telecom-
manding functions. which require a mission-
soecif ic imolementation
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at least in comparison with other systems of
the day, but also brought with it a consider-
able number of problems:

- the maintenance of a non-homogeneous
hardware and software environment was
comolex and exoensive

- the distributed nature of the software,
combined with the fact that the flexibility
of the system was achreved by making
extensive use of data tables (referred to
as a 'database ). meant that many failures
were due to the use of incompatible
database versions at the various nodes
of the system

- the communications between the system
nocJes reorrired the use Of cuStom-written
software, which was difficult and expen-
srve Io proouce

- the implementation of the backup policy
and the insertion and removal of nodes
from the system (eg for preventive
maintenance) was cumbersome and
subject to error

- failure detection and diagnosis was a
black art: seen from the user's point of
vrew. the symptoms of a problem were
very difficult to relate to the actual cause
(usually the failure of one of the
processors or a communications link
somewhere in the svstem)

Despite all of these problems, this version of
the MSSS probably offered better interactive
performance to the individual user than all
subsequent SCSs The response time to user
requests was good, telemetry displays were
regularly updated at 1 s intervals, and the
manual stack responded instantly to
command-uplink requests. Of course, the
level of functionality offered by the first MSS
was very much lower than that currently
available, but this increase in functionality
has not been matched by an increase in

available orocessor oower

The second generation of MSSS after an
interim period during the phased changeover
from the first generation, was a centralised
system with all functions supported on a
single processor. Limited support was also
provided by the microprocessor-based user
work stations. This configuration suffered
from undue influences of one mission on
another, particularly during LEOP operations
(deemed to be extremely critical and where
a large number of users are involved) lt
was not unusual for the controllers of the
other missions running on the system to be
forbidden to use certain functions (eg data
retrieval or graphical display) to avoid impact-
ing on the launch operations This situation
was somewhat relieved by the upgrading of

the processor rtself and by the addition of
more memory, but the fact that the limited
resources must be shared between missions
remains a problem of the second-generation
MSSS to this day

Although many of the difficulties with inter-
processor communication were removed with
the move to a centralised system, they were
replaced with oroblems in the communic-
ation between the single processor and the
user work stations, The speed of the serial
links used is not sufficient to counteract the
fact that the work stations have no local
storage and that, therefore, all data for the
user interface (display layouts, colour
schemes, etc ) must be downloaded from
the central system together with the actual

data (eg telemetry or telecommands) to be
displayed A number of optimisations have
been made in an attempt to circumvent this
problem and an acceptable level of perfor-
mance has now been achieved

The intra-mission dependencies of the
second-generation MSSS were removed by
the next step, namely the Dedicated Mission-
Support Systems (DMSS), which are mission-
specific, centralised systems based on DEC/
Vax hardware and the SCOS A or SCOS-B
software, Many advances have been made
in the functionality of these systems: for
example, telemetry with irregular layout and
time characteristics ('packetised' telemetry) is

now supported, relational-database technol-
ogy is used to replace the line-oriented
approach to defining the spacecraft charact-
eristics and, in some cases, layers 4 and 5
of the OSI standard are being applied for
communication with ground-station equip-
ment

Figure 5. SCOS-B,
1991 -1996
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These advances are, for the most part,

possible because the underlying hardware
and software systems are very widespread
and are well supported by the third-party
software industry.

Resource and performance-related problems
unfortunately still exist, albeit in a slightly
different form; the increase in functionality
and the increasing use of third-party software
have led to an explosive growth in the overall
processing needs of an SCS, which has not
been matched by the increase in processing
power made avarlable by the improvements
in the hardware capabilrties

The SCOS-Il SCS must attempt to resolve
some of these remaining problems, in
particular to move the balance between
performance and functionality back towards
the performance side, while of course still

offering a flexible and comfortable environ-
ment for the user. lt should also be specified
and designed so as to allow the easy
absorption of future technological advances
in the areas of both hardware and software
as they become available. This will help to
extend the life of the SCOS-ll SCS and allow
the development costs to be amortised over
a longer period.

With these and a number of other factors in

mind, the designers of the SCOS-ll system
have adopted the following gurdelines and
directions in therr efforts to specify and later
to implement the leap to the next generation
of SCS, which will support ESA missions well
into the next century:
1. The SCOS-ll system should be a

dedicated system, and should not offer
multi-mission support This is not to say
that only single spacecraft should be
supported, but rather that each SCOS-ll
SCS should be configured to support
spacecraft of a particular family, whose
operational characteristics are essentially
identical. This will allow a rather more
directed approach to performance
optimisation, where advantage can be
taken of the characteristics of a spacecraft
family rather than attempting to be 'all

things to all men'.

2. ln a return to the original MSSS concept,
the SCOS-ll SCS should be implemented
as a distributed system; this will allow a
more or less arbitrary amount of comput
ing power to be provided for a specific
mission, subject of course to financial
constraints. lt should. however. be a
homogeneous system; all nodes in the
system should be identical, or at least
should be provided by the same

manufacturer, in order to ease hardware
and software maintenance problems.

3. Wherever possible, standard commercial
software or hardware should be used (in-

house developments are expensive and
subject to development risks).

4. As a conseouence of the desire to make
maximum use of commercial software,
the SCOS-ll SCS should have clear and
well-defined interfaces between its various
areas. The third-party software (or hard-
ware) can then be tarlored to meet this
interface rather than extending its influ-
ence throughout the system and render-
ing a later replacement by an improved
but different product impossible. This
approach is often referred to as employ-
ing an 'open architecture', and success-
fully specifying such an architecture is

possibly the single largest challenge in

designing the SCOS-Il system.
5. Wherever possible, functions that are

performed on behalf of a particular user
(e.9. telemetry retrieval) should utilise
resources dedicated to that user and
should not draw on resources that must
be shared among the overall user
communrty.

6. The use of any shared resources in the
SCOS-Il design should be optimised to
the greatest possible extent. Apparently
inefficient use of non-shared resources
should be acceptable where it would
reduce shared-resource usage.

7. The SCOS-ll system should be a free-
standing system; it should not require
the use of other items of the ESOC

infrastructure to provide a complete
service. Note that where the infrastructure
is available (in systems located at ESOC),

it is probable that, for reasons of
convenience and economy, certain items
will be configured into local SCS
installations.

8. As far as possible, SCOS-Il functions
should be compartmentalised; failures
in certain functional areas should have
only a minimal impact on other functional
areas. Similarly, failures related to a
soecific user should have little or no
impact on other system users.

The SCOS-ll project is in its very early stages
at the present moment. Careful engineering
and a certain amount of ingenuity will be
required in order to realise the full potential

of the current generation of software and
hardware, but it is confidently expected that
SCOS-ll will put ESA at the forefront of the
technology that they led with the initial MSSS

implementation. G
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Risk Management at ESA

H. Schimrock
Risk Management Office, Directorate of Administration, ESA, Paris

Introduction
Risk management consists, in principle, of
three successive steps:

- risk identification: the assessment of
potential physical damage, consequential
losses and liabilities

- risk reduction: corrective organisational
measures and transfer of risk by means
of legal provisions, and

- risk financing: establishing adequate
financial backups (internal funds or
insurance)

The scope of any risk-management exercise
depends on the nature of the company or

A few years ago the Agency - with objectives similar to those of
large industrial companies - established a Risk Management
Office (RMO) within its Directorate of Administration. Those who are
somewhat sceptical about the merits of such 'modern management'
approaches might well ask: 'How necessary and how useful is such
an endeavour?' Unlike industry, ESA is not profit-oriented. Never-
theless, its assets and operations have become both very complex
and very costly over the years and every means must be pursued in
order to avoid any major loss occurring, to safeguard the interests
of the Agency's Member States. This requires the systematic
assessment of the elements of risk within its programmes, their
possible consequences, and remedies in the broadest sense, which
is a process known as'risk management'.

organisation under review. ESA, as a proc-
urement agency, has a very specific and
complex risk profile. Without taking into
consideration projecf execution exposures

- which in princiole are transferred to
industry - the Agency faces substantial
risks in such areas as:

- loss or damage to assets, in particular
sites and infrastructure

- security of computers and computer
ooeratrons

- injury to staff and other persons

- interruption exposures/consequential
losses, and

- legal and contractual liabilities.

Site and infrastructure protection
The assets of ESA's infrastructure are
fundamental to the Agency's activities and
constitute a considerable investment. Their
protection and the prevention of potential
disruptions of current programmes are prime
objectives of the Agency's 'Safety and Secur-
ity Policy'. These objectives are pursued by
means of a number of measures, including:

- identification of hazards

- risk assessment in resoect of ootential
physical damage and interruption of
activities

- recommendation of safety and security
measures

- consultation during the design phase of
new buildings

- compliance reviews of existing operations.

The role of risk reduction throughout the
Agency is growing steadily and gaining in
acceptance. Many recommendations made
by the RMO both for work under way and
for existing buildings, have already been
implemented. Nevertheless, further efforts
are required to achieve a coherent level of
protection, for which the introduction of
Agency-wide guidelines and common
standards is a ore-requisite. Such standards
are designed as minimum requirements to
complement any national requirement, with-
out taking the place of statutes or regulations
already applicable in the individual Member
States.

A distinction has to be made here between
these 'common standards' which are to be
applied ESA-wide, and for which the RMO
is responsible, and 'specific standards' for
individual Establishments, to be issued under
the authority of the particular Establishment
concerneo.

Against the background of physical and
organisational remedies, it is also necessary
to evaluate the 'risk financing' available in

the event of any major damage occurring.
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Figure 1. Computer-related
risks

ln the past, the policy set out by ESA was
geared to the philosophy of 'self-insurance'

of property. In reality, this has meant 'non-

insurance' in the sense that the Member
States are not usually in a position to set
aside reserves to cover an immediate refund
To rectify this anomalous situation, it has
been decided to subscribe to a comprehen-
sive insurance for all assets that are the
responsibility of the Agency.

Computer security
Of all the aspects of risk management, that
relating to computer systems is possibly the
most challenging lt is true to say that there
is no such thing as total security, and the
management of computer-related risks is no

exception in this respect.

The Agency's computing resources represent
one of the largest, most complex and diverse
computer environments in Europe These
resources are managed on a decentralised
basis and include mainframe computers,
minicomputers, micro- and personal comp-
uters and an array of networks The scope of
the data processing ranges from administrat-
ive to scientific and engineering computing,
to information-retrieval and real{ime satellite-
control aoolications

Much publicity has been given recently to
the risks to which computers can be
exooseo. sucn as:

- unauthorised access (so-called hacking )

- physical damage due to disasters

- industrial espionage, including electronic
eavesdropping and scavenging ('trashing')

- fraud, including unauthorised use of
computer resources, and

- malicious damage.

ESA is therefore faced with a widespread
exposure to such risks and consequently

the Risk Management Office has made a
significant investment in addressing computer
risk The primary objectives of the ESA

computer security programme are to protect
agarnst:

- deliberate or accidental actions that would
render ESA computer resources
unavailable

- deliberate or accidental corruption of ESA
programs and data that would result in

loss of integrity

- deliberate or accidental disclosure of
classified ESA information that would
compromise its confidentiality

- data-processing- and data-communication-
related incidents that would result in

financial loss for the Agency.

In determining the 'sensitivity' of the
Agency's computer applrcations, the data
integrity' and 'availability' issues are of

greater concern than'confidentiality',
because the majority of ESA's data is

ultimately considered to belong to the public
domain Nevertheless, in many ways the
three are interrelated, and access to the
Agency's systems must be restricted to those
who have the authority to use them.

Work is being undertaken to determine the
optimum balance between ease of access to
and the securrty of computer systems That
balance is not easily achieved in that too
much security can result in greatly reduced
efficiency. while too little can prove to be a
ronino fnr riieactor

As part of an Agency-wide data-security
programme, the RMO has developed a Data
Security Policies and Procedures Manual
which, when issued, will provide a bench-
mark for computer security lt will form the
basis for compliance reviews to ensure that
ESA's data security policies and procedures
have been correctly implemented. This
activity will also include data-security
awareness courses.

Other exposures
Any risks that could result in injury to staff
are naturally a major concern lt is the policy
of the Agency to ensure actively that its

premises are both safe and healthy places
to work, In order to maintain the highest
standards and to prevent occupational
accidents, the promotion of staff health and
safety is an essential element of the RMO's
activities lt involves the development of
procedures and standards for safe working
methods, the motivation of the staff
themselves to do everything possible to
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prevent rnjury, and compliance reviews of
the relevant health and safety procedures.

Another complex area is that of exposure
to 'interruption' and consequential loss.

Although there is no doubt that certain
potential incidents could have substantial
adverse effects and far-reaching con-
sequences, quantification of the latter
remains difficult and one can contemplate
thousands of hypothetical scenarios. The
overall aim, therefore, remains one of the
regular screening of activities and avoidance
of liabilities that could result in unpredictable
consequences

Needless to say, ESA's activities involve a
complex international legal and contractual
environment with a great variety of
commitments and exposures ldentifying
possible liabilities and assessing the impact
that such exposures might have on the
Agency calls for a careful look at the existing
terms and provisions The wide-ranging field
to be covered includes such elements as:

- procurement contracts

- launch contracts

- consultancy contracts

- test-facility contracts

- Memoranda of Understanding

- insurance-policy wordings

Iypical issues to be addressed are clauses
regardrng indemnification, transfer of custody
and title, third-party liability, professional

liability, damage to equipment or facilities,
subrogation, etc

Obviously, the ideal situation would be for
ESA to impose very strict conditions on its
contractors, such as disclaiming all liability
or limiting liability by setting ceilings or
excluding certain kinds of loss. On the other
hand, it is clear that the very role of ESA
prevents it from imposing draconian
conditions on its contractors, who are usually
European institutes and industrial groups
which it is supposed to encourage, and
certainly not deter or penalise In many
situations. therefore, insurance will be the
only possible remedy against the exposure,
be it legal or contractual liability or risks

related to assets and activities or, last but not
least, the risks associated with launches

Insurance cover
ESA's decision-making process on insurance
involves, and has to maintain a balance
between, two diametrically opposed
approaches: the traditional non-insurance
route favoured by government bodies, and
the seeking of protection through insurance,

for which most industrial companies involved
in comparable activities would opt

While in the early days of ESRO non-
insurance was the prevailing attitude, the
Agency's overall operations have now
become so complex and involve such large
sums of money that it is unlikely that, in the
event of a serious accident or major disaster
affecting a programme, additional contrib-
utions would be availble from the
participating Member States to fully rectify
the situation.

The policy that has been developed and
pursued more recently against that
background advocates that the risk of small
losses, which can be absorbed within the
regular ESA budget, should be self-insured,
while for catastrophic losses and major
liabilities, which cannot easily be absorbed
within operating budgets, insurance cover

should be sought. Such insurance would
usually include self-participation, involving
so-called 'deductibles' of a pre-agreed level

in order to reduce premiums.

In this light, ESA's RMO has negotiated and
praceo:

- An ESA all-risk property policy which
covers loss or damage, from any cause,
to ESA property and items of others while
in the Agency's custody, anywhere in the
World. This 'all risks' aooroach differs
significantly from the traditional 'named
perils' insurance lt has the advantage
of embracrng causes of loss or damage
of any kind, whereas the 'named perils'

cover is limited to exoosures identified in

advance.

Figure 2. The Lloyd's
building, an innovative
symbol of the world's
insurance market
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Figure 3. Launch insurance
trends. The enormous
variation, between 7 and
250/0, is caused by the
market's reaction to the
costs of losses

In accordance with the above-mentioned
policy principles, this insurance, for a total
of more than half a billion ECUs, includes
self-participation by the Agency which
results in a 5O0/o saving on the premrum

- A general-liability policy to meet the
financial consequences of liabilities
resulting from personal injury, death or
property damage caused to third parties.

Again, in accordance with the policy
provided by the RMO, the sums insured
have been increased and the scope of
the coverage has been extended to
include, for example, conferences, fairs
and exhibitions Again, 'deductibles' for
amounts to be absorbed by the ESA

budget have been introduced in order to
keeo the oremium at a reasonable level.

Launch/operations insurances
The Agency entered the so-calle9 'space

insurance' market in 1977 for its OTS

telecommunications satellite, which unfor-
tunately was destroyed due to the failure of
its American launcher. The Agency was
reimbursed US$30 million on that occasion
and was thereby encouraged to continue
taking out insurance for its subsequent
Marecs, ECS and Olympus application
satellites For these missions, the Agency had
made commitments and given guarantees to
other organisations such as Inmarsat and
Eutelsat and failure to meet these commit-
ments would have had considerable financial
implications.

Scientific missions, a major part of the
Agency's Programme since the days of
ESRO, have never been insured, the
arguments advanced being fourfold:

- these missions are unioue and often not
repeatable (a typical example being Giotto)

they are of a research and development
nature and therefore hardly insurable
the premium required is not available in
the scientific budget
the missions are self-insured.

The question is whether these arguments
are still valid and still apply today. In fact,
the concept of 'self-insurance' pre-supposes
either that there will be a great number of
launches, implying a calculated loss from
time to time, or the setting aside of specrfic
financial reserves. lf these conditions are not
met, the use of the term 'self-insurance' is

erroneous and it is rather a case of 'non-
insurance', which means the risk of a loss is

accepted as such

The wisdom of this may not be readily
apparent from a responsible management
point of view and hence another task of the
RMO is to reconcile this current difference
in treatment of Europe's scientific and
applications missions.

Conclusion
The overall task of the RMO is both far-
reaching and complex lts role is firstly an
advisory one on an Agency-wide basis,
without compromising the responsibilities of
those services and Directorates to whom
advice is given. This often requires more
than a little diplomacy, but has proved to be
a reasonably successful approach so far.

The advice given is well-accepted in most
cases and the identified exoosure to risk
reduced accordingly The RMO also has
an executive role with regard to certain
insurance decisions for which the Office has
its own budget.

Without such an organisational instrument as
the RMO, the Agency would simply not meet
modern management standards. lts primary
functions are to assrst in safeguarding the
collective interests of ESA's Member States
by:

- increasing the degree of confidence in
the Agency's ongoing activities, and

- ensuring that Member States will not be
faced with unexpected losses and
unforeseen financial requirements.

All in all, risk management is a must for any
large organisation claiming to have an upto-
date management approach and it is
undoubtedly a discipline that will become
increasingly important in the years to come.G
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ESA's On-line Directory of Space
and Earth-Science Data

M. James*, L. Fusco & D.
Earthnet Programme Office,

Lloyd**
ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

lntroduction
A new, on-line information service is now
available to the scientific community in

Europe - the ESA node of the Prototype
International Directory (ESA PID). lts primary
role is to provide the European scientific-data
user community with free on-line information
about geophysical data sets available
throughout the World. In addition, the ESA

PID contains summary information about
space and Earth-observation data centres,
on-line systems, scientific campaigns,
instruments and platforms.

The ESA directory is one of four principal
PID nodes that have been established as
part of an international data-management

Research and operational data needs in the 1990s require
integrated data-management systems accessible to users at
many sites. The ESA Prototype International Directory (ESA PID)
is the European node of an international system of directories
that is being sponsored by the Committee on Earth-Observation
Satellites (CEOS) and NASA in order to support users of data
from past and current missions, from field campaigns, and from
the polar platforms currently planned by both NASA and ESA.

The ESA PID shares several useful features
with the other PID nodes. the most imoortant
of which are:

- Remote on-line access
The directory is updated on an almost
daily basis to include new data-set
descriptions or to incorporate changes
in archive, contact, or media/volume
information. This means that directory
users always have access to the very
latest information about data sets

- Interdisciplinary co-operation
Descriptions of data for all space- and
Earth-science disciplines are available,
including in-situ, remotely-sensed, and
derived data.

- International co-operation
The duectory contains descriptions of
data from agencies throughout the World.
Thus, European directory users can learn
about data held in North America and
Asia, and likewise users outside Europe
can learn about data held at the
European centres

- Simple system design
The directory works with simple terminals
(even teletypes) and requires no special
user training.

- Access to remote data systems
The directory provides automatic connect-
ions to several independent on-line data
systems in the United States, Japan and
Europe.

Directory services
Data-set descriptions
The main function of the ESA PID is to
provide information about geophysical data
sets: what data sets exist, whether an
existing data set is available, and where and
how to obtain data of interest Data-set
descriptions are written, and exchanged,
using a Directory Interchange Format (DlF),
which is an international data-set description
standard that is being promoted and used
by CEOS, CCRS, Deutsche Forschungs-

* Current affiliation:
ST Systems, Washington,
USA

** Tecnodata, Frascati, ltaly

initiative sponsored by the Committee on
Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) Catal-
ogue Subgroup. The other PID nodes are
in Japan (the National Space Development
Agency (NASDA)/Earth Observation Centre),
the USA (National Aeronautics & Space
Administration (NASA)/National Space
Science Data Center), and Canada (Canada
Centre for Remote Sensing, CCRS).

PID suooort staff at each PID node work
not only to provide directory services to
users throughout their region, but also to
investigate issues involved in populating and
maintaining an international, co-operative
on-line data service. Since new PID entries
oroduced at one node are distributed to the
other three nodes, the contents of the four
principal PID nodes are essentially the same
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anstalt fur Luft und Raumfahrt (DLR) ESA
NASA, NASDA the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the
Royal Aerospace Establishment (RAE) and
manv others

An example of a completed 'DlF is shown
in Figure 1, from which it may be seen that
the ESA PID provides the following data-set
rnformation:

- rlocnrintirro cr rmm.r\--' */
- ipmnnrel n^\/orrna

- nonaranhiaal aanrarc,,--,-''-'Jge
- instruments ('sensors') and platforms

('sources ) used for acquisition

- geophysical parameters

^i^^i^li^^ ^^i l^^^+i- urscruilre a|o tocauon Keyworos

- size of data set and storage/distribution
media
investigator and technical contact
bibliog raphic references
archive/distribution contact

Most of this information can be easily
retrieved from the ESA PID user interface.
For example. a user may search for data
on winds in the equatorial region using a
geophysical parameter, 'WINDS', and a
longitude/latitude specif ication

Figure 2 shows a sample of the results
from such a search First, the list of data
sets that contain the desired wind
information is retrieved (left figure) By
entering a selection number, the user can
then view the detailed data-set information
contained in the directory (right figure)

Currently, the directory contains some 1000
data-set DlFs. Most of these relate to Earth
geophysical data (Fig 3), and most describe
data held in the USA, a consequence of the
fact that the directory effort began in the
USA back in 1987 However, as ESA PID
support staff continue to work with centres
in Europe, and as additional entries are
provided by the Asian PID node, it is
expected that the directory will come to

Figure 1. An example of a
completed'DlF' (Directory
Interchange Format).

Figure 2. Sample search
results from the ESA PID
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Entry_lD: EABTH_IMAGES_T|ROS

Entry Titl6: Earthnet Programme otfi@ NOAA-IIROS AVIIRR and TOVS data

Start Date:'197&11{6
Originating_Cenior; ESA EPO > ESA Earthnet Programms Otli6
Sonsor_nams: AVHRR > Advan@d Very High Flo$lution Radiom€tor
Sensor_name: TOVS > TIROS Oper8tional Verti€l Soundor
Sourc€ nam€; TIROS N

Sour@ namo: NOAA 6
Sour€ name: NOM 7
Souro name: NOM 8
Sour€ name: NOAA 9
Sour@ name; NOAA 10

Soure nama: NOAA 11

Grouo: Author
Last name: ESAPID Statl

End_Group
Group: Tochni€l Contact

First nams: L.

Lrsi namo: FUSCO

Email: TELEMAIL > [s$.ltus6]telemail
Phono: +S) 6 9418O1

GrouD: Data C€nlsr
Data_€nter_name: ESA EPO> ESA Earthnet Programme Olfica
Data$t_lD: Earth_lmages_TIROS
Group: Data Cent€r Contact

First name: G

Last namo; CALABRESI
Phono: +39 6 941AO1

End_Group
End Groug

Stolage_Medium; High D8nsity Digital Tap€s
Stolago_Medium: Opticsl Disk
Storago_Medium: Paper Ouick Looks (tilable)
Storago Medium: Phoiographic Ouick Looks

Paramoler: EARTH RADIATIVE PROCESSES > RAOIANCE
Parameter: ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION > HL,MtOtry
Parameter: ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSTTION > OZONE
Parameter: ATMOSPHERIC OYNAMICS > ATMOSPHERTC TEMPEMTURE > Temoerarur€ protites

Param€ler: ATMOSPHERIC OYNAMICS > HUMtDtry
Pdamet€r: ATMOSPHERIC OYNAMICS > PRESSURE
Paramolsr: RADIANCE ANO IMAGERY > INFMREO > Thermal lR tmag€ry
Parameter: MDIANCE ANO IMAGEFY > VISIBLE > Visibl€ lmagsry
Paramster: OCEAN DYNAMICS > SEA tCE
Parameter: GEOGMPHYANO LAND COVER

Oisciplin6: EARTH SCIENCE > ATMOSPHERE
Oi$iDline: EARTH SCIENCE > LAND
tlscipline: EARTH SCIENCE > @EAN
Location: AFRICA > tlorth W€st
Location: SEA SURFACE

OUERY-RESULT TltIes l.lenu
36 dlrectory entrles setected

Page 5 of 6

26. Monthly Average Troplcal tllnds fron 80 years of COADS

27. SEASAT SASS Level 2.5 Wlnd Speed and Wlnd Dlrectlon

28. SEASAT SMtR Sea Surface Tenperature, Wlnd Speed, uater Vapor, Atoospherlc
L1qu1d $ater and 8a1n Rate (Level 2.5)

29, SEASAT Altlneter Sea Surface He19ht, SatelIlte Helght vlth respect to the
Reference EIllpsoltl, $1nd Speed, tfave Height. and Autonatlc caln Control

30. Geosat Altlneter Sea Surface Helght and Satetllte Helght tflth Respect to
the Reference Elllpsold, Automatlc Galn Control and Wlnd Speed (LeveI 2.0)

31. GEOSAT Geophyslcal Data Records fof the Exact Repeat Mlsslon

HeIp, Ex1t, Ref resh, llext, Prev, Page S, Ma 1n_n6nu, Connsnts, eu 1t_pID
EI{TER SELECTION il or COMlrAllD )
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reflect better the global distrrbution of
available geophysical data.

Other information
In addition to data-set information, the ESA
directory includes supplementary descrip-
tions of sensors, sources (or platforms),
data systems and archives and scientific
campaigns and projects. Sensor information
is a very brief description of the measuring
instrument. including bandwidths. geo-
physical properties measured, and scanning
or imaging characteristics. Platform inform-
ation includes summary information about
the location, orbit characteristics and lifetime
of the platform Scientific projects and
campaigns are described in terms of their
objectives and the data used and produced
A contact name for scientific projects and
campaigns is also given should further
information be required Data-system
descriptions provide details of the data,
services, access and ordering procedures,
costs. and contact personnel at important
data-holding centres Currently over 70
institutes and on-line systems are described
in the directory

Many of the data systems described in the
ESA directory provide on-line data services
to which a directory user may connect
directly Thus. in the course ot a directory
qcsqion rqcrq m2\/ nnij6g g COmmand
option LINK appearirg on the screen (Fig

2, below) This is an indication that the user
may transfer. if desired. to the top level of a
rcmntc nn-linc r^lat: qvstem.

Direct access to other data systems using
LINK is an especially useful feature of the
directory because it is a free service that
requires no special password Currently,

LINKs are available from the ESA PID to
more than thirty data systems, including the
European Space Information System (ESIS)

and the ESA Information Retrieval Service
(lRS) New LINKs are also being investigated,

Fig. 1 cont.

Location: POLAR

Location: MID-LATITUOE

Locaiion: EOUATORIAL

Location: ARCTIC OCEAN
Localion: BOUNOARY LAYER

Lo€tion: TBOPOSPHERE
Lo€tion: STMTOSPHERE
Location: ATLANTIC OCEAN > North Atlantic Ocaan
L@ation: EUROPE > Europ€an Coaslal
Location; EUROPE > Europoan Conlin€ntal

Location: MEDITERMNEAN SEA
Ke)ryord: CLOUO COVER
Ko)ryord: LAND COVER

Kelmord: MAPPING

K€yword: METEOROLOGY
Keyword: OCEANOGMPHY
Keyword: VEGETATION

Group: Covorago
Minimum Ltiiiuds: 55
Mdimum l-alilud6: gON

Minimum_Longitudo: 45W
Mqimum_Longituds: 50E

End_Group
R€vision Dato: 1990{+13

Group: Summary
Th€ Earthnot NOAA-TIROS archive @ntains High Floelution Pictu16 Transmission (HRPT), produ€d
by tho Advan@d V€ry High Fhsolution Fladiometer (AVHRR), and Tiros Operational Verti€l Sounder
OOVS) data, Thess data have been acquired by data rs€iving stations at Troms (Nosay), Dundee
(Scotland), DLR (Germany), Romo (haly), Maspalomas (Gran Canaria, Spain), and Niamey (Nig€r).

The Earthnet NOAA-TIROS archiv6 includ€s HRPT and TOVS daia trom all NOAATIROS missions.
These dala are available curr€ntly (August'1990) in two tormats. raw HRPT ('lull acluisition") and
SHARP level 1. Th€ SMRP 1 product €ntains up lo 4 minutes worth ol acquired HRPT, formatted
smrding to the Committee on Earth Oberving Satellitos (CEOS) Standard Family Format A quick-
look product is als availabl€ tor all Earthnet TIROS data in SHARP tormal Although it is intended
that the ontiro Earthnst TIROS archivo should be in SHARP 1 tormat on opti€l disks (all new TIROS
data is archived this way), a subsiantial number ol historic full acquisition images have y€t to bs
proes$o,

Further d6tsils of the Earlhnet TIROS data archive may bo oblained from the online Earthnot
etalogus, Earth lmagos, or trom the @ntacts list6d,

End Group

Grouo; Beterene
ESA-EPO, 1949, SHAFIP-IrTechni€l Spocili€tion otCCT Format (rol€a$ 1.1) (ESAEarthner
Programmo Ofi@, ESRIN: Fras€ti, ltaly) 51pp.

ESA-EPO, 199O, Earthnot Tiros AVHRR Cataloguo User Guido (ESA Earthnet Programm€ Offi€,
ESRIN: Fresti, ttaly)

Fuw, L, and Muirhead, K , 1987, AVHRR data seNi€s in Europe - the Earthnet approach. ESA
Bulleiin, 49. 919.

End_Group

BRIEF sEcTIoN I of 5 Page 2 ot 2
Geosat AItlneter Sea Surface Helght and SateIllte Helght Wlth Respect to the
Reference Elllpsold, Autonatlc Galn Control and wlnd Speed (Level 2.0)

Thls data set contalns LEVEL 2.0 automatlc galn control data, sea
surface helght, salelllte helght (v1th respect to the reference elllpsold)
and vlnd speed data, In addltlon to 1t5 maln parameters, thls data 9et contalns
correctlons for the lnfluences of uet and dry atnospherlc path, lonosphere and
t1des. Correctlons for altlneter b1as, electronagnetlc b1as, and
resldual orblt error are noC lncluded. The uet atmospherlc correction
1s based on a long wavelength model (Fleet llunerlcal Ocean Center) and
does not reproduce perturbatlons at lengEh scales of a fev hundred km'
Data are avallable on 6250 bp1 nagnetlc tape5. One 6250 bp1 tape holds lT alays
vorth of data. Typlcally, the data are avallable from IIODC u1Ch1n 2 hoDths
after collectlon. IODC accepts subscrlptlons allovlng regular dellverles
of data. DaEa set status: Data collectlon 1s on9o1ng.

Help.Exlt,Refresh,flext,Prev,Page *,Supplenent,Dl-epIay,Conments,Qult-PID,LIilK
Return for ATTRIBUTES dlsplay or Conmand)

Fig. 2 cont.
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Figure 3. Summary of data
sets contained in the ESA
PID (by discipline)

Figure 4. Sample Seasat
coverage map displayed
by the SAR Data
Catalogue (Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California,
USA) as accessed by the
ESA PID using Tektronix
terminal emulation

for example with the Columbus User
Information Service (CU lS)

Configuration and access
The ESA PID is a free service that resides
on a MicroVAX 3800 located at ESRIN in
Frascati (l) The directory software was
developed originally for the NASA Master
Directory (which has provided data-set
information to more than 4000 user sessions
over the past two years). This software is

intended to serve as many users as possible
and therefore consists of a simple system of
menus and prompts requiring no special
terminal emulation.

Users with more advanced terminals,
however, can take advantage of special
services offered by some of the systems to
which the directory connects (via LINK).
Thus directory users with terminals capable
of emulating graphics terminals can display
coverage maps or browse data in several
on-line data systems (Fig. a).

The ESA PID may be accessed in a number
of different ways:

- Via SPAN nodes
S SET HOST 29628
Username: ESAPID
(no password required)

- Via the Packet-Switched Public Data
Networks
The Network User Address (NUA) of
the ESA PID for international calls is
02222650014761 However, in most
European countries users can also
access the ESA PID by calling within their
country (at local charges) the following
numoers:

Country NUA

Austria 2618108061
Belgium 221044361
Denmark 30106384161
Finland 20407661
France 17500039461
lreland 3605922261
ltaly 2650014761
Netherlands 129017661
Norway 11062761

Spain 21406232161
Sweden 710401661

United Kingdom 21920115661

Via ESA Information Retrieval Service
(lRS) as 'File 21' of ESA Quest.
Further details of this method of access
can be obtained from the Quest Help
Desk, at ESRIN (tel 39.6.941 80226).

Via a dial-in telephone line with the
number 39.6.941.7336.

Access via lnternet will be available in the
near future

Users familiar with access methods for other
ESRIN on-line services such as ESIS and
the IRS system will find access to the ESA
PID equally straightforward. Although a brief
ESA PID User's Guide is available from the
ESA PID User Support Office, the directory
is a simple system which requires no special
training (Fig. 5). Any problems or queries
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that do arise can be directed to ESA PID

User Support staff.

The role of directories today and
tomorrow
Scientists working on the US polar platform
have placed a clear requirement on the
builders of the ground segment (EOSDIS)
to provide the research and operational
community with 'one-stop shopping'. This
requirement means that directories, catal-
ogues and inventories should be sufficiently
well integrated to allow a researcher to find
out what data exist, to determine if those
data are appropriate (by browsing the data
or reading about validation procedures, etc ),
and to order the data selected, all from
uninterrupted sessions at a single computer
terminal lt is in this context that the
complementary nature of current data and
metadata management initiatives is most
aooarent

The ESA PID is lust one of several direct-
ories, data catalogues and data inventories
providing distinct types and levels of inform-
ation and access (eg the NASA Master
Directory software is being used by other
organisations in Europe, including RAE and
DLR to assist with the management and
provision of information locally). The intention
is that the ESA PID should make available
not only information of interest to the general
scientific-data user community, but also, via
the LINK facility, specialised information
contained in local data systems. The
increased co-operation among directory and
inventory activities that this objective implies
are essential if 'one-stop shopping' for data
from large, integrated missions such as
ERS-1 and the US and European polar
platforms is to become a reality during the
1990s
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Figure 5. Summary
structure ol the ESA PID

MAIN MENU

select data type and search criteria -
DATA SET, DATA SYSTEM/ARCHIVE, CAMPAIGN/PROJECT, SOURCE, SENSOR

I

I

v
SEARCH SEL

select addillonal search criterh (for DATA SETs only) -
DISCIPLINE, PARAMETER, LOCATION, TIME COVERAGE, GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE,

souRcE NAME, SENSOR NAME, CAMPATGN/PROJECT, TNVESTTGATOR, DATA

CENTRE. MULTIPLE KEYWORD SEARCH

I

I

I

I

Y
Entry Forms

specify search criterh

I

I

I

I

t,

OUERY RESULT
listing of search result (only when more than one entry fouM)

I

I

I

I

I

Y
View result(s) of search

DATA SET entries may have five subsections: BRIEF, ATTRIBUTES, DATACENTER,
PERSONNEL, REFERENCE. When viewing results SuppLEMerur and LINK commands may

be available

Search criteria may be changed at any level by returning stepwise up the directory using
"EXfl.

A PID session may b6 terminated at any stage by entering "Oun PID
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Spitzbergen, Norway

This is the first ERS-1 image acquired at the ESA Network's Salmijaervi
Ground Station (Kiruna, Sweden) on the afternoon ot 27 July 1991 at 1350 h.

It is a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image taken at C-band (5.3 GHz,

equivalent to 5.66 cm wavelength).

The scene covers an area of approximately 95 km x 95 km around the island

of Spitzbergen, which lies between the latitudes oI 77 and 81oN Together
with one other large island and several smaller ones, it forms the 'Svalbard

Archipelago', which is under Norwegian jurisdiction

The landscape is dominated by mountains (rising to 1700 m) and glaciers,

some of which flow down into the fjords. The pack ice reaches the islands

throughout the year in the northeast, but the fjords on the southwest side of

the island are navigable almost year round.

The island, which has approximately 2000 inhabitants, is surrounded by rich
fishing grounds, and Norwegian and EEC trawlers penetrate as far as

oossible into the oack ice.

The image shows the northernmost shores of Spitzbergen, and the entrances
to 'Wijdefjorden' and 'Woodfjorden' fjords. A glacier runs down into the first
of these fjords.

The fjords themselves contain a considerable amount of glacier ice. In the

open sea, north of Spitzbergen, large floes of multi-year ice (3 to 5 years old)
are visible, with diameters of up to 10 km and thicknesses of up to 3.5 m.

lmage Parameters

Acquired at the ESA Network's
Salmijaervi Ground Station on 27 July

1991 at 11:50:31 UTC.

Processed with the Kiruna Fast-

Delivery SAR Processor,

Spatial resolution: 25 m.

Location of the image centre:
Latitude: B0.02oN

Longitude: .15.1soE.

The light-grey areas are mostly multi-year ice broken into'small'(10 to 50 m
diameter) pieces, and 'slush' ice. Shipping can easily penetrate these areas,
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The Frisian lslands, The Netherlands

This is the first ERS-1 image acquired at the ESA Network's Fucino (ltaly)

Ground Station during the night ot 27128 July 1991 aI 23.40 h. lt was taken

with the spacecraft's Synthetic Aperture Radar operating at C-band (5.3 GHz,

equivalent to 5.66 cm wavelength).

The scene covers an area of approximately 95 km x 95 km in the northwest
of The Netherlands, including the western Frisian lslands. The agricultural
regions of Friesland (bottom right) and the Wieringermeer polder (bottom left)

exhibit a regular pattern of agricultural fields. The radar has a clear sensitivity
to different crop types.

The towns appear in very bright tones. Leeuwarden can be seen on the
righfhand side of the rmage, at the confluence of various easily identiliable
roads and railways. The structures of the harbour of Den Helder can be seen

to the bottom left.

The most remarkable feature in this image, however, are the water patterns in

the North Sea (top) and in the ljsselmeer, which rs separated by a long dike
(the 'Afsluitdijk', bottom centre) from the Waddensee, whtch is the belt of

water between the mainland and the Frisian lslands.

Numerous ships are identifiable (isolated bright points), some producing
wakes that can be traced back for more than 20 km. Close examination of

the image shows that the vessels are sometimes displaced from their wakes,

due to a combination of the Doppler effect of the radar system and the ship's
molton.

The features apparent in the North Sea (at the top of image) are due mainly
to variations in the surface state of the water creating various kinds oJ suriace
roughness. When the watar surface is flat, it appears in the image in a very
dark tone. This is the case near the island of Texel (top left) and in the lakes

in the bottom part of the image. lf the water surface is choppy, it appears in
bright tones in the image.

Other notable features include waves breaking on beaches of the west coast
of North Holland (bright line, extreme bottom left corner of the tmage), and
the land-reclamation areas on the north coast of Friesland.

lmage Parameters

Acouired at the ESA Network's
Fucino Ground Station on 27 Julv
.1991 at 21.40 UfC.
Processed with the Verification Mode
Processor at ESA/Earthnet in Frascati
(ltaly).

Pixel size: 12.5 m.

Spatial resolution: 25 m.

Locatron of the image centre:
Latitude 53o15' N

Longitude 5o18'E.

ESA Point of Contact
Earthnet User Services
ESRIN
Via Galileo Galilei
00044 Frascati, ltaly

Tel. 39 6 94012181210
Telex 616468 EURIME I

Fax. 39 69426285
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In Brief

ESA Appoints Two New Directors

At its lVeeting on 27 June 1991. the

Council of the Agency, chaired by
Prof Francesco Carassa, unanimously
adopted a proposal by Mr Jean-Marie
Luton, ESA's Director General, to

appoint Mr Adalbert Plattenteich as the
Agency's new Director of Administration,
and Mr Felrx Garcia-Castarier as its new
Director of Operations

Mr Adalbert Plattenteich, who will take
up h s new duties on 1 December I991,
was born on 30 September 1934 After
obtaining his law degree at Munster
Unrvers'ty. he began his professional
career with the German Federal N/inistry

for Research and Technology in Bonn

From there he moved, in 1971, to the
Von Laue-Langevrn Institute in Grenoble.
France, to become its Director of Admin-
istratron, a post which he held until 1977

Fo,lowing a furtrer spetl at the Federal

Ministry for Research and Technology,
in 1979 he was elected Vice-President
of the Management Board of the
'Forschungszentrum Julich-KFA' near

Aacnen lGermany;. where he is currently
responsible for general administration,
finance, personnel, contracts, legal

affairs, internal audit, and public relations

Mr Plattenteich has also been a
member of the Council of JET (the

Joint European Torus) since 1980

Mr Felix Garcia-Castaner, who is to take
up his duties on 1 August 1991, is of
Spanlsh nationality, and was born on
28 December 1936 He is a Physical

Sciences graduate of the University of
Madrid After specialising in electronics
and control systems at the Philips
International Institute of Technology at
Eindhoven in The Netherlands, in 1962

he worked as a trainee at the European
Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN)

in Geneva, subsequently joining the
Spanish Nuclear Energy Commission
From 1966 to 1968 he worked in the
petrochemical industry

Hic naroor in tho cnano confnr l.raaen

with INTA in Madrid, where he

part,cipated in and later managed the
Apollo operations at the NASA/INTA
stations at Maspalomas (Canary lslands)

and in Madrid In 1975, he was

appointed Head of the Operations
Department at ESOC G

Mr. Plattenteich (left)

M r Garcia-Castaner (right)
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Meteosat-2 Completes
Ten Years in Orbit
Wednesday 19 June was the Tenth

Anniversary of the launch of lVleteosat-2,

the second in the ESA series of Euro-
pean meteorological satellites Originally
designed for a three-year lifetime in

space, Meteosaf2 is still producing
perfect imagery after more than three
times as many years in orbit

When it was launched in June 1981 by
an Ariane-1 launcher, Meteosat-2 was
eagerly awaited by Europe's meteor-

ologists, who had already been exploiting
the data products from the experrmental
Meteosat-1 , launched almost four years

earlier in November 1977 lt entered
service on 12 August that year and
served as the prrmary satellite for the
next seven years, until
11 August 1988, when lVeteosat-3 took its

place

During the last three years, three more
Meteosat satellites have been launched:

lVeteosat-3 in June 1988, Meteosat-4 in

March 1989 and lVeteosat-S in March
1991 The latter two were financed and
are owned by Eumetsat. the European
Meteorological Satellite Organisation set
up tor the commercial exploitation of
meteorological satell ites

The images transmitted to ground every
thirty minutes from the Meteosat series of
spacecraft have been used to derive a
set of 'meteorological products', such as
col-er rrfano-tamnara+t tra mnno nlnr rrJouo our rquu-LUr rrp9rcrurs tr tdPD, utuuu-

cover data, and many other specialised
products which are now fed routinely into
the European meteorological data
networks

lVeteosat-2 will be de-orbited in a few
weeks time to free its position in the
crowded geostationary orbit for another
spacecraft, thereby bringing to a close
the operational service of one of
Europe's longest living satellites to date G

Meteosat-2 ready for launch

SPC gives Go-Ahead
for Giotto Extended
Mission

At its meeting on 12 and 13 June, the
ESA Science Programme Committee
(SPC) approved the Director of Science's
recommendation to undertake the Giotto
Extended Mission (GEN/), by which the
Giotto spacecraft, which made a historic
flyby of Comet Halley in lVarch 1986,

will make an encounter with a second
Comet, Grigg Skjellerup, in July 1992

Launched on 2 July 1985 by an Ariane-1
vehicle from the Kourou Space Center, in
French Guiana, Giotto journied for eight
months to encounter Comet Halley and
photograph the famous comet nucleus,
The spacecraft survived and was put into
hibernatron two weeks after that
spectacular encounter.

Experts at ESA's European Space
Operations Center (ESOC) in Darmstadt.
Germany, reactivated the probe in March
1990, at which time it had been in

hibernation for four years and was a
hundred million kilometres from Earth

On 2 July 1990, the spacecralt passed

within 23 000 km of the Earth and the
first ever Earth-gravity-assist sent Giotto
speeding towards rts new targel. Comet
Grigg-Skjellerup

Activities for the GEM mission itself are
already underway (see paper in ESA

Journal 9112), and the next major mile-
stone will be a second reactivation in the
first week of May 1992, with a view to
encountering Comet Grigg-Skjellerup on
10 July 1992 at approximately 1500 h

GN/T

The time of the rendezvous can be
predicted with great accuracy because
ESOC has already put the spacecraft into
a very precise orbit in which, with no
additional orbit-correction manoeuvres,
it will pass within 15 000 km of Comet
Grigg Skjellerup's nucleus With a few

additlonal manoeuvres that are planned,

Giotto should pass within about 1O0O km

ERSC to Distribute
ERS-1 Data for ESA

ESA has selected the Eurimage/Radarsat
International/Spot lmage Consortium
(ERSC) as the commercial distributor for
ERS-I data Detailed negotiations are
currently under way between ESA's

representatives from Earthnet/ESRI N

(Frascati. l) and this Consortium, led by
Eurimage, and involving three of the
World's leaders rn the commercialisation
of remote-sensing satellite data

In particular, Eurimage intends to cover
the European market. Radarsat Inter-
national the North American market,
and Spot lmage the rest of the World

For users, the availability of ERS-1 radar
data from the same companies that are
operating in the optical satellite data
market will provide the advantage of
having a single supplier for both types
of data, and hence the possibility of
obtaining combined product solutions
to meet specialised needs G

Gof the comel
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ESA's ERS-1 Remote-
Sensing Satellite Safely
in Orbit

With a perfect launch aboard Ariane
flight V44 on the morning of Wednesday
17 July at 03:36:31 h European time,

ESA's remote-sensing satellite, ERS-1,

was successfully placed into a polar orbil
some 800 km above the Earth. The

orbit injection and separation from the

launcher were both achieved with verv
high accuracy

Telemetry data received at ESOC just

minutes after the launch showed the
satellite to be in good condition During

the first four orbits, a series of critical
manoeuvres were successfully com-
pleted, including the deployments of the

spacecraft's solar generator and various
antennas.

Under overall control from ESOC, seven
ground stations around the globe were
involved in the Launch and Early-Orbit
Phase (LEOP) activities With the satellite

safely in orbit and the LEOP tasks for
both the platform and its payload com-
pleted, orbit corrections were successfully
performed on 26 July to put the space-
craft into the so-called 'Venice orbit'
required for the main commissioning
phase (this orbit provides a three-day
repeat cycle passing over the city of
Venice in ltaly for payload calibration
purposes).

The Active Microwave Instrumentation
(AMl), the Radar Altimeter (RA) and

the Along-Track Scanning Radiometer
(ATSR) have now been switched on and
tested in all operational modes Large
data sets have already been collected
and are being processed at the ESA

stations at Kiruna in Sweden and Fucino

in ltaly.

Preliminary analysis of these data
indicates that the radar altimeter is

performing well over both ocean and
ice surfaces and that the information on

wind fields at the ocean surface derived
from the scatterometer measurements
is of good quality, even though in-flight

calibration of these instruments has not

yet started These instruments are

operated continuously and the data
recorded onboard ERS-1 , to give

worldwide coverage. The onboard tape
recorders have also been checked and
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are functioning correctly The excellent
performance of all of the instruments at

such an early stage provides great confi-
dence for the routine ooerations to follow,

Extensive acquisition of data by the

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is

olanned over Northern and Southern
Europe, the Arctic, the Mediterranean
and parts of Africa, These operations
will be extended progressively to non-

European stations, in North and South

America, Australia, Asia, etc.

The first SAR images over Spitsbergen
(Norway) and the Frisian lslands (The

Netherlands) - reoroduced in the
'Focus Earth' feature in this issue of the

Bulletin - were officially released by

ESA on 6 August Sample products from

Launch of ERS-1

the other ERS-1 instruments will be

released in the coming weeks

ERS-1 , which is an advanced-concept
satellite for scientifrc research and

application demonstration, has been
developed by a Europe-wide industrial
consortium led by Dornier/Deutsche
Aerospace (D) under contract to ESA

The ERS mission is expected to make a

significant contribution to research into

the climate and the Earth's

environment G
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Ulysses Sets Course for
Jupiter Flyby
On Monday 8 July, two small thrusters
on ESA's Ulysses spacecraft were fired
to set the spacecraft on its final course
for a rendezvous in early February 1992
with Jupiter The Jupiter flyby will swing
Ulysses into its final orbit, which will ulti-

mately carry it over both poles of the Sun.

The trajectory-correction manoeuvre,
conducted by ESA s controllers at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
USA, was the last change to the space-
craft's flight path before Ulysses
completes its 775 million km journey to
Jupiter. Designed to alter the space-
craft's velocity by about 0 29 m/s, the
correction will trim approximately 2 mrn

off Ulysses' arrival time at Jupiter,

Ulysses is presently travelling in the
ecliptic plane (the plane in which the
planets of the Solar System orbit) at a
heliocentric velocity of approximately
68 000 km/h. The spacecraft is slowing
as it nears Jupiter, but is still closing on
the planet at a speed of slightly more
than one million kilometres per day

During its approach, Ulysses will fly

through the late-morning region of
Jupiter's magnetosphere at about 30oN
latitude. The closest approach to within
449 000 km (6 3 Jupiter radii) of the
centre of the planet will occur on
Saturday, B February 1 992 The space-
craft will then exit the magnetosphere on
the previously unexplored evening side
of the planet, at high southern latitudes,

having spent more than a week in

Jupiter's magnetosphere

The momentum gained from the
gravitational pull of Jupiter during the

encounter will swing Ulysses out of the
ecliptic plane and onto a trajectory
leading first over the Sun's southern
pole In June 1994, the spacecraft will
reach 70oS solar latitude and begin its
primary mission of exploring the polar
regions of the Sun lt will pass over the
Sun's northern pole the following year

The first scientific results acquired
from the Ulysses mission are reported
in the article by R G Marsden and
K -P Wenzel elsewhere in this issue. G

EUROAVIA Design
Workshop 1991

EUROAVIA. the Eurooean Association
of Students of Aeronautics and Astron-

autics, and Dornier, with support from
ESA/ESTEC, Fokker Kayser-Threde,
Universitat Kiel, lmperial College London,
LEGO and DARA, organised a Design
Workshop in Friedrichshafen (D) from
8 to 19 April with the 'Ulysses Reference
Mission' as its theme

The idea of giving students the oppor-
tunity to work first-hand on a configura-
tion study for a 'real' space mission was
first conceived by EUROAVIA members
in late 1989. Details of the event were

distributed in December 1990 to 20 local
EUROAVIA groups, 40 universities and
colleges, and 20 space personalities
working in education, information

services. etc., thereby addressing
students in 15 Eurooean countries

Interested students were asked to write
a paper (max 10 pages) on a subject
of their choice related in some wav to

space activities. A total of 57 responses
were received from .13 countries, 48

of which proved to be valid entries for
the contest The respondents included
not only aerospace, but also physics.

astronomy, electrical and mechanical
engineering. and chemistry students

The Workshop itself was organised
around a schedule allocating a total
of 73 hours to study of the so-called
'Ulysses Reference lVlission' Working-
group sessions were interspersed with
plenary sessions to give all participants
a general overview of the prolect In

parallel, one representative from each
working group took part in an 'integration

session', where the latest results were

exchanged and the study objectives of
the groups coordinated.

During the two weeks, a Preliminary,

a Critical, and a Final Design Review
were also held to assess the results

of the design efforts Experienced
specialists were on hand during these
sessions to provide both comment
and council

In the course of the 10 days, the
22 students chosen to participate
succeeded in establishing a detailed
baseline for the Ulysses Reference
Mission

At its meeting in Heidelberg on 30 April,
the Ulysses Science Working Team

received a report on the Ulysses Ref-

erence lVission activities. lt expressed
its scientific interest and supports the
request to implement such a mission
in time to serve as a reference for the
solar-polar passages of Ulysses,

Further information on the Ulysses
Reference Mission can be found in the
Workshop Proceedings, which can be
obtained from:

Cristian Bank

c/o EUROAVIA
Pfaffenwaldring 27

W-7000 Stuttgart BO, Germany
Iel : +49-711-58 34 10

Fax +49-711-685 3706 G
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ESA Telescience
Experimenter Facility
for Sounding Rockets
Tested for the First
Time
On the basis of the successful ESA

lelcsciencc cxneriments condUC[ed On

the Texus-23 and -26 sound ng rocket

flights ESTEC placed a contract with

Techno System (l) (with subcontractors
Mars Center, and IVBB ERNO) to
.lo\/AIAn a nanorrl_nr trnn^^ T^ ^.^i^h^^usvs up o Vu rurur l.Jur|.]UDg lY YbulEl luE

Experimenter Facilty' to be offered to

the nternational community of sounding-
rocket users interested in nteractive

exper mentation lt consists of a User

ControL Room, easi y transportable within
F rrnno nnnnaetod rrie a dinit:l q:tollto

link to the sounding rocket ground

system at Esrange n Kiruna, Sweden

On B May, durrng the Maxus-l Sprng'91
rochet campa gn. the ti'st ir-tlight opera-
tional test oI Lne Ielescerce Exper
menter Facility took place to prove both

the technological and scientrfic validity

o[ rhe systen the oayload selected for

verty ng the syste'n conceot was a 'luid-

sc ences experiment des gned to study
the onset of Marangoni osci latons in a
cilnnno-ni lnr rirl hridna

The User Contro Room was trans
ported to the Principa Investgator's (Pl)

p'emises at tre Nlars Center in \aples
From here tbe Pl could conduct his

exper ment by sending on-l ne

co.nrnands and by recerving ive video
ninl rreq and, rca -trmtr rlata I.Om the

rocket for both qua itative and quant-

itative measurements In add tion. he had

access Io tools for experrmert sirL atron.
-l-+a anrl ,, z-{^n ntnrraa and nnqr f linhtudld dr ru v uYv 5rurdgu. ur ru pvr. ilrvr il

experiment playback and data
analysrs

ESA s O yrpus sate I te (4112 Gez
payload; was useo lor the d'g -al nk

prov ding a 2 Mb t/s mu t p exed video/
^ ,^ ^/i^+^ ^ ^^^l ^ h^+LaJU'O:Ua.a Sgrar |l uu,I o'ecllons
hp'\^/opn lrp qm:ll nnrt:ble Satel ite

ground staton at the User Control Room

and the ore availao e n Ki'una

Although the Maxus-l rocket fa led to
reach its nomina maxmum alttude of

B0O km, (th s was a proving flight) the

Telesc ence Expe' .nenter Faci ity proved

to be fully functionai and the tele-

commands, telemetry and experiment
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User control raom at Mars Centre, Naltles

v deo were success'ully t'ansmr[ted.
and 'eceived at the Use'Cont'ol Room

Selecrion o' further telescience expe'i-
ments on the basis of expertment
p'oposals to oe sub'n fed to fSA by Pls

nterested in rhe telesc ence application
lechnique and co'rseq-ert participation
rn 'rl-'e lau'ch ca'npaigns s currertly
being organ sed

Fr '.thpr nnor:-inral rr-r isaLion of the

Te esc ence f xperi'nente" Fac lrtv is now
heino n:nned haspo on a decision Lo

re lly rhe lVaxus-1 roc(et next soring. as

wel as participaLion n a Texrs sounding-
.nekpl r:2mn2 or thiq 2rtJm1

A Guerrazz ESTEC G
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Meteosat-3 Observes
Solar Eclipse
On 11 July, the European meteorological
satellite lVeteosat-3 was ideally positioned

(at about 46'W) to observe the total

eclipse of the Sun by the Moon over the

Central and South American region For

a period of 3 h, Meteosat scanned the

Earth at 15 min intervals over the region

affected by the eclipse (in contrast to its

normal operation, where images of

the full Earth's disc are taken every 30

mrn).

The shadow of the Moon on the Earth,

and its motion with time, were clearly

visible in the series of images acquired
Close inspection reveals the umbra (total

eclipse) and penumbra (partial eclipse)

regions on the Earth's surface

The images were processed at ESOC in

Darmstadt (D). where engineers are in

the process of repositioning Meteosat-3

at 50oW, from where it will support
global weather observation of the
Western Atlantic and the Americas

Launched in June 1988, Meteosat-3 is

operated by ESA on behalf of Eumetsat,

the European organisation for the

exploitation of meteorological satellites 6

ttJ
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Space Network
lnteroperability
Recommendations
Endorsed

ESA NASA and NASDA (Japan) are all
planning advanced data-relay satellite
systems to connect low-orbiting space-
craft via geostationary satellites to Earth
terminals in their own regions Since
1987 the thrcc:nonnieS have been
discuss ng the possibility of inter-
operability between the three data-relay
satellite systems, through regular
meetings of the Space Networks
Interoperability Panel (SNIP) Such
interoperability would permit a variety
of cross-support services. such as

emergency support in the case of failure
of a data-relay satellite. zone-ot-exclusion
coverage behind the Earth, where each
data-relay system has a different blind
spot, interchange of data without
expensive trans-oceanic data links,
and flexible support of inter-Agency
cooperative missions

The first key to interoperability is the use
of the s:mc lrpnrrennv bandS FrOm the
beginning, all three Agencies have been
planning to use the 2025-2 11 GHz
and 2 2-2 29 GNz frequency bands
(so-called 'S-band') for the Inter-Orbit
Links (lOLs) between data-relay satellites
and low-orbiting spacecraft, and detailed
agreements on how these bands would
be used for interoperability have been
drawn up by SNIP and its Working
Group However although these
frequency bands are easy to use,

they offer only limited capacity and
competition for their use by terrestrial
fixed-link and mobile radio services
poses a continued threat to their use for
space services and a constant risk of
interference

ESA has therefore pioneered the use of
the 23 15 to 23 55 GHz and 25 25Io
27 5 GHz frequency bands ( Ka-oand )

for lOLs (see ESA Bulletin No 51,
August 1987), which offer the wide
bandwidths required for multi-experiment
platforms, Space Stations and advanced
Earth-observation imaging systems into
the 21st Century In late 1989, first
NASDA announced their intention to
change earlier plans to use the 23 15 to
23 55 GHz and 32 to 33 GHz bands
and to come into line with ESA for the
Japanese Data Relay and Tracking
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The signing ceremony.
Seated, from left to right, S Yamada
(NASDA), K.G Lenhart (ESA) and
D Fahnestock (NASA)

Satellite (DRTS) and its experimental
pre-cursor CON/ETS, and then NASA
selected the same 23 15-23 55 GHz
and 25 25 27 5 GNz bands for its
Advanced Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (ATDRSS) This opened
up a new opportunity for 'Ka-band'

interoperability, which SNIP has been
quick to recognise and to explore

The first result has been a set of SNIP
Ka-band Interoperability Recommenda-
tions, which were drawn up and signed
at the recent SNIP lVeeting at NASDA's
Headquarters in Tokyo on 2 May 1991

(see photo)

Tha Sl\llP n2rtnara ara alraadtr rlicnr rc-

sing specific programmes of tests to
prepare for interoperability Later this
year, the prototype ESA Dual-Standard
Transponder will be taken to Goddard
Space Flight Centre in Greenbelt (USA)

There it will undergo a comprehensive
series of compatibility tests against NASA
equipment, culminating in a live test over
an operational Tracking and Data Reray

Satellite NASDA have asked for similar
tesls to be pertormed in Tsukuba. Japan

Inauguration of Earth-
Observation Facilities
in Kenya

On 12 July in Nairobi (Kenya) ESA

and the Regronal Centre for Services
in Surveying, lVapping and Remote
Sensing, which covers the countries of
Eastern and Southern Africa, inaugurated
a work-station-based installation for the
processing and analysis of data from
earth-observation satellites This statlon
will be able [o undertake local proces-
sing of data from the American Tiros
and European ERS-1 satellites, and will
permit the exchange of information
in a standardised format with ESA's
Earthnet facility located at ESRIN, in

Frascati, ltaly

This cooperation between the Kenyan
Regional Centre and ESA started several
years ago with the organisation of
training courses in Nairobi for the benefit
of users of remote-sensing data in Eastern
and Southern Africa Specialists from the
Centre will now also be trained at ESRIN

The value of ESA's contribution,
including equipment, installation costs
and the training to be provided, is

approximately 500 000 ECUs

The direct availability of the ERS-I data
to the Eastern and Southern African
countries should make a significant
contribution to environmental research
in the region G

GS Dinwiddy
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Hubble Space
Telescope Finds
Massive Stars in
Globular Cluster

H'ah-.esolr.lion onservations of t1e Core' "v'
nf rha n ^1,\' 'l^' ^l ,^+^r la T,,^-^^^ *^:^ur Lr rc I uuur4r utu-lEr a / | uudt toE, I touu

with the Agency s Fainr Oblecr Carrera
(FOC) on board the Hubble Space
Teleqcone tHSTI nrnvide rew eviderCe
tF ri cirrn i-l^ n16 a2nt trA oaanll ldl Dtqr - llloy UU, IUU dl ru uopruru uou I

o'hc.:nd n:in: norni lease of lte in

the process The FOC observat ons
reveal a surpris ngly high concentration
o' a uniqre class of srars called olue
stragglers , which may evolve from
old age bac< ro a notter and brrghter
'youth' These stars may also play a
crtical role in the dynamrc evo uton of
the c uster's core

Globular c usters are 'beehive swarm'
:onlomor:linne n[ scvcrgl hUndfed
thousand stars each, and are among
the earliest inhabrants of our lVil<y Way

Galaxy They formed in the vast halo of
our Ga axy before it flattened to form a
parcake-shaped spira disc Star for.na-
tion essertiarly stoppeo in g obular
clusters 15 bill on years ago, and
astronorers JSe tie cluster ages as

a benchmark for estimating the age of
the Universe

The r nre nf the nlnht tlar ClUSler
47 Tucanae as tmaged by ESA s Fatnt
Object Camera (right) and a ground-
haqcrl imaoe n[ thc <arqg cluster tahen
tn blue lrght with a 2 2 m telescope in
Chile (Courtesy of ESO)

the FOC reso/ves several hundred stars
where ground-based rmages yield only a

few dozen

I llilqrnn HST q h nh-"ocnlU{ign 2nl
ultravioleL sensitiv ty to probe rhe dense
centre of the cluster, two ESA Astron-

omers, G N/eylan and F Paresce,

M Shara, and the FOC team at the
Sn:no Teloqr:nno Snron4g InSttUte in

Baltimore have resolved 21 blue
stragglers 'fhe 47 Tucanae blue
stragglers are extraordinari y centrally
concentrated, supportive of the view
that they are the prodrct o' collis ons.
mergers or close encounters among
stars . says Dr Paresce This surp.ising
resulI explains why blue stragglers had.
rrn in nA\^, o rrr]or] 

^oto1fj91 
With inStf Uuv rv | ,vvv.

rrents that do not have tle reqlired high

spatial resoruLion to resoive the dense
core of 47 Ttcanae' G

ESA/NASDA Earth-
Observation Agreement
Signed

A Cooperation Agreement between
the ESA and the Natona Space
Development Agency of Japan (NASDA)

was signed on Tlursday 20 June in tne
ESA Pavilion at the Paris Air Show, by
Mr Jean-Marie Luton, ESA's Director
General, and Mr l\,4asato Yamano,
President of NASDA

This Agreement deals primari y wth
mutual access to data from two Earth-
observation satellites, ESA's ERS 1,

launched on 17 Juy, and Japan's
JERS 1, to be launched in early 1992

n ^^"+i^, ,l^. t^^+ ,"^ ^+ +Ai^ n ^"^^-^^+n P4r UUUt4r rgdtutE ut l, il) ngtuut tut tt

is that it is based on the principle of
reciprocity, erabling the Signator es to
have direct access to data from both
satellites via the ESA and Japanese
ground-station networks G

ttJ
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ESA's Exhibition at the
Paris Air Show

At this year s Le Bou'get Air Show.

in Paris, from 13 to 23 June, ESA

endeavoured to bring both the specialists
and the general public up to date on

its main programmes. in a presentation

broadly divided nto three the'nes: Space
Research, Present and Future; Earth

Observation; Space Transportation; and
the European In-orbit Infrastructure

In addition to a wide variety of 1:4 scale

spacecraft models, visitors to the ESA

Pavilion were able to see:

A full-scale model of lSO, the Infrared
Sn:r:p Ohqcrvetnrv SCheduled tofvulv, l,

launch in 1993

- A full-scale mooet of ERS-1, the tirst

European Rernote-Sensing Satellite.

launched on 17 July

- Full-scale models o[ Hermes and

Columbus. key elements o[ Europe s

future In-Orbit Infrastructure, in

docked configuration

The new Ar ane-S heavy- ift vehicle was
the subject o[ an nteractive exhibit.

which allowed visitors to browse through
^ ^^"i^^ ^+ li^^l^,,^ ^{ +La seres or orsprays or tne valous
missions that will be performed by the

new launcner

ESA's telecommunications programmes
\^icre rcnrcqtrnterl hv nr laftef-Soale TOCk-

rps of the Artemis and DRS salellites.

due to be launched in 1994 and 1996,

respecuvery

Fnr ior rrnalisls lhcre urag a chance to
discuss European space activities with

ESA's Director General, Jean-Marie
Luton, at a Press Breakfast on Monday
17 June G

1 Signature of the Cooperatton Agreement
between ESA and NASDA at the Paris Arr
show Seafed Mr J-M Luton, ESA's Director
General (left), and Mr M Yamano, Presrdent of
A/ASDA Slandtng extreme left, Mr K-E Reuter,
ESA s Head of Cabtnet

2,3,4,5 The ESA Pavilion
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in brief

6 President Frangots Mitterrand visiting the
ESA Pavihon accompanted by Mr Paul Quiles,
France's Mtnister for Posfs, Telecommunica-
finng anrl ,gnerp te1ntrct and Mr Jean-Marrc
Lufon, ESA s Drrectar General (left)

7,8 The Press Breaklast, hosted by J-M
Luton, shown here with (from left to rtght) ESA
f)treet'nrq F Fnoqttnm .l FeUStel-BUeChl and
P Goldsmith. tespondtng to questrcns from
the asse m b led jou r n alists
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Soho/Cluster Contract
Signed
At ESA Headquarters in Paris on
11 July. the signing took place of the
contract between the Agency and
European Industry for the main devel-
opment phase for the Soho/Cluster
scientific satellites

Present for the occasion were, from
left to right Mr G Estibal of Matra (F);

Prof R, Bonnet, ESA's Director of
Scientific Programmes; Mr J -M Luton,
ESA's Director General; and Messrs
M Kubler and M Hollstein of Dornier
in Friedrichshafen (D) G

ESA at Satelcomm '91
In response to developments in Central
and Eastern Europe, ESA. the European
Telecommunications Sateilite Organis-
ation (Eutelsat) and the European
Broadcasting Union (EBU) took the
initiative of organising an International
Conference and Industrial Exhibition on
space communications in Bucharest,
Rumania, Irom 24 to 28 April This
event, called 'Satelcomm '91', was
organised in cooperation with the
Rumanian lVinistry of Communications
and focussed on services and tech-
nology directly or indirectly related to
space communtcattons

The primary objectives of the Conference
and Exhibition were:

- to inform and demonstrate to possible
user organisations and industries in

Eastern Europe the potential of

Western European systems and
technology;

- to provide information on legal,
institutional and regulatory aspects
annlir:ahlc to the nrnvision of satelljte
communications within Europe;

- 
ln idonii{rr cnoni{in raar ro^rriromanlc

for services, technology, support and
applications which could be met by
\A/oqtorn Fr rrnnaan ta, .-cnnorogy;

- to provide an opportunity for users
from East and West to explore the
potential for joint production and
OUSINESS VENIUTES.

The Conference served as a meeting-
place for speakers and participants from
all over Europe, and exhibitors were on
hand to demonstrate their products,
systems and services Eutelsat and ESA

also provided live demonstrations of
telecommunications via satellite G

ELA-1 Launch Pad
Dismantled
On 20 June, the servicing tower of
Europe's first launch pad for Ariane
vehicles was dismantled at the Centre
Spatial Guyanais (CSG) in Kourou,
French Guiana Known as the 'Ensemble

de Lancement Ariane No1'(ELAI), it

was used for twentyJive launches over
a ten-year period, including the very first
Ariane launch on Christmas Eve 1979

In all, eleven Ariane-1 , five Ariane-2
and nine Ariane-3 vehicles have been
launched from ELA-1 , which has effec-
tively been mothballed since the summer
of 1989 when it was used to launch
Olympus-1 with the last Ariane-3 vehicle

Operations in Kourou are now centred on
the fourth version of the Ariane vehicle,
Ariane-4, which is currently the World's
most successful commercial satellite
launcher. Because Ariane-4 is taller and
has more ccmplex electronic ground
systems than its predecessors, it was not
possible to adapt the ELA-1 pad for its

launching The Ariane-4's now use a
second launch pad known as ELA-2,
which allows preparations and launch
operations to be carried out simultan-
eously in two separate areas, thereby
permitting ten launches per year to be
handled comfortably using the one pad

Since ELA-1 has therefore seen its last
launch, engineers at CSG have begun
the complex process of dismantling the
pad All the electrical equipment and
salvageable building materials will

eventually be shipped back to Europe.
On 20 June, the most impressive element
of ELA 1 the 70 m launch tower, was
lowered to the ground G

Photo: J Den mal for ESA
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Investigation Started
into Olympus Satellite
Anomaly
The Agency has started an investigation
into the origins of the loss, on 29 May, of
attitude and orbit control aboard its large
Olympus communications satellite. ln
parallel, ESA has succeeded in acquiring
additional evidence on the status of the
spacecraft, thereby improving the
chances for eventually recovering the
mission All services were interrupted as
a result of the loss of control, with the
satellite rotating once every 90 s, drifting
eastwards at 5" per day.

The Enquiry Board set up to investigate
the events of 29 May met for the first

time on 11 June, under the chairmanship
of Prof Massimo Trella, ESA s Inspector
General lt reviewed in detail the events
that took place immediately before and
after the loss of satellite control

For reasons that are still unclear and
which are currently the subject of a
technical investigation, the satellite

ceased to ooint towards the Earth at
03 21 h GIVT and went into so-called
' Emergency Sun-Acquisition Mode',
which is an automatic onboard safety
procedure that is activated whenever the
satellite loses its Earth-pointing reference
signal. In recovering from the emergency
to the normal mode, commands were
sent to the satellite that did not conform
to standard procedures. lt appears that

modifications to those procedures had

been introduced in an attempt to have

the satellite back in normal mode by
09 00 h EST for the start of broadcasting
operations, but instead a sequence of
events was initiated that eventually led to
the loss of control Another contributing
factor. however, was the technical status
of the satellite: one of its solar arrays had
been inactive since January, and had
the solar generator been fully operational
the spacecraft would probably have
recovered on its own

The highly successful efforts of the
Olympus Mission Recovery Team, set up
on 3 June to lead activities designed to
rescue the mission, are reported upon in

an accompanying news item. G

Olympus Recovery
Operations Progressing
Well A World First
for ESA and BAe

Following the sudden loss of attitude
and orbit control of the Olympus
communrcations satellite on 29 May,
a team of ESA and British Aerospace
(BAe) specialists, led by the Chief of
Operations at ESOC in Darmstadt (D),

has successfully recovered the space-
craft. BAe, which led the Industrial
Consortium that developed Olympus,
has provided engineering and planning
expertise in support of this endeavour,
The team, consisting of engineers from a

variety of disciplines, has been hard at
work since early June in planning and
executing a very complex recovery plan

When Olympus went out of control at the
end of May, it entered a tumbling mode,
eventually rolling about one axis The
spacecraft's power-supply system could
neither maintain battery charging in this
mode nor provide sufficient power to
the onboard heaters for thermal control,
because the solar arrays were then
pointing away from the Sun As a result,
no telecommands could be executed
onboard and spacecraft temperatures
plunged to between -50 and -60oC,
resulting in the fuel, oxidiser and
batteries on board being frozen

Thruster firings caused by autonomous
system operations at the trme of the
anomaly had forced Olympus out of
geostationary orbit and it was drifting
eastwards at 5o per day, thereby moving

out of range of the Fucino (ltaly) tracking
station.

The Olympus lVission Recovery Team
(MRT) established on 3 June 1991 was
charged by ESA's Director General with
attempting recovery of the mission using
all possible means Additional tracking
stations were brought in for support (with

the cooperation of NASA and CNES),
ESOC's Operations Control Centre (OCC)

facilities were expanded, and a very
detailed recovery plan was prepared.

In the course of June and July, several
thousand telecommands were trans-
mitted to the satellite from ESOC via

tracking stations at Perth in Australia,

Goldstone in California, Kourou in French

Guiana, and Villafranca in Spain

On 19 June. the spacecraft accepted
and executed a series of commands for
the first time since the end of May. The
illumination angle of the solar panel had
improved in the meantime and sufficient
power had thereby become available for
limited operations In the first instance,
the spacecraft was put into a safe state
and all subsystems not essential for the
recovery were switched off. There was
then sufficient power to partially charge
the nickel-hydrogen battery on board.

Using this power, on 1 July the solar
array was successfully rotated to face
the Sun more, allowing a fully regulated
power supply of 50 V to be maintained
and providing for continuous telemetry
This in turn made it possible to charge
Olympus' nickel-hydrogen battery fully on
2 July, and its nickel-cadmium battery by

B July All battery-management and
protection devices could then be
enabled,

Operations continued to optimise solar-
array pointing at regular intervals, and
the gradual process of warming up the
spacecraft was begun, in order to thaw
the propulsion system, with a view to per-

mitting thruster firings, regaining attitude
control and stopping the easterly drift

Thawing out of the propulsion system
was completed somewhat earlier than
expected, on 24 July, and heating was
then maintained at a level sufficient to
keep all elements of the system at
operational temperatures. Tank pressures
were re-established at their correct levels.
While awaiting completion of this step,
various equipment checks were made,
including running up of the gyroscopes,
the performance of which was still found
to be nominal.

It was decided to allow the satellite to
'settle' thermally for a few days after
thawing out the propulsion system,
before attempting recovery, and during
this period some thruster test firings were
made On 26 July, the spin period of the
satellite was increased from 100 s to
104 s, confirming that the thrusters were
indeed operational and could be used
for the later Sun-acquisition manoeuvre

Despinning of the satellite was started at
11 52h local time on 29 July and was
accomplished in two stages down to
2" per sec by 1227 h local time By
13.15 h local time, Sun-pointing mode
was confirmed, with the spacecraft's
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north solar array oriented normal to the
Sun direction

After a further waiting period during
which procedures were confirmed and
tests with reaction wheels and other
equipment made, Earth acquisitron was

finally achieved at about 1700 h local

time on 31 July

At 07.11 h local time on 2 August,

the first station-acquisition burn was

performed, slowing the spacecraft's
orbital drift rate to about 2" per day

Further burns will be performed in the

coming days and the target date for
Olympus to be back on station is

currently 13 August

A review of the re-commissioning plan

will take place at ESTEC on 7 August
1991 . and recommissioning tests are

expected to start immediately thereafter.

An Operational-Readiness Review will

Members of the Olympus Mtssion Recovery
Team at ESOC on 1 August, with Mr J.-M
Luton, ESA's Dtrector General, Mr K Heftman,
outgoing Dtrector of Operations, and
Mr F. Garcia-Castaner, hr's successor

be held on 4 September 1991 but, with
certain operational procedures still to be

verified, service to the users is unlikely to
be resumed before October.

In recovering the Olympus spacecraft,
the joint ESA-BAe Mission Recovery

Team has conducted a series of oper-
ations never (to the Agency's knowledge)
accomplished previously for a space
mission On the 30 May there was no

usable telemetry from Olympus, no

telecommand capability, only marginal
intermittent power, onboard systems and
subsystems were frozen, and the satellite

was drifting quickly away from Europe.

The recovery operations described,
which took place over a period of

60 days as Olympus drifted eastward

over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans,

have brought what was to all intents and
purposes a dead satellite back to life. G

ESA Participates in the
' Microcosm Exhibition'
At CERN
A special exhibition devoted to the

Agency's Scientific Programmes was

inaugurated at CERN, the European
Centre for Nuclear Research. near
Geneva, on 8 July. The exhibit forms
oart of CERN's oermanent 'Microcosm

Exhibition', which has been widely-
acclaimed for its easily comprehensible
presentations of scientific projects

ESA's Exhibition at CERN has three
main themes - Astronomy and
Astrophysics; Solar-System Exploration;
and the Agency s Programmes in

general Most current ESA scientific
missions are on display, with special
exhibits covering the Giotto. Ulysses,
ISO and Soho/Cluster spacecraft

The exhibition also includes videos, olus
a large number of display panels, in both
French and English, which describe the
Agency's Scientific Programmes in detail

These panels have been desrgned to

stimulate the imaginations of all those
who wish to learn more about our
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Universe The videos cover both the

work of ESA as a whole and, more
particularly, the pioneering missions

of the Giotto and Ulysses spacecralt.

The Exhibition was inaugurated on B July
in the presence of Prof Roger Bonnet.

ESA's Director of Scientific Programmes,
and Dr Pierre Darriulat, Director of
Research at CERN The ceremony was
attended by numerous eminent scientists

from both organisations

Prof Bonnet subsequently gave a

special seminar in the main Auditorium
at CERN, entitled 'Space Science in
Europe', which was attended by many
of CERN s staff and visiting scientists

The ESA Exhibition was opened to
the public on 9 July and will remain

at CERN until the spring of next year
The Exhibition is open every day except
Sunday, from 09,00 h to 17 O0 h G
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Programmes under Development and Operations /
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation
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Hipparcos
C'est /e 8 aolt que le satellite Hipparcos
f)tera son deuxidme anniversaire en

orbite. Pendant plus de 18 mois, il aura
fait une abondante molsson de donndes
scientifiques de haute qualit1 sur /es

oosifions. mouvements et drslances
stellaires. Le fonctionnement d' Hipparcos
continue d'€tre assez satr.sfaisant. Des

anomalies techniques relativement
mineures ont 6td enregistrdes mais, en

mettant en oeuvre des unitds
redondantes et des procddures de
secours. on a Du r6duire au minimum
/es pertes de temps d'observation et
Ieur incidence sur /es perspeclives d

long terme de la mission

La perte de l'un des deux gyromdtres

fournissant des informations sur

|orientation de I'axe de rotation
d'Hipparcos est /e p/us grave des
probldmes rencontr1s jusqu' ici. Les

op6rations se poursuivent avec I'unitd
redondante et l'on a pu mettre au point
une solution de remplacement en

apportant des modifications assez

considdrables aux logiciels embarqu1s el
logiciels au sol de manidre d remplacer
/es signaux du gyromdtre par des
donndes d6riv6es de moddles des
couples perturbateurs et des poussdes

des propulseurs

Les activitds de traitement des donndes
commencent d fournir des rdsu/tats

subsfancre/s: les deux pincipales
6quipes de r5duction des donndes sont
toutes deux parvenues d une premidre

solution de la sphdre conduisant aux
premidres positions et parallaxes

ste//aires de Ia mission Leurs rdsultats

concordent dans une large mesure, ce
qui laisse bien prdsager de la qualit1
du r6sultat final de la mission A l'issue
d'une phase de validation approfondie
du traitement des donndes, ces deux
groupes ainsi que le consortium
d'analyse des donndes Tycho viennent
d'engager leurs activitds systdmatiques
de rdduction de toute la oamme des
donndes de la mission.

Soho
La phase-B de Soho dont Matra est le

contractant principal s'esf d6roul6e sans
probldme particulier; e//e s'esf achev1e
par une revue de conception sysldme
(SDF,) et par une SDB mrssion qui se
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sonf tenues d la mLavril et d la mi-mai
1991, respectivement. Ces deux revues

ont donnd des r6su/tats poslllfs de m)me
que l'6valuation de la proposition de
phase-C/D, ce qui a permis de tenir
chez Matra, le 16 mai, la r1union de
d6marrage de la phase-C/D du projet.

Il s'est avdr6 que parvenir d la propret1

ndcessalre et rcspecter les calendilers
des exp6riences constituaient deux ddfis

majeurs. La criticit6 du mdcanisme de
pointage d'antenne (APM) de la mission

a 1galement susclt6 de graves

inqui6tudes et une base de rdfdrence
modifi5e a 6t6 adoptde pour la phase-

C/D. Cette solution, cr1dible du point de
vue du calendiler de ddveloppement,
pr6sente en outre des avanlages
tech n iq u es consid6 rables.

Les impdratifs techniques continuent
d'6tre 1purds et les bilans de masse, de
pulssance el des aufres caractdristiques
ont fait |objet d'une analyse minutieuse
de manidre d ce que I'on dispose de
marges suffisantes pour engager la
phase suivante L'ESA, les chercheurs
principaux et les industriels accordent une

attention particulidre au ddpoussi1rage et
d la propret6 chimique du fait de
I'incidence critique de ces facteurs sur le
fonctionnement de la charge utile.

Actuellement, /'essentie/ des travaux

consiste d d6terminer sl /es lnsta//aflons

ndcessalres seront dlsponibles chez
Matra et Marconi et, d un stade ult1rieur,

sur /e slte de lancemenf

La coopdration ESA/NASA se d1roule
sans probldme particulier. En prdparation

de la revue de conception de la mr.sslon,

une revue des imp6ratifs du secteur so/

a 6t6 conduite au Goddard Space Flight
Center de la NASA, le 1 mai. Elle a
donn6 de bons rlsultats. La r1union
de d6marrage lanceur avec General
Dynamics et la NASA/Lewis (qui
approvisionne I'Atlas llAS de General
Dynamics) se tiendra d la mi-juin.

Les revues de conception critiques
portant sur |enregbtreur (Odetics, USA)
et I'amplificateur haute puissance (Cubic,

USA) ont 6t6 mendes d bien en avril
avec le soutien de /a NASA et des
reprdsentants Soho et Cluster de I'ESA
et de I'industrie.

Les travaux de ddveloppement de la
charge utile de Soho se poursuivent

comme prdvu, toutes les exp1riences

6tant maintenant engagdes dans la
phase d'ing5nierie finale bien qu'd des
degr1s divers. On drspose dejd de
moddles structurels de haute fiddlitd de
certaines exp1riences qui en sont d un

stade avanc5 de ddveloppement.

Cluster
La phase-B prolongde de C/usfer s'est
achev6e d la mi-avril d I'issue de la

revue de conception systdme de /a

mssion. Cette revue, pr6sidde

conjointement par le Directeur des
programmes scientifiques de l' Agence
et son inspecteur g6n6ral a permis

I'examen de la mission de bout en bout,
qui comprend le vehicule spatial, le
vdhicule de lancement, la charge utile et
le secteur so/. Les recommandations de
la Commission de revue seront int6gr6es
d la base de rdfdrence du oroiet.

Les activlt6s industridles de phase-C/D

ont commencd d la suite de la rdunion
de d1marrage officielle tenue it la m|avril
avec le contractant principal, Dornier.

A sa r6union de juin, le Comit6 du
Programme scientifique a approuv6 le
ddmarrage de la phase-C/D de Cluster
et de Soho, d titre de premidre 'pierre

angulaire' du Programme Horizon 2000
de I'Agence spatiale europdenne.

Dans I'industrie, les activit1s se sont
ax6es sur la consolidation du concept
technique de rdf1rence en vue du
ddmarrage de Ia phase-C/D Des travaux
de conceotion oortant sur /es sous-
sysfdmes du vdhicule spatial sont en

cours tandis que la fabrication du
moddle structurel du v1hicule spafn/ esf
bien engagde. Ce moddle doit €tre pr)t
d I'assemblage d6but 1992 et le
programme d'essarb d' ambiance
n1cessaire d la qualification du concept
doit commencer en mars 1992

La mise au point des instruments
scientifiques progresse conformement au
calendrier et des moddles d'identification
doivent en 6tre livr1s d Dornier d la
mi-1992.

Le choix des passagers Ariane-S APEX
n'est toujours pas officiel mais Cluster
devrait 6tre affect6 soit au vol 501 soit
au vol 502, fixes d. avril et septembre
1995 respectivement.
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Hipparcos
On 8 August, the Hipparcos satellite will

complete its second year in orbit, with
more than 18 months of high-quality
scientific measurements of star positions,

motions and distances having been

acouired. The satellite has continued to
operate rather smoothly. Relatively minor
technical anomalies have occurred, but
through a combination of the use of
redundant hardware units and other
operational contingency procedures,
it has been possible to minimise the loss

of observing time and any impact on
longer{erm mission prospects

The most serious oroblem encountered
so far has been the loss of one of the
two gyros providing spin-axis attitude
information. Operations continue using

the redundant unit, whilst substantial on-

board and on-ground software changes
have led to the availability of a backup
solution, replacing the gyro signals with

information derived from models of the
perturbing torques and thruster calib-
ratron

The data-processing activities are

beginning to yield substantial results:

both of the main data-reduction teams
have successfully completed their first
'sphere solutions', yielding the first new
oositions and oarallaxes from the
mission There is good agreement
between their results, providing consid-
erable confidence in the quality of the
results that will ultimately come from
the mission After an extensive data-
processing validation phase, these two
groups, as well as the Tycho Data
Analysis Consortium, have recently
commenced their routine reduction of

the full ranoe of mission data.

Soho
The Soho Phase-B, with lVatra as the
Prime Contractor, has proceeded without
major problems, and was completed by

a System Design Review (SDR) and by a
Mission-SDR held, respectively, in mid-
April and mid-May of this year. Both

reviews were successful and, together
with the oositive evaluation of the Phase-

C/D proposal, provided the basis for the
Phase-C/D kick-off at Matra on 16 Mav

1991.

Achievement of the reouired cleanliness

and maintenance of the exoeriment
schedules have proved to be major
challenges. The mission criticality of the
Antenna Pointing Mechanism (APM) has

also proved to be a major concern and a

modified baseline has been adopted for

Phase-C/D. This solution offers both good

development-schedule credibility and
considerable technical advantaoes.

The technical reouirements are strll

being streamlined and the mass, power

and other system budgets will be
carefully scrutinised to ensure that there
is sufficient margin for the start of the
next phase. Because of their critical
influence on payload performance,
particle and chemical cleanliness is

receiving a lot of attention from ESA,

the Principal Investigators and Industry.

Work is currently concentrating on

assessment of the availability of the
required facilities at Matra and Marconi
and, at a later stage, at the launch site.

The ESA/NASA cooperation is proceed-
ing without major problems. In prep-

aration for the lVission Design Review a

Ground Segment Requirements Review

was successfully held at NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC) on .1 May

The launcher kick-off meeting with
NASA/Lewis (procuring the Atlas llAS

from General Dynamics) and General

Dynamics will be held in mid-June.

The Critical Design Reviews for the tape
recorder (Odetics, USA) and High-Power

Amplifier (Cubic, USA) took place

successfully in April 1991, supported
by NASA and the Cluster and Soho
representatives from ESA and Industry.

The Soho payload development effort is

continuing as planned, with all exper-
iments having entered. to various

degrees, the final engineering phase.

Some experiments are already at an

advanced stage, with high{idelity
structural models available

Cluster
The extended Phase-B for Cluster was
successfully concluded in mid-April
following the Mission System Design

Review. This review, chaired jointly

by the Agency's Director of Scientific
Programmes and its lnspector General,

examined the end{o-end mission,

comprising spacecraft , launch vehicle,

payload and ground segment.
Recommendations from the Review

Board will be incoroorated into the
project baseline.

Phase-C/D activities in industry were
intiated by a formal kick-off meeting with
Dornier, as the Prime Contractor, in
mid-April.

At its June meeting, the Science
Programme Committee (SPC) endorsed
the initiation of Phase-C/D for both
Cluster and Soho as the first 'Corner-

stone' of the Agency's Space Science:
Horizon 2000 Programme

Activities in industry have concentrated
on consolidation of the technical design
baseline for the start of Phase-C/D.

Design activities are in progress for
spacecraft subsystems, whilst manufac-
ture of the structural-model soacecraft is
well underway This model is scheduled
for assembly early in 1992 and the envir-

onmental test programme for qualification
of the design is scheduled to start in

lVarch 1992

Scientific instrument development
is proceeding on schedule, with
engineering-model units due for delivery
to Dornier in mid-1992

Selection of passengers for the Ariane-S
Apex flight opportunities is still not

formalised, but Cluster is expected to be

allocated either to flight 501 or to flight
502, currently due for launch in April and
September 1 995, respectively.

Also at the June SPC meeting,
unanimous approval was given to the

selection of data centres for the Cluster

Science Data System. The system to be

used for dissemination of processed

instrument data between co-operating
groups of scientists is based on distrib-
uted data centres, interlinked by a
computer network, which will be located
in Austria, France, Germany, Sweden,
the UK and the USA Proposals for co-

operation from Hungary and China were
also accepted for study.

rso
The four scientific instruments are making
good progress. The flight models are all

in acceptance testing, and some have

started their very extensive perform-
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A sa r1union de juin, le SPC a

6galement approuv1 d I'unanimitd les

cenlres de donn6es retenus pour le
systdme de diffusion des donn6es
scientifiques de Cluster. Ce systdme, qul
doit servir d. faire circuler les donn6es
traitdes des instruments enlre des
groupes de chercheurs travaillant en

coopdration, repose sur des centres de
donn1es distribuds, reli1s par un rdseau
de calculateurs, cenlres qui seront
1tablis au Royaume-Uni, en France, en

Allemagne, en Autriche, en Sudde et
aux Etats-Unis. Des propositions de
coopdration 1manant de Hongrie et de
Chine ont 6galement eE acceptees pour
6tude.

rso
Les travaux portant sur les quatre

instruments scientifiques progressent de
fagon satisfarsante. Les moddles de vol

ont tous atteint le sfade des essar's de
recette et, pour certains, la campagne
d'6talonnage et de caract6risation
technique trds approfondie a commencd
En ce qui concerne certains ddtecteurs
trds sensrb/es, des probldmes de
fonctionnement mineurs ont 6td causes
de retards qui pourront cependant €tre

absorb6s sans affecter le calendrier du
prolet.

Ious /es sous-systdmes 1lectriques du
satellite font actuellement I'objet d'essars
de qualification el /es moddles de vols
sont en cours d'assemblage. L'essai du
logiciel du sous-sysld me d' oilentation
progresse de fagon salrsfarsanle et /es

unit6s 6lectroniques sont peu d peu
int6grdes d la sdquence d'essai, au fur
et d mesure de leur livraison.

Il a 6t6 6tabli que le mirroir primaire du
moddle de vol du tdlescope donnait des
images de bonne qualit6, m€me aux
temp1ratures de I'h6lium liquide. Le
moddle de qualification du tdlescope a

6t6 install6 dans le moddle d'identifica-
tion du module de charge utile, qui fait
actuellement I'objet d'essais en vibration.

Au second semestre 1991 , les travaux
prendront une nouvelle orientation 6tant
donn6 que la livraison des moddies
de vol des sous-sysldmes permettra
I'int5gration paralldle des moddles de vol
des modules de charge utile et de
servtce
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Les travaux portant sur /e secteur so/
progressenl de fagon sattsfatsanle.

L'accent est mis sur la recherche de
moyens permettant de simplifier les

op1rations scientifiques et de remddier
aux consdquences des retards. La

constitution de l'6quipe scientifique
progresse plus lentement qu'il n'6tait
prevu et les informations devant €tre

fournies par les chercheurs principaux
sont en retard car ces derniers
s'attachent en prioritd d terminer les

activit6s relatives d leur matdriel.

Un certain nombre de probldmes

touchant au module de charge utile,

au tdlescope el au sous-systdme de
commande d'orientation ont 6t6 causes
de retards. La revue des p/ans d'essai
de l'ensemble du projet a cependant
conduit d un calendrier compatible avec
la date de lancement de mai 1993.

Ce calendrier, qui ne comporte aucune
marge d'al6as, suppose un travail d

deux 6quipes sur toules ies fdches
critiques. L'ensemble de ce plan, y
compris le suppl6ment de ressources
indispensable pour r6soudre ces
probldmes, a 6t6 approuv1 en juin par
le Comit6 du Programme scientifique de
I'ESA.

ERS
EHS-1

La pr6paration mdcanique finale du
satellite ainsi que son d1montage pour le

transport ont eu lieu en f6vrier. La plate-

forme et le module de charge utile ainsi
que les rechanges de vol et les 6quipe-
ments de soutien au sol (GSE) /es p/us

importants ont 6t6 transport6s par avion

d Kourou d6but mars. La majeure partie

des GSE avait 6t€ acheminde en Guyane

oar voie maritime d la mil1viler.

La revue d'aptitude au vol du secleur so/
d'ERS-1 (GSFB) s'est fenue d la mi-mars
et il a 6t6 conclu que tout serait pr€t
pour un lancement ddbut mai.

Arianespace ayant annonc6 le 25 avril
que Ia date de lancement d'ERS-1 6tait
reportde du 3 au 6 mai pour d6gager
Ie temps n6cessalre d un examen
compl1mentaire des marges de
fonctionnement du moteur du troisidme
6tage, les activit6s relatives d ERS-7 se
sont poursuivies conformdment au
calendrier jusqu'au 30 avril. A cette date
le satellite 6tait montd sur le lanceur et

I'on avait proc6dd aux dernlers essals

1lectriques. Le satellite et /e secleur so/
ont reeu le 'feu vert lancement' lors de
la revue d'aptitude au vol du 30 avril.

Le 1 mai, Arianespace a interrompu
la campagne de lancement aprds avoir
ddcidd qu'il fallait proc6der d une
modification sur le moteur du troisidme
6tage afin d'amdliorer les marges de
fonctionnement du HM7 oendant Ia

phase de d1collage.

Des premidres indications donn6es par
Arianespace en ce qui concerne le
calendrier de qualification et de mise en
oeuvre de cette modification, il r6sulte
que le lancement d'ERS-1 ne pourra

avoir lieu avant la deuxidme quinzaine

de juillet. ll a donc 6t6 d6cid6 de retirer
le satellite du lanceur en vue d'un
stockage de moyenne durde, operation
qui a commenc6 Ie 29 mai.

ERS-2
Les activit1s des contractanfs rndustrlels

ont progressd de fagon sallsfarsanfe el
/es dernldres n6gociations contractuelles
devrait s'achever dans le courant du
mois de juin.

Les activit1s de phase-B de I'exp1rience
de surveillance de I'ozone d l'1chelle du
globe (GOME) ont pris fin et l'industrie
devrait envoyer au mois de juin sa
rdponse d la demande de prix portant
sur la phase-C/D. Les travaux sur
le PRARE-2 et sur le radiomdtre
hy pe ir6q u e nce A fSr? progressenl
conform6ment au calendrier.

Le calendrier du programme, qul se
fonde sur I'utilisation des unllds de
rechange du mat6riel de vol et des
1quipements de soutien soi d'ERS-7,
pourrait 6tre affect1 par le retard avec
lequel sera lance ce dernier.

EOPP
Aristoteles
En paralldle au suppl1ment d'6tude sur
Aristoteles ont 6t6 conduites des acfiylfds
de pr1-d6veloppement qui ont donnd de
bons r6sultals: fabrication par I'ONERA et
SAGEM et essals d I'ONERA d'un
moddle de laboratoire (M4) de
I'acc6Eromdtre Gradio, et production et
essal d'un premier montage table du
mdcanisme d'4talonnage de Gradio par
TNO/TPD (NL). Ces deux activit6s se
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ance characterisation and calibration
campaign. Some detail problems relating

to the performance of the very sensitive
detectors have caused delays, but these
can be accommodated by the project
schedule.

All satellite electrical subsystem units are
being qualification tested and flight-model
units are being assembled. The testing of
the attitude-control subsystem software is

proceeding satisfactorily and electronic
units are being progressively introduced
into the test sequence as they are
delivered.

The primary mirror of the flight-model
telescope has been found to have good
image quality, also at liquid-helium
temperatures. The qualification-model
telescope has been installed in the
payload-module development model,
which is now being vibration tested

The second half of this year will see
a major change in emphasis in the
project's work as the flighfmodel
subsystems are delivered for parallel

integration of the flight model's service
and payload modules

Progress with the ground segment is
satisfactory Emphasis is being put on
finding ways to simplify the science
ooerations and to cooe with the effects of
delays. The build-up of the science
operations team is proceeding more
slowly than expected and inputs from the
Principal Investigators are late because
they are giving the highest priority to

completing their hardware activities.

A number of problems with the payload
module, telescope and attitude-control
subsystem have caused delays. Sub-

sequent review of the overall project

test plans has nevertheless yielded a
schedule compatible with the May 1993
launch date This schedule does not

have any contingency and is based on
operating two shifts per day for all critical
activities. The total plan, including the
extra resources needed to solve these
problems, was endorsed by ESA's

Science Programme Committee in June.

ERS
ERS-1

Final mechanical preparation of the

satellite and de-mating for transport was

completed in February 1991. Air trans-
portation to Kourou in French Guiana
of the payload module and platform,

together with the flight spares and
essential Ground-Support Equipment
(GSE), was accomplished in early March.
The bulk of the GSE was transported to

Guiana by sea in mid-February.

The ERS-1 Ground-Segment Readiness

Review (GSRR) was held in mid-March
and it was concluded that everything
would be in place for a launch at the
beginning of May

Following the announcement by

Arianespace on 25 April of a delay in
the ERS-I launch date from 3 May to
(likely) 6 May, to allow additional time for
work on third-stage engine operating
margins, ERS-1 activities were kept on

schedule until 30 April. At that time, the

satellite was on top of the launcher and

the final electrical check was made. The

satellite and the ground segment were

declared 'green for launch' at the ERS-1

Readiness Review on 30 Aoril

On 1 May, Arianespace halted the launch
campaign, having decided that a modifi-
cation to the third-stage engine had to be

made to improve the HM7's operating
margins during the start-up phase.

Preliminary schedule indications from
Arianespace for qualification and
imolementation of this modification lead

to an ERS-1 launch date not before the

second half of July. Consequently, it was

decided to de-mate the satellite from the
launcher for 'medium{erm' storage, and
this operation started on 29 May

ERS-2
lndustrial activities with contractors have
progressed well, and the remaining
contract negotiations are expected to be

comoleted in the course of June

The Phase-B activities for the Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME)

have been completed and RFQ (Request

for Quotation) documents for Phase-C/D

are expected to be issued to Industry
during June. Work on PRARE-2 and the
ATSR-Microwave Radiometer is on

schedule

The programme schedule, which is

based on the return of Ground-Suooort
Equipment and flight-spare units from

ERS-I might be affected by the present

delay in its launch.

EOPP
Aristoteles
In parallel with he Aristoteles Additional
Study, pre-development activities have

been successfully completed, with the

manufacturing by ONERA and SAGEM,

and the testing at ONERA, of a lab-

oratory model (M4) of the Gradio
accelerometer, as well as the production

and testing of a first breadboard model
of the Gradio calibration mechanism by
TNO/TPD (NL). Both activities will be
pursued in the framework of further
technology contracts

The differential testing on a special test

bench of the M3 and M4 accelerometer
models has verified their performance to
accuracies of better than 10-e o.

The industrial proposal for the system

study of the new Aristoteles mission

scenario, based on cooperation with
NASA, has been received and evaluated.
Subject to successful negotiations with

Alenia Spazio (l), the Prime Contractor,
the study will be initiated shortly.

A technical meeting at JPL with NASA,

JPL and top US scientific advisors, has

allowed the performance requirements
to be defined for the on-board GPS
receiver that would be delivered bv
NASA.

Preoaration of the ESA/NASA

Memorandum of Understanding has
progressed to the fifth draft, following a
thorough exchange of views between the
two Agencies

Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
The Meteosat Second Generation
programme has entered the Phase-A

stage. In particular:

- The Phase-A study of the enhanced
imager (which will have twelve
channels compared with the three of
the MOP satellites) has been initiated

with Matra Espace (F).

- The Invitation{o-Tender for the space-
segment Phase-A studies (to be based
on spin-stabilised satellites) has been
issued.

- Invitations for scientific participation
in the programme have also been
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poursuivront dans le cadre d'autres
contrats de technologie.

L'essai diff1rentiel des moddles
d'accdl1romdtre M3 et M4 sur un banc
d'essai sp6cial a permis de v1rifier
qu'ils fonctionnaient avec une pr6cision

meilleure que 10-e g.

La proposition industnile portant sur

l'6tude systdrne du nouveau scdnario
de Ia mission Anslole/es, sur /a base
d'une coopdratron avec la NASA, a 6t6

reQue et 6valu6e. Si les negociations
avec le contractant principal, Alenia

Spazio (l) ont une lssue posllive, I'6tude
commencera d brdve 1chdance

Une r1union techntque avec le JPL,

la NASA et de hauts consel//ers

scientifiques amdricains, qui s'est tenue

au JPL, a permis de definir les imperatifs
de fonctionnement du rdcepteurs GPS

embarqud qui serait ilvrd par Ia NASA

Un cinquidme projet de M6morandum
d'Accord ESA/NASA a pu €tre 6labor6
d la suite d'un 1change de vues

approfondi entre les deux Agences.

M6t6osat deuxidme g6n6ration (MSG)
Les activitds de phase-A du Programme
M6t6osat de deuxidme g1n1ration ont
commenc6:

- L'6tude de phase A de I'imageur
am1liord (qui comportera 12 canaux
au lieu de trois sur /es satellites MOP)

a commence chez Matra Espace (F).

- L'appel d'offres relatif aux 1tudes de
nhaca A r.lr t coalot tr taa+ial /at ti aa
Pt rqow ^ vu ouvluu/ oPdt/d, lvut Js

baseront sur des sate//ifes sfabr/rs6s
par rotation) a 6td lanc6.

- Des offres de participation scientifique
au programme ont 5galement 6t6

lancees et quatre proposittons

devraient 6tre soumlses.

POEM-1

La D5claration relative au programme
pr1paratoire de POEM-I est entidrement
souscrite (elle est m)me souscrite d plus
de 1000/o ce qui permet d'augmenter
I'enveloppe financidre du programme)
Le Programme, qui courra d'avril 1991

d avril 1992, comportera l'6tude des

configurations d utiliser pour la premidre
mrssion de plate-forme polaire et les

missions ult1rieures ef des dfudes de
phase-B ainsi que la rdalisation de
montages table d'un certain nombre
d'instruments clefs. Le secleur so/
ndcessalre au soutien des mlsslons

tzo

POEM fera 1galement I'objet d'une 6tude

Les proposltlons industrielles portant
sur le contrat principal de la mission

(et egalement sur la phase-B des
instruments) ainsi que sur le Radiomdtre
imageur multiJr6quences (M IMR) qui
volera sur la plate-forme EOS am1icaine
sont d I'examen; Ies contrats devraient
6tre sign6s dans le courant de l'6t6.

La communautd internationale des

utilisateurs de l'observation de la Terre a

tenu une importante r1unron fin mai d
I'ESTEC. Entre autres, elle a conclu sa

reunion par une recommandatton au
Conseil de l'ESA dans laquelle elle fait
slens /es objectifs du Plan d. long terme
d'observation de Ia Terre de l'Agence.

Plate-forme polaire

L'Agence ayant termine fin 1990 son

1valuation de la proposition de phase-

C/D de la plate-forme polaire, des
activitds ont 6te conduites afin de
r6soudre /es faiblesses recens6es el de
parvenir d une situation satisfaisante en

ce qui concerne les aspecls financiers
du contrat.

Les principaux documents ESA relatifs

aux impdratifs (systdme, impdratifs de
gestion et assurance produit) ainsi que

/es spdclflcations d'interface (pour le

lanceur et le DRS) ont 6t6 consolidds et
r6-6dit6s avec des m/ses a /ours
mtneures.

Les travaux d'6tude se sonf ax6s sur
I'amdlioration de la d1finition du concept
et ont permis de rdsoudre cerfarns des
probldmes repdr1s pendant l'1valuation

Vue conceptuelle du PlateJorme polaire

Artist's impression of the Polar Platform

du terminal en bande Ka, du g1ndrateur

solaire et de l'unite de codage et de
commutation. On a commencd d
prdparer la revue de consolidation de la

base de r6fdrence. Les activitds de
d6veloppemenl se sont poursuivies

conformdment au calendrier de
r6f6rence. Les artlcles d long d1lais de
livraison du module de service ont en
particulier 6t6 commandds et /es

6chantillons d'essai destlnds d la mise

au point de la structure fabriquds

Pendant Ia p6riode consid1ree, Ie

contractant pilndpal (BAe) et ses deux
principaux sous-lrallanls (Dornier et
Matra) ont accompli un gros travail de
n1gociation avec les contractants de
niveau infdrieur en prdparation des
n1gociations finales avec l' Agence.

Les prochaines grandes 1tapes
comprendront la revue de consolidation
de la base de r1fdrence et Ia cljture des
n1gociations contractuelles. Elles seront
suivles par la pr1sentation de la

proposition de programme aux organes
d1libdrants de I'ESA (Conseil directeur
du Programme Columbus et Comitd de
la politique industrielle) pour confirmation
des activltds de phase-C2/D

M6t6osat
MOP-2
La recette de MOP-2, lanc6 le 2 mars,

s'est d6roul6e en deux 6laoes. Les
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issued, and it is expected that four
orooosals will be submitted.

POEM-1

The Declaration for the POEN/-1

Preparatory Programme has been fully
subscribed (in fact oversubscribed,
allowing the financial envelope to be

increased). The Programme, which will

run from April 1991 to April 1992, will

study the configurations for the first and
subsequent Polar Platform Missions,

and undertake Phase-B studies and
breadboarding of a certain number of
key instruments. The ground segment
needed to suDoort the POEN/ missions

will also be studied.

The industrial orooosals for the mission

Prime Contract (including instrument
Phase-B's) and for the Multi-Frequency
lmaging Radiometer (MIMR) which will

fly on the US EOS Platform, are under
evaluation and the contracts are ex-
pected to be placed during the summer.

A malor meeting of the international
Earth-Observation User Community was
held at ESTEC at the end of May This

meeting was concluded with a recom-
mendation to ESA Council. inter alia.

endorsing the objectives of ESA's Long-
Term Plan for Earth Observation.

Polar Platform
Following completion of the Agency's
evaluation of the Polar Platform Phase-

C/D Proposal at the end of 1990,

activities have been conducted to resolve

the weaknesses identified and to bring
the financial aspects of the contract to a
satisfactory status.

The malor ESA requirements documents
(System Requirements, Product Assur-

ance and Management Requirements),

together with the rnterface specifications
(for the launcher and DRS), have been
consolidated and re-issued with minor
updates

Engineering design work has con-
centrated on improving the design
definition and resolved some of the
problems identified during the evaluation
of the Ka-band terminal, the solar
generator and the Encoding and
Switching Unit. Preparations for the
Baseline Consolidation Review have

been initiated. Develooment activities
have been continued to suooort the

baseline schedule In particular, long-

lead{ime items for the service module
have been ordered and structure
development test samples have been
manufactured.

During the reference period, the Prime

Contractor (BAe) and its two major sub-
contractors, Dornier and Matra, have
made major efforts to negotiate with the

lower-level contractors in order to prepare

for the final negotiations with the Agency

The next major milestones will include
the Baseline Consolidation Review and
the completion of contract negotiations.
They will be followed by the presentation

of the Programme Proposal to ESA

Delegates Bodies (both the Columbus
Programme Board and the Industrial

Policy Committee) for the confirmation of

Phase-C2/D activities.

Meteosat
MOP-2
The commissioning of MOP-2, launched
on 2 March 1991, has been taking place

in two steps. The telecommunication
mission was first tested from 5 to 15

March 1991 , followed by the imaging
mission, with the first image being
acouired on 19 Aoril 1991. The tests for
the imaging mission are still in progress.

Meteosat-4 (MOP-1) is providing the
operational service in the meantime until

MOP 2 is declared ooerational.

LASSO
The Laser Synchronisation from Station-

ary Orbit (LASSO) experiment has not

been ooerated since the start of MOP-2

commrssronrng.

Earthnet
The acquisition, archiving, processing

and distribution of data from Landsat,

Spot, MOS and Tiros has been per-

formed regularly at the network stations

As regards future Tiros data, the

NOAA-1 2 spacecraft was successfully
launched on 14 May.

Based on the Agreement with the

Kenyan Meteorological Office, an

experiment has been initiated to transfer
NOAA HRPT data to Frascati for
archiving and redistribution under
Earthnet's care Arrangements have

almost been completed for including the

Kenya and La Reunion Tiros Stations in

Earthnet's Tiros coordinated network.
The NOAA AVHRR data collected
through the HRPT acquisition campaign
at the ltalian Antarctica base (Terranova)

have been made available to Earthnet,

and have therefore become oart of the
Frascati archive.

The archiving on optical disk of CZCS

European data from the 'Ocean Project'
has progressed at Frascati and also at

lVaspalomas (Canary lslands), where this

activity was started later

In the framework of the IREES Project,
preparatory work has started on two
AVHRR/SAR Stations for installation at

the Regional Remote-Sensing Centre in

Nairobi (Kenya) and at INPE's facility in

Cachoeira Paulista (Brazil)

The Commission of the European
Communities (CEC/DG-1 ) has requested
Earthnet's assistance, within the frame-
work of the ASEAN Project, with the
assessment of the technical and financial
aspects of acquiring and preprocessing

ERS 1 SAR and NOAA AVHRR data in
that region.

A coooerative effort has also been
started with the CEC aimed at the
technical and financial definition of a
Eurooean Global Environmental Data

Network (which would in turn be the
evolutionary precursor to the payload-

data ground segment for the Inter-

national Polar Platforms)

ERS-1

Senator L. Saporito, the ltalian Under-
Secretary of State, Mr J.-M. Luton,

ESA's Director General, and Prof. F

Carassa, Chairman of the ESA Council,
inaugurated the Earthnet ERS-1 Central

Facility (EECF) at ESRIN on 12 April The

team required to operate it is now being
put in place and trained.

The Central User Service (CUS) and the
associated Interface Subsystem (lSS)

have been fully tested and accepted.
An ERS-1 NEWS Bulletin Board has

been established to keep the user

community up{o-date on the status of
the Programme and its services. A

baseline mission plan to accommodate
user reouests related to the Announce-
ment of Opportunity is in preparation and
will be finalised once the detailed orbital
elements are known.
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essais onf d'abord port6 sur la mission
de t6l1communication, du 5 au 15

mars puis sur la mission d'imagerie

- la premidre image a ete acquise le
19 avril Les essais de la mission

d'imagerie ne sont pas encorc terminds
Met6osat4 (MOP-|) assure /e service
opdrationnel int6rimaire jusqu'd ce que
MOP-2 soit d6clar1 op6rationnel.

LASSO
Depuis le ddbut de la mise en service
de MOP-2, on n'a pas encore fait fonc-
tionner I'exp6rience de synchronisation
d'horloges atomiques d I'ade d'6chos
laser.

Earthnet
Les sfalions du rdseau procddent
rdgulidrement d l'acquisition, d
I'archivage, au traitement et d la
distribution des donndes de Landsat,

de SpoL de MOS et de Tiros. En ce
qui concerne /es futures donn6es Tiros,
le v1hicule spatial NOAA-12 a 6t6 lancd
avec succds le 14 mai.

Sur /a base de I'accord conclu avec
I'Office mdt1orologique du Kenya, il
a 6td engag1 une exp6rience de
transmission d Frascati de donndes
HRPT de la NOAA pour archivage et
redistibution dans le cadre d'Earthnet.
Les arrangements visant d int1grer les
slaflons Tiros du Kenya et de la R6union
dans le r6seau coordonn1 Tiros
d'Earthnet sonl presque conclus. Les

donn6es du AVHRR de Ia NOAA
obtenues lors de la campagne
d'acquisition HRPT A b base antarctique
italienne de Terranova ont 6t6 mises d /a

drsposlflon d'Earthnet et font donc
maintenant partie des archives de
Frascati.

L'archivage sur disques optlques des
donndes europdennes du CZCS du
Projet'Oc6an' a progressl d Frascati
de m)me qu'd Maspalomas (lles
Canaries) od cette activit1 a commenc1
plus tard

Dans le cadre du projet TREES, des
travaux prdparatoires ont commencd
sur /es deux stations AVHRR/SAR qui
doivent 6tre installfes au Centre r1gional
de tdl6d6tection de Nairobi (Kenya) et au
centre INPE de Cachoeira Paulista
(B16sil).
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La Commission des Communautds
europ5ennes (DG 1/CCE) a demand6
/'assistance d'Earthnet, dans Ie cadre
du Projet ASEAN, pour l'1valuaflon des
aspects techniques et financiers de
l'acquisition et du pr1-traitement des
donndes SAF d'ERS-7 et AVHRR de la
NOAA dans la r1gion sur laquelle porte
le projet

Une activitd de coopdration avec la CCE

a 6galement 6t6 lanc1e en vue de Ia

d€finition technique et financidre d'un
R1seau europ6en de donn6es sur
I'environnement d |6chelle du globe (qui
serait a son tour le pr6curseur du secteur
sol pour les donn6es des charges utiles
des plates-formes polaires internatio-
nales).

EHS-1

Le S6nateur italien L Saporito, Sous-
Secr6taire d'Etat, M. J.-M. Luton,

Directeur g6n6ral de I'ESA, et le
Prof F. Carassa, Prdsident du Conseil
de I'ESA, ont inaugur1 Ie 12 avril, d
/'ESR/N, l'installation centrale ERS-1

d'Earthnet (EECF). L'6quipe chargde de
sa conduite est en cours de mise en
place et de formation.

Le Service utilisateur central (CUS) et le
Sous-sysfdme d' i nterface assocld (/SS)

ont 6td r6ceptionn6s d la suite d'essais
complets ll a 6t6 cr66 'une banque de
donn6es EFS 7 NE[/VS' afin de tenir les

utilisateurs au courant de la fagon dont
se d6roule le programme et des seryices
offerts. Un plan de mission de r6f6rence
est en pr6paration pour r1pondre aux
demandes envoydes par les utilisateurs d

la suite de I'Avis d'offre de participation; il
sera d6finitivement arr)td lorsque l'on
con naitra les caract1ristioues d6taill6es
de I'orbite.

La mise d hauteur des s/atlons so/ de
Maspalomas, Fucino, Kiruna, Gatineau
et Prince Albert est termin1e pour
/'essenfie/. A la station de Maspalomas
on a notamment install1 la capacit1
d'acquisition et de traitement des
donndes SAR et proc6dd d sa recette.

A Fucino, |installailon et la recette de
I'installation de transcription sur dr.sques

optiques des donn6es d faible ddbit
(LBR) sont termindes. A Gatineau, la

chaine de traitement des donn6es d

livraison rapide est pr)te tandis qu'd
Prince Albert, les travaux de mise d

hauteur de la station pour I'acquisition
des donndes LBR ont avanc6.

En ce qui concerne les installations de
traitement et d'archivage (PAF), Ies

progrds ont 6td /es suiyanfsr

- A Brest (France), une revue d'aptitude
au fonctionnement a 6td conduite afin
de s'assurer de la disponibilrt6 de
serylces fondamentaux tels que la

lransmlsslon de copies d livraison
rapide (FD) aux chercheurs
principaux, I' archivage sur drsques
optiques et Ie traitement des produits
de I'altimdtre radar.

- A Oberpfaffenhofen (Allemagne) une
revue de recette conduite en avril a
confirm6 que I'installation est pr6te d

assurer un service opdrationnel
complet. De plus, une capacitd de
copie des donn6es d livraison rapide
du SAR a 6tO intdgrde au sysldme.

- A Farnborough (RU) les installations
ERS-1 ont 6td inaugurdes le 16 avril

- A la PAF italienne de Matera,
I'installation des 6l6ments de mat6riel
est achevde et / esf prdvu d'intdgrer
le logiciel de services centralisls de la
station (CSS,) a h mi-juin au plus tard

Les essar's de transmission de produits

LBR d livraison rapide r6alisds au moyen
de produits LBR FD simulls ont donnd
des r6sulfafs safisfarsants. Les donn6es
srmul6es ont 6t6 regues des s/ations,
coddes en format normalisd OMM et
envoy6es d I'Office mdt1orologique
britannique d Bracknell pour leur
acheminement au Centre europ1en de
prfvisions mdt6orologiques d moyen
terme (ECMWF). ll est prdvu de rdaliser
des essals similaires en juillet avec la
participation de I' Office mdt6orologique
italien.

Au nombre des sfaflons so/ pr6tes d
traiter les donn6es SAR d'ERS-7 figurent
maintenant: Gatineau, Prince Albert,
Tromso, O'Higgins, West Freugh, Alice
Sprlngs, Fairbanks, Cuiaba, Cotopaxi,
Hyderabad, Kumamoto, Hatoyama et
Syowa.

Des n5gociations ont 6td engag1es avec
le consortium constitue par Eurimage,
Spotimage et Radarsat lnternational pour
I'octroi de licences de distribution des
donndes d'ERS-1 .

Un ensemble de documents sur
ERS-1 /Earthnet destind aux utilisateurs
est en pr6paration.
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The upgrading of the ground stations at

Maspalomas, Fucino, Kiruna, Gatineau
and Prince Albert has essentially been
completed. In particular, at the Maspal-

omas Station, the SAR acquisition and
processing capability has been installed

and accepted. At Fucino, installation and
acceptance of the Low-Bit-Rate (LBR)

Optical-Disk Transcription Facility has

been completed. At Gatineau, the Fast-

Delivery Processing Chain has been
readied for operations, whilst work has
progressed at Prince Albert on up-
grading the Station for the acquisition
of LBR data.

Progress as regards the Processing and
Archiving Facilities (PAFs) has been as

follows:

- At Brest (France), an operational-
readiness review has been conducted
to ensure the availability of such basic
services as: dissemination of Fasf
Delivery (FD) copies to Principal
Investigators, archiving on optical
disks, and processing of Radar
Altimeter products.

- At Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany), an

acceptance review in April confirmed
the full functionality and operational
readiness of the facility. In addition,
a SAR Fast Delivery data copying
capability has been added to the
system

- At Farnborough (UK), the ERS-1

facilities were inaugurated on 16 April.

- At the ltalian PAF in Matera,

installation of the hardware
components has been successfully
completed, and integration of the
Centralised Station Services (CSS)

software is foreseen by mid-June

LBR Fast-Delivery test transmissions
using simulated LBR FD products have

been performed with satisfactory results.

Simulated data were received from the
stations, encoded in the standard WMO
format, and sent to the UK Meteor-

ological Office in Bracknell for routing to

the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasting (ECMWF). Similar

tests with the participation of the ltalian

Meteorological Office (ITAV) are planned

for July

The ground stations that are now ready
to handle ERS-1 SAR data include:
Gatineau, Prince Albert, Tromso,
O'Higgins, West Freugh, Alice Springs,
Fairbanks, Cuiaba, Cotopaxi, Hyderabad,
Kumamoto, Hatoyama and Syowa.

Negotiations have been initiated with
the consortium formed by Eurimage,
Spotimage and Badarsat International
with a view to awarding ERS-1 data-
distribution licences.

A user-oriented Earthnet/ERS-1

documentation package is in preparation.

Eureca
With the Flight Unit Acceptance Review

which took place in April 1991, the
Eureca development programme has

been completed Subject to some re-

testing of the system, including the
remaining compatibility tests between the
Eureca flight unit and the ESOC ground

facilities, the system will be ready by the
end of September for shipping to the

launch site.

The previously planned launch date of

February 1992 has had to be postponed

until the June/August 1992 time frame
due to the repairs necessary to the door
drive-mechanism housing of the Space
Shuttle 'Discovery' after its last flight

Space Station
Freedom/Columbus
Manned laboratories
After the evaluation of the revalidated
proposal, completed at the end of
February, the Executive has developed,
with the Industrial Contractors, modified
baselines for both manned elements in

order to reduce the overall costs and

bring them into line with the reduced
funding profile requested by the Member
States.

For the Attached Laboratory, the
approach for the Phase-2 baseline is to
reduce the length of the module in order
to increase the initial payload at launch,

simplify the internal structure, simplify/
reduce the performances of the major
functional subsystems in line with the

overall down-sizing of the module, and
replace the Scientific Airlock by an
'Exposed Payload Facility' capability.

Launch is planned for September 1998,

consistent with the assembly schedule
for Soace Station 'Freedom'.

For the Free-Flyer, the requirement for

servicing at the Space Station has been
dropped in order to simplify the oper-
ational scenario and reduce the cost.

This decision has been based on the
following rationale:

- the average orbital altitude can be

increased to achieve a better
microgravity level together with a
reduction in propellant consumption;

- the deletion of all functions previously

needed for the active rendezvous
and docking phases with the Space
Station leads to design simplifications
(including a reduction in the propul-

sion system) and cost reductions

This Phase-2 baseline now incorporates
servicing by Hermes once per year, with

the Shuttle as back-up, simplification of
system and subsystem configurations for
development cost reduction, elimination
of in-orbit Resource Module replacement,
reduction of the lifetime to 10 years,

elimination of the development risks

associated with the evolving Space
Station design, together with greater
programmatic flexibility to match better
the available funding profiles Launch of
the Free-Flyer is now planned for 2001

The dialogue with NASA has continued
via the established interfaces, focussing
on the tbchnical updates following the

Space Station restructuring and on
political support to the cooperation during
the annual NASA budget-approval cycle.

Turning to the Columbus operations
ground segment, recommendations
concerning the architectural design and
operational aspects for the Centralised
Facilities, emanating from the Mid-Term
System Architecture Support Review,

have been processed and preparation

of programmatic data has commenced
The Manned Space Laboratory Control
Centre Facility Design Review was
conducted in March.

On the utilisation side, the ESA initiative

of proposing a programme of Columbus
Precursor Flights (two Spacelab and two
Eureca) is gaining momentum About
500 proposals have been received
following the Call for Proposals and
ldeas for the four flights in the 1994/97
time frame They involve over .1 000
scientists and represent a wide range of
disciplines These proposals are currently
being evaluated by scientific peer groups.

The ESA Member States have oresented
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Eureca
Le programme de developpement
d'Eureca s'esf achevd sur Ia Revue de
recette de I'unitd de vol qui a eu lieu en

avril. Sous rdserve de quelques essars

suppl6mentaires du systdme et des
derniers essar's de compatibilit1 entre
I'unit6 de vol d'Eureca et les installations
so/ de /'ESOC, /e systdme sera pr)t fin

septembre d 6tre expddil au site de
lancement

Le lancement, jusqu'd pr1sent fix6

d fdvrier 1992, a d0 6tre retardd d la
p1riode juin-aoIt 1992, du fait des
rdparations d faire sur le logement du
m6canisme de commande de fermeture
de la soute de la Navette 'Dtscovery' it
la suite de son dernier vol.

Station spatiale
Freedom/Columbus
Laboratoires habit6s
A /'issue de l'1valuation de la proposition
revalidde, qui s'esl achevee fin fdvrier,

I'Ex6cutif a 1labord avec les contractants
industriels des bases de r1fdrence modif-
i6es pour les deux 1lements habitds, afin

de reduire /es corils d'ensemble et de /es

aligner sur le profil de financement r6visd

d /a baisse demande par les Etats

membres.

En ce qui concerne le Laboratoire
raccord1, la d6marche adoptde pour
la solution de r1fdrence de la phase-2

est la suivante: rdduire la longueur du
module en vue d'augmenter la charge
utile initiale au lancement, simplifier la

structure interne, simplifier ou r1duire les
posslb/llds tech niques des principaux
sous-sysldmes fonctionnels en rapport
avec la rdduction de taille du module,

et remplacer /e sas sclenllfique par la
possibilit6 d' utiliser une structure
p o rte u se d' 6q u i pe m e nts exfernes.

Le lancement est pr6vu en septembre
1998, conformdment au calendrier
d'assemblage de la Station spatiale
Freedom

En ce qui concerne le Laboratoire
autonome, il a 6td renoncd d I'impdratif
de desserte du laboratoire d la Station

spatiale afin de simplifier le scdnario
opdrationnel et de rdduire /es co0ts.

Cette d6cision repose sur le
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raisonnement suivant:

- 17 esf possrb/e d'augmenter I'altitude
orbitale moyenne pour obtenir de
meilleures conditions d'impesanteur
et une baisse de Ia consommation
d'ergols;

- la suppression de loules /es fonctions
qui 1taient requses auparavant pour
/es phases actives d'accostage/
amarrage avec la Station spatiale
conduit d une simplification de la

conceotion hotamment e une
r1duction du sysldme de propulsion)

et d une r6duction des codfs.

Cefte base de rdf6rence de la phase-2
pr1voit marntenant la desserte par
Hermds une fois par an, la Navette
servant de solution de rechange, la
sim plification des configuraflons systdme
ef sous-sysfdrnes en vue d'une baisse

des corifs de ddveloppement, la sup-
presslon du remplacement en orbite du
module de ressources, la rdduction de
la durde de vie d dix ans, l'ildnailon
des risques en matidre de ddveloppe-
ment associ1s d l'6vofutbn de la

conception de la Station spatiale, ainsi
qu'une plus grande soup/esse program-

matiaue oermettant une meilleure
adaptation aux profils de financement
retenus Le lancement du Laboratoire
autonome est maintenant pr6vu en 2001 .

Le dialogue se poursuit avec la NASA
par I'interm6diaire des interfaces mis en
place, I'accent 6tant mis sur /es mrses

d jour techniques faisant suite d la
restructuration de la Station spatiale
ainsi que sur le soutien politique de la

coop1ration au cours du cycle annuel
d'approbation du budget de la NASA.

En ce qui concerne le secteur sol

Columbus, il a 6t6 proc6dd d la mise en

oeuvre des recommandations sur la

conception architecturale et /es aspecls
opdrationnels des installations central-
isdes, formul1es /ors de la revue d mi-
parcours de soutien de I'architecte
sys/drne, et la pr1paration des donn1es
programmatiques a commenc1. La revue
de conception du Centre de contr)le
des laboratoires habitds IMSCC) s'est
ddroul6e en mars.

Pour ce qui concerne I'utilisation, la
proposition de I'Agence portant sur un
programme de vols pr1curseurs de
Columbus (deux vols Spacelab et deux
vols Eureca) susclle un int1r)t crorSsant

Quelque cinq cents propositions ont
6td regues d Ia suite de l'appel aux

propositions et aux idees relatif d. ces
quatre vols au cours de la p6riode

1 994-1 997. Ces proposltlons rnt6ressent
plus de mille scientifiques et couvrent un
Iarge 1ventail de disciplines. E//es sont
en cours d'4valuation par des groupes
d' expe rts scie ntif iq ues.

Les Efals membres de I'ESA ont
prdsent1 leur liste de candidats
astronautes sdlectionnds au niveau
national; I'Agence procddera au choix
final d'un premier groupe de dix
astronautes

En ce qui concerne les activitds du
programme d long terme, le traitement
des donn1es de I'exp€rbnce /SEMS/ esf
en cours (cf. articles sur /'/SEMS/ dans le
present bulletin). SUBEMSI, expdrience
ddcoulant de la prdcddente et portant
sur l'isolement de sx volontaires pendant
deux mois en milieu sous-mann, esf d

l'6tude.

Les 6ludes relatives d la future
infrastructu re spatiale europ6enne
habit6e se poursuivent

Ariane
La nouvelle procddure de lancement
avec d1sorbitation naturelle de I'etage
H155 entraine une augmentation de la

masse d'ergol de l'etage L7, qui passe

ainsi d 9,7 t pour une mission auto-
matique, et demande qu'Hermds
s'accommode d'une orbite de transfert

^ 
{^;At^ ^A.;^A^

La fabrication des premiers reservoirs
cryotechniques progresse de fagon
satlsfaisanfe (750/o des soudures sonf
termin6es) et I'usine d'integration de
l'6tage cryotechnique a 6t6 inaugur6e
chez Adrospatiale et Cryospace aux
Mureaux (F).

Le moteur Vulcain a subi avec succds un
essal de mlse d feu d pleine pur'ssance

et I'une des turbopompes d hydrogdne
liquide a maintenant fonctionnd 700 s
au total.

Compte tenu du comportement
sailsfarSan/ des 6l6ments du moteur, un
essai de mise d feu de Vulcain a pu 6tre
mene d bien pour la premidre fois Ie 13
juin pendant la dur1e nominale de 600 s.

Le premier malaxage d'ergols so/rdes
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their lists of nationally chosen candidate
astronauts and the Agency will now make

the final choice of an initial group of ten

astronauts.

Among the 'Long-Term Programme'
activities, processing of data from the

ISEMSI experiment is under way (see

ISEMSI articles in this issue) and a follow-

on experiment, SUBEMSI, involving six

volunteers being isolated in submarine
habitats for two months is being studied

Studies on the future European Manned

Space Infrastructure are under way

Ariane
The new launch procedure leading to

natural re-entry of the H155 stage entails

an increase in the propellant mass for

the L7 stage to 9 7 t for an automatic
mission and acceptance by Hermes of

a low-perigee transfer orbit

Manufacture of the first cryotechnic tank
is progressing satisfactorily (750lo of the

welding has been finished), and the new

stage-integration plant has been inaugu-
rated at A6rospatiale and Cryospace in
Les Mureaux (F)

The Vulcain engine successfully under-
went a full-power firing test for 200 sec

for the first time in May and one LH,
turbopomp has now achieved a
cumulative run time of 700 sec.

In view of this satisfactory behaviour of

the engine elements, a Vulcain firing test

could be carried out successfully for the

first time on 13 June 1991 for the
nominal 600 sec duration,

The first active mixing of solid propellant

for the P230 booster has been succes-

sfully completed in French Guiana.

Because of a delay in the delivery of the

booster casing to Kourou, the first P23O

'battleship test' (B1) is now foreseen for

March 1992.

The first casings for the M1 ('near{o{light
model') tests have been delivered to

Colleferro in ltaly for their internal thermal
protection to be fitted before being

transported to Kourou

Hermes
Industrial work has concentrated on the

further definition of the space vehicle's

subsystems, updating of the sYstem

budgets, and detailed configuration

evaluation

Two major reviews have been conduct-

ed: the System Concept Review and the

second part of the Preliminary Space

Vehicle Review These reviews have

confirmed the overall validity of the

system design and the overall feasibility

of the space vehicle, but a number of
points of concern require further action.

Evaluation of possible changes to the

Hermes servicing scenario has started,

given the recent choice of the Columbus

Free-Flying Laboratory concept. Modif-

ications to the resource module mav, for

instance, be involved

The documents needed for the decision

on the transition to Phase-2 are being

examined by the Ariane Programme
Board and the Council Working Group

They cover re-evaluation of the Hermes

cosfto-completion, a review of the prog-

ramme's compliance with the objectives

set in 1987, a technical report on the

Phase-l results, and finally an update to

the programme proposal incorporating

some changes in the development
aooroacn

Industry has submitted an offer for the

space vehicle's development which is

under evaluation, A first part of the

Phase-1 budget extension, needed to
cover 1991 activittes, has been approved

by the programme particiPants.

TDP
Inflatable Space Rigidising Technology

The exoeriment has been reassessed,

Two material-sample experiments are now

planned in order to verify the in-orbit

degradation.

Gallium-Arsenide Solar Array (GaAs)

This exoeriment. which consists of two

patches of 1O (2 cmx4 cm) solar cells

with soldered interconnectors, has been

integrated into the Tubsat microsatellite.

The Critical Design Review for a com-
plete solar-array panel of 4 cmx4 cm

cells with welded interconnectors is

foreseen for the autumn

Solid-State M icro-Accelerometer
This experiment was launched on

5 June aboard Shuttle flight STS-40.

Attitude-Sensor Package

The manufacture of the flight unit has

been completed. Integration will start in

July.

Collapsible-Tube Mast
The bridging phase has been completed

and continuation of the experiment with a
Phase-C/D will depend on the Columbus

Programme's interest in using the mast

as a multi-user facility

Metal Deposition In Orbit
The final design is almost complete.

Two-Phase Flow
The detailed design is complete.

Atomic-Oxygen Detector
The Critical Design Review was held

successfully in April

Next flight opportunities
The Tubsat microsatellite carrying the

GaAs patches will be launched in July

1991 as a piggy-back Payload with

ERS-1

Launch of the Hitchhiker-G experiment
(Attitude-Sensor Package) is foreseen
for the second half of 1992, on-board

STS 50. The STRV-I launch, carrying

the GaAs Solar-Array Panel, is foreseen

for the end of 1992, while the Bremsat

microsatellite, carrying the Atomic

Oxygen Detector, is scheduled for

launch by the end of 1992 on-board the

Spacelab D-2 mission Other flight

opoortunities will follow.

Flight/post-f light activities
The Solid-State Microaccelerometer
launched by Space Shuttle 'Columbia'

on 5 June has been activated according
to plan, and the gathering of flight data

is foreseen for early July

TDP Next Phase
The period of subscription will close by

end of June. Evaluation of the proposals

received in resoonse to the Call for

Proposals and ldeas for the Columbus
Precursor Flights is in progress and will

be completed in September G
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actifs destin1 au propulseur P230 a ete
realis6 en Guyane. Compte tenu du
retard de la livraison d Kourou de
I'enveloppe du propulseur, le premier
essal de structure lourde (81) du P230
est maintenant fixd d mars 1992

Les premidres enveloppes desfrndes
aux essarb du M1 ('moddle proche
du moddle de vol') ont 6td livrees d

Colleferro en ltalie pour fixation de la
protection thermique interne avant leur
acheminement d Kourou.

Hermds
Les travaux industriels ont 6t6 axds sur
I'approfondissement de la ddfinition des
sous-systdmes du v1hicule spatial, sur
l'actualisation des bilans du systdme
et sur l'1valuation de sa configuration
d6taill6e.

Deux grandes revues ont 6t6 conduites:
la revue de conception systdme et la
deuxidme partie de la revue prdliminaire
du v6hicule spatial. Ces reyues onf
confirme la validite gen1rale du concept
du systdme et la faisabilit1 globale du
v5hicule spatial mais des rnesures
doivent 6tre pnses pour resoudre un
certain nombre de quesfions
pr1occupantes. On a commence d

€valuer les 6ventuelles modifications
d apporter au sc1narto de desserte
d'Hermds compte tenu du concept de
laboratoire autonome Columbus qui vient
d'6tre retenu. Il pourrait par exemple 6tre
n6cessalre de modifier le module de
ressources.

Le Conseil directeur du Programme
Ailane et le Groupe de travail du Consetl
examinent d I'heure actuelle les
documents n6cessaires d la prise d'une
d6cision quant au passage d la phase-2.
Ces documents comprennent une
r11valuation du co1t d achdvement
d'Hermds, une revue de la conformite
du programme aux objectifs fixds en
1987, un rapport technique sur /es

r4sultats de la phase-1 et enfin une mise
d jour de la proposition de programme
prenant en compte certaines
modifications intervenues dans la
doctrine d u d6veloppement

L'industrie a soumls une offre pour le
ddveloppement du v1hicule spatial: elle
esl en cours d'1valuation Une premidre
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partie de l'extension du budget de
phase-1 , ndcessalre d la couverture des
activit1s de 1991 , a 6tE approuv6e par
les Participants au programme.

TDP
Technologie des structures gonflables,
rigidifiables dans l'espace
L'exp€rience a 6t6 reevalude. ll est
maintenant pr6vu de rdaliser deux
exp€riences portant sur des 1chantillons
de matdriaux afin d'1tudier leur
ddgradation en orbite.

R6seau solaire d I'ars6niure de gallium
(GaAs)
Cette exp1rience, qui comprend deux
groupes de 10 photopiles (de 2x4 cm)
d. interconnecteurs soud6s, sera
embarqu1e sur le microsatelilte Tubsat.
La revue critique de d1finition qui portera
sur un panneau solaire complet de
photopiles de 4x4 cm d interconnec-
feurs soudds est prdvue pour cet
automne.

Micro-accel6romdtre d etat solide
Cette experience a 6te lanc1e le 5 juin
d bord de la Navette (STS-40).

Ensemble de d6tecteurs d'orientation
La fabrication de I'unitd de vol est
terminee. L'intdgration commencera en
juillet

MAt d tube enroulable
La phase relairs esl achev5e et une
phase-C/D sera engagde si le Programme
Columbus souhaite utiliser ce mdt d titre
d' i nstal latio n d uti I isateu rs m u lti p les.

Depot de m6taux en orbite
La conception d1finitive esl presque
achev6e.

Ecoulement diphasique
La conception d6taill6e est terminee.

D6tecteur d'oxygene atomique
La revue de conception critique qui s'est
tenue en avril a donn6 de bons rdsultats

Prochaines occasions de vol
Le microsatellite Tubsat qui doit emporter
les photophiles GaAs sera lanc6 en
juillet 1991 comme passager auxiliaire
d'ERS-1,

Le lancement du Hitchhiker-G contenant

The GaAS TDP payload

Charge utile GaAs (TDP)

I' ensemble de d1tecteu rs d' orientation
est prevu pour le second semestre 1992
d bord de Ia Navette fsfs-s0). Le lance-
ment du panneau solaire d I'arseniure
de gallium sur SIBV-7 est fixd d fin 1992
tandis que le microsatellite Bremsat
qui emportera le d1tecteur d'oxygdne
atomique doit 6tre lanc6 fin 1992
6galement mais dans le cadre de la
mr'ssion Spacelab-D2 D'autres occaslons
de vol suivront.

Activites pendant et aprds le vol
Le micro-acc1l6romdtre 6tat solide lancd
d bord de la Navette Columbia le 5 juin
a 6td mis en service conformdment aux
prdvisions et la collecte des donndes de
vol doit avoir lieu d6but iuillet.

Phase suivante du TDP
Les souscrp/lons seront closes fin juin
Les propositions regues en reponse d
I'appel aux propositions et aux iddes
pour les vols prdcurseurs de Columbus
sonf en cours d'1valuatron; cette activitd
s'achdvera en septembre. G
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ESA Journal

The following papers have been
published in ESA Journal Vol 15, No 2:

IHERIVAL ASSESSI\i ENT OF GIOTTO FOLLOWING

REACTIVATION IN 1990

I,4//LSON R J

PREDICTION OF SOLAR AND GEOMAGNETIC

ACTIVITY FOB LOW-FLYING SPACECFAFT

MUGELLESI R & KERRIDGE D J

TWO COI\i PLEIV]ENTARY SYSTEI\IS ON.BOARD
,ARISTOTELES,: GRADIO AND GPS

RUIlIMELR&SCHRAMAEJA

INTERACTIVE IIVIAGING AND REAL TII\IE

PO NTING N AN AURORAL II\IAGING

OBSERVATORY

SHAHIDI F, WAOLLISCROFT L J C & SIADSNES J

DESIGN |\IETHODOLOGY FOR SPACE

AUTOIIAT ON AND ROBOIICS SYSTEIVS

ELFVINGA&KIRCHHOFFU

ASPECTS OF CODING FOR POWER-EFFICIENT

SATELLITE VSAT SYSTEIVS

TOMLINSAN M, CERCAS F & HUGHES C D

ESA Special Publications

ESA SP-318 // 550 PAGES

PFOC FIRST EUROPEAN SYI\IPOS UIV ON

AEROTHERIVODYNAI\IICS FOR SPACE VEHICLES,

ESTEC NOORDWTJK (NL), 28-30 N/AY 1991

(JULY 199r)
BATTRICK B (EDITOR)

ESA SP-1125 // 190 PAGES

BOSETTA/CNSR: A COMET-NUCLEUS SAI\IPLE'

BETUBN I\IISSION IVISSION & SYSTEIV

DEF|NtTtON DOCUI\tENT (JUNE 1991)

SCHWEHI\,I G H & LANGEVIN T

(EDITOR B BATTRICK)

""",;L,-,'?Ji
5dftB Colloque lnternarion€l/sth Intemaional Colloqui!m

Mesures Physiques et
Signatures en Tdl€ddtection

Physical Measurements and
Signatures in Remote Sensing

ESA SP-319 // 850 PAGES (2 VOLS)

PROC 5TH INTERNATIONAT COLLOQUIUIV ON

PHYSICAL IvIEASUREIIENTS AND SIGNATUBES

IN RENiOTE SENSING. COURCHEVEL, FRANCE,

14 18 JANUABY 1991 (IVAY 1991)

HUNT J (EDITOR)

esa sP-1125

CONIET.NUCLEUS SAI\.IPLE RETIJRN
nrl\sl(tt {\lf s!str\i l}}rI\lll()\ aa,i*

P/esed,ns ot OB F NI Surcpaan sympgstum
F,SIFC M@dfiiik Ire NefErbnds
28-30 Mav 1991
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ESA Brochures

ESA BR-63 // 30 PAGES

LES EFFETS ECONOI\IIOUES INDIRECTS

DES PROGBAN/N/ES DE L'AGENCE SPATIALE
EUROPEENNF (OCTOBRE 1 990)
(PRESENTATION DE L'ETUDE I\IENEE EN

EUROPE PAR LE BUREAU D,ECONOIVlIE

THEOB QUE ET APPLIQUEE, STRASBOURG)

HIERONIMUS A.M (ED T D GUYENNE)

ESA BR-74 // 26 PAGES

ECS: SEVENTH YEAR IN ORBIT

EASION D W ET AL (ED W R BURKE)

ESA Newssheets

OBSERVATION DE LA TERRE // 1O PAGES

NO 33, IVARS 1991

GUYENNE T D & LONGDON,ry (EDS)

er(r rd PF.E E4fs.ri -- soi. esrlr . 1![fe 9r4,arnmas

^o 
3! - iune 1991

The Ljps and Downs of Ciimale Change

esa

ESA Procedures, Standards and
Specifications

ESA PSS-03-207 ISSUE 1 // 36 PAGES
GUIDELINES FOR CARBON AND OTHEF
ADVANCED FIBRE PREPREG PROCUFEI\/]ENT
SPECtFtCAT|ONS (DECEt\rBER 1 990)
ESTEC STRUCTURES A/VD MECHANISMS D|VISION
(ED W R BURKE)

ESA PSS-04-106 ISSUE 1 // 74 PAGES
PACKET TELEMETRY STANDARD (JANUARY

1 e88)

ES,4 SIANDARDS APPROVAL BOARD FOR SPACE
DATA COMMUNTCATTONS (ED W R BURKE)

ESA PSS-os-O ISSUE 2 // 51 PAGES
ESA SOFTWARE ENGINEERING STANDABDS
tcct ttr 2 /trtrRRt taav 1qq1\

ESA BOARD FOR SOFTWARE STANDARDISATION
AND CONTROL (8SSC) (ED w B BURKE) G

PC BASED SAR PROCESSOR FOR ERS-1

Systems Engineering & Assessment Ltd has developed
a high perf ormance, low cost solution f or the
numerically intensive task of SAR image processing:

* Low cost desk top system
* Single technology PC based solution
* 2 hour processing for lOOkm x 1OOkm

* Full resolution image (equivalent to 65 M pixels/hrf

* Easy to use Man Machine Interface
* ERS-I and SEASAT data processing
* Upgrade path for future data sources

The system is now available for purchase by users of SAR data.

Systems Engineering & Assessment Ltd is an independent technical consultancy

based in Bath, UK, who specialise in signal and image data processing systems
with particular expertise in:

+ Beamforming
+ Signal Processing
+ Mathematical Modelling
+ System Architectures and Software Engineering

Systems
Bngineering &
Assessment Ltd

Beckington Castle
PO Box 8OO

Bath, UK

Tel (44) (0)373 831800
Fax l44l (0)373 831 1 33

nElNnr4t - erdn rd pF.E E4fsi.ri -- 50.. e3r!l
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ETECTRONIC ASSEMBTY TRAINING
At The Europeon Spoce Agency Approved UK CENTRE' PORTSMOUTH

ESA cerlificated courses regulorly offered include:

specificotion PS90 1 -728
ESA specificolion PS$O l -238

Other services ovoiloble include odvice, consultoncy ond the
design ond implementotion of unique troining pock6ges for
individuol client componies, either centre-bosed or on-site.

Further detoils ond current updote from BARRIE
Centre Monoger, Regionol Electronics Centre,Hi
of Technology, Coshdm, Portsmouth, Hompshire
ENGIAND

cucKow,
hbury College
06 2SA,

Phone O7O5 38313l extension 212 oo Fox O7O5 32555 |

Space Mission Analysis and Design
edited by James F. Wertz, Wiley J. Larson

SPACE TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY 2

Space Mission Analysis and Design includes numerous topics not treated in other books, such as orbit and con-
stellation design techniques, a detailed prescription tor the mission analysis and design process, legal and policy
implications in mission design, evaluation of the 'hidden agenda'which lrequently dominates design decisions,
and a collection of numerical recipes for creating preliminary estimates ot mission parameters lt contains all ot
the information, data and explicit methods needed to define systems that meet a variety of mission requirements
The book is an invaluable tool for the concept exploralion process and is required reading for anyone involved in
this orocess for unmanned soace missions
'1991,832 pp
HB $89 00/Dft 195 00/C6700
PB S34 so/Dfl 95 00/C33 00
U.S. Government employers may apply for a discounl

Spacecraft Attitude Determination and Control
edited by James R. Wertz

1978, 862 pp
HB $99 00/Dft 213 00/e71 00

1980, 862 pp
PB S49.00/Dfl 142 00 / t47.50

An Introduction to Mission Design for

tsBN 0-7923-0970-7
tsBN 0-7923-0971 -5

tsBN 90-277-0959-9

tsBN 90-277-1204-2

Geostationary Satellites

Spacecraft Attitude Determination and Control is lhe tirst comprehensive presentation ot data, theory, and prac-
tice in attitude analysis The book is wrilten by 33 senior technical staff members in the Spacecraft Attitude
Department of Computer Sciences Corporation and incorporates their experience in supporting more than 30
space missions Because ol the extensive cross-references, complete index, and 13 technical appendices, this
book can be either a self-teachinq lext or a reference handbook KLUWER

ACADEMIC
PUBLISHERS

by J. J. Pocha

SPACE TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY

This book provides an introduction to the mission design ol communication satellites There are many excellent
books on orbit mechanics and astrodynamics, but until now there has been no single work that explains the ins
and outs of mission design, and explains why things are done the way they are done as well as how they are done

1982 238 pp

HB $69.00/Dfl. 1 29.ou842.9s

P O Box 322, 3300 AH Dordrecht; The Netherlancjs
PO Box 358, Accord Station, Hingham, MA 02018-0358, U S A

tsBN 90-277-2479-2
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